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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
SECTION: I 
The Scope of the Thesis 
- The growth of cities represents a point of high 
culture in the growth of a community. The cities reveal 
its power and wealth; it is there that arts and crafts, 
trade and industries flourish. It is the city which provides 
the place of worship, the market, the hall of justice and 
finally the academy of learning - emblems of the settled 
life which begins with the growth of culture and life lived 
with the aid of permanent shelters, permanent utilities, 
permanent buildings for protection and storage, and man-made 
amenities of life in society, 
,In the seventeenth century attd&sa&S. India, a large 
number of citios sprang up end came into prominence in course 
of time. Extensive work has been done on the political history 
of the Great Mughuls, but very little work has been done to 
unfold the pattern of urban life, during that period. The 
urban life of northern India during the 17th Century, though 
so rich and fascinating a subject, has not received the 
attention it deserves. The works of Mr. Moreland, the late 
Prof. Jadunath Sarkar, Dr. Parmatma Saran, Prof. lusuf Husain 
and others throw inadequate light on various aspects of this 
subject. 'J&iese accounts otherwise valuable are to sketchy to 
give a vivid picture of that period. I have endeavoured to 
reconstruct the picture of urban life in northern India during 
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the 17th century and describe the rioe of cadievLl Indian 
toxms, end to examine tho trends of coinercial, induotrici 
ond social lifo of tho period based primarily on container cry 
occountoo 
rUith the advent of the i~u3hulc in Indie - the racial rat 
economic lifo of northern India in the 17th Century8 undc^ .-rrrt 
Q rapid transformation on oil sideac The chief charectc^tic 
of that a^ e ran that the oocirlj economic end religious 
institutionc rope not dictinct frcn one ciothcr© 3£hoy '..ore 
intended to jointly pronote the eelfeve of the cc~nunity at 
large© 
v/ Indian Victory prior to tlie 17th Century :;au greatly 
affected by tho Geographic'situation of the countryo iJo:^ th 
and north-'-"20torn India had seen ncny invasions end intc^ necijio 
uarfaree It uao a period of unroot and political turEiol'U 
Uith the advent of tho 17th century there eras otobilit;/ o? 
the government and tho people aspired and '.rorked for c. b^ ttu;.1 
oconoEic pooitiono The consolidation of ilujhul rule rocultccl 
in unifomity of adainiotrction antl peace ard cecurity o.'.' 15.<.'o 
and proper V« Ehe chief feature of this porioc" i:~o r.n rttc ~p k 
at centralisation of rdninictretionj cupprecoicn of refectory 
eleaentop procorvntion of lar cid order and a roblo cttc :pt 
to conciliate tho conquered pcoploo Icr£o ocalo cornered rl 
contacts rjith the rest of the rorld cere alao established 
then© All these factors culminated in the grov/th cf inr u cr^bic 
tovjns in tho northern ration* She abundant recourcao of tho 
i,,. .,„,. 
upper clnssoo ant thoir indulgence in/engendered by tho 
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apprehension of the escheat of wealth and the relationship of 
the enterp^ i&irda in the commercial and industrial fields 
moulded a neu pattern of urban society^ She grouth of the 
tot?ns, their character and impact on the country as a rhole 
infinitely enhances the importance of the study of the 
psospoxauE urban life of this period* 
^V^'-v/ln the 17th Century the country roachet the zenith of 
her Connercial prosperity end grectnesoo d o village being 
t h e -~ — ' ••" 
the econoaic units on account of/reformed revenue system, beccao 
prosperous« Hie increase of wealth en- the desire to find c 
market for their surplus agriculture;! output,naturally, led to 
the grorth of the cities and the niconing of urban activities* 
Small markets therefore grov; up inhere surplus goods rare cole 
through brokers
 9 rho uere generally local men*. In course of 
time,these places grer up into teeaflia* or ncrbatg^hich later 
developed into cities., varying in size and importance according 
to the volume of trade and facilities for transport of 
exportable goodso 
Inf*untries of considerable iqeortanee also developed*. 
Ihe industrial organisation of the country during this period 
rao sound and articles of merchandise r;ere made in such abundance 
thct .lie cjur;ti*y uas as a vaiole not only self sufficient; but 
had a huge surplus which uas exported to different regions of 
the rorldo A comparative study of the contemporary industrial 
conditions in India and Europe tends to create the inorossion 
the 
that in this respect India t?ao more advanced than^European 
countries.. Apart from these facts, a leading factor in the 
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evolution OxJurban society and moulding of its economy v/as the 
impact of the different European nations which had established 
trade_yith Indi/i. The English -East Indie Company uas launched 
on its fateful career of commercial enterprise here along i.ith 
the Dutch and Portugese merchants during the seventeenth century 
The Indian totsis became m entrepots for the commerce of the 
knom rorld* numerous cities in different provinces became 
ths centre of intense commercial activity., The middle class 
uas the moot influential class tdhich had an effective control 
over commerce and industry of the country* Honey uas advanced 
to Indian producers and manufacturers, and the commodities 
uere purchased end stored by the foreign merchants for oxport 
abroad*, 
It has been my pisrticular effect to assess the value 
and significance of all those institutionst ---nether politicals 
social, oconoiaic, or military chich e tinulatsd and contributed 
to the growth of urban life in the 17th Century* In discussing 
the various topics of the thesis, the relative importance of 
each has been fully kept in vieuo 
I have ventured to divide ay thesis into tuo parts.. 
Part I deals uith the scope and the sources* Part II contain:: 
the main theme, t±dch has been subdivided into four brond 
sections* The first section deals v&th the main features of 
Medieval Indian torns, the second rdth the classification of 
tovms, the third vjith the administration of the towns and 
t&o last cms vdth the pattern of urban society followed by c 
my 
summary of/rg^ statements and observations* 
o 
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Under the subject 'Urban life of northern India in the 
17th Century', I have attempted to trace the history of the 
to^ns of ilorthern India, from Kashmir in the north to Burhanpur 
in 
/the south, Chitagaon, Syliiat and Decca in the East to Thatta 
and Surat in the uest. A brief reference may now be nude to 
certain points of prime importance, treated in the different 
sections of the thesis. 
In the first chapter I h^ve attempted to show that 
Geography end topography ere not the only determining factors 
in the foundation of torais end/flx^ TsnaftalTrg their sites, but 
them 
besides/fcfc many other factors, like military and strategic 
consideration? administrative needs, commercial and industrial 
enterprises also play a cenpicuous role. I have also examined 
the various trade routes uhich existed then. Besides these, 
the security, proper supervision, available amenities, transport 
facilities on these trade routes have also been discussed. 
I have further attempted to show the extent to which the 17th 
proceoe 
Century witnessed the/sp5§fi»£ of urbanisation in different 
provinces, the prosperity of the towns including their growth 
in size end population at the different stages of the period; 
and finally e co^ iparison '~ith the contemporary European towns. 
The influence of the imperial camps and courts on the growth 
of toisns too hv.s been dealth ilth. I have also indicated the 
cause of the decline of towns such as natural calamities and 
decrease in commerce and trade. Under the head of town-planning 
I have attempted to show the layout of the important towns, 
their fortifications, walls End gates; the public institutions 
line public baths, mosques, carvansarais, gardens, tanks 
6 -
rolls, and government offices; the evolution of cohallcs, 
development of different zones, markets, roads and the naaes 
given to tliem; the layout of the residences of the upper, 
middle and lower classes at different placese 
The second section has been devoted to the elaosifl*-
ar.d 
cat ion of to\ms as adminis trat ive, mi l i ta ry 9 coEraercial/, port 
tattr 
tojrais,/industrial end* religious end educational centres^ . I 
have spewed no pains in illustrating the various types of 
industries and crafts that flourished in different toras of 
different regions, their manufactures and the hold on then of 
foreign merchants and the volume of exports 
In the third section, I have atteiaptedj to shou a 
progressive change in torn administrations the extensive 
powers of the Kotwal in matters of preserving peace and public 
security, and investigation of crimes and bring ing the 
criminals to book; the administration of justice, provision 
of civic amenities, control of markets and the port administra« 
tion* 
In the last section of the thesis I have attempted to 
show the pattern of urban society, classified on the basis 
of the upper, middle and the lov:er classes, and their relations 
with one another. I have described their magnificent duellings 
their elegant dresses, rich diet, their appearance in public* 
equipage, conveyances, their social life, dealing with the 
feasts, celebrations, games and amusements,and finally their 
relations ulth the other classes* $hen the layout end condition:; 
of the duelling of the middle&Lass, uith their dresses, dioto 
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their oociol life end amusements, have also been given consider-
able attention* Their role in the growth of comcorco and 
trade of the country, their relations with the nobles end othoi 
classes have also been d ealt with. The standard of living 
of the masses and labourers their poor dwellings, dress, food 
and occupation, the relations with their employers, amuseuento 
festivals and community functions have also been discussed* 
Hot/ the urbanisation and the impact of Indo-Huslims Culture 
resulted in a new synthesis hsas also been dealt, \7ith in the 
last chapter* 
1 have also prepared two maps, the first showing the 
main towns and trade routes connecting them with the principal 
towns in northern India.and the second, showing the layout of 
city 
Agra/in the 17th Century* I hope they vdll be found interesting 
and informative* 
Hy regret is that in view of the vastnese6f the subject 
I cannot claim to have exhaustively dealt :ith the subject* 
therefore 
Far may it be from me/ISosmraax: to claim finality for my conclu-
sions or ezhaustiveness of the treatment* Some of the topics 
included in this work like *to\m planning* and the preparation 
of maps are technical sub jects which cannot be adequately 
treated by any one except a specialist, and as such I cannot 
claim to have done full justice to this aspect. Oy only hops 
is that r& offort will stimulate further rosearch in thio 
further 
subject which offers immense scope for/v,orko 
S E C T I O N S II 
This work is based on original oourcesi vshich incluue 
accounts of contemporary foreign travellers and contemporary 
Indian liters. These sources do not contain any systematic 
account of the urb^n life of the country, but a substantial 
amount of information can be gathered by collecting and 
r 
corelating the information contained therein. 
The foreign travellers* account? have been selected 
from those evailcble in English, and in making this selection, 
particular care has been taken to leave out nothing of any 
real importance, while such travellers uho only repeat 
information already available in more representative accounts 
have generally been ignored. Some of the non-contemporary 
works belonging to the period a few decades earlier or later 
have also been used. These accounts offen present a picture 
substantially tha same as that of the contemporary accounts 
but the information collected from audi sources have been 
always chacked up by a cogrparision with them. 
Tha Persian sources have mainly been utilised in 
translation. Contemporary foreign travellers' accounts era 
perhaps the most important source for the study of the urban 
life of the country in the 17th Century. They ere jaoi-e important 
material, 
than the contemporary Persian literature as source/and a3 
such greater emphasis has been laid on them in investigating 
this source. The foreign travellers^ having nothing to fear 
UJ their wTitinj, 
or to expact f&KSQKs from the rulers/fearlessly state the 
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anvarnished truth,regardless of official frowns and favours. 
Being foreigners they recorded matters seemingly unimportant 
to Indian chroniclers* 
A very large number of European travllers visited India 
during the 17th Century. These accounts differ in quality as 
well as the fullness of their description, These travellers 
belonged to different nationalities, professions and religions. 
Mostly, they consisted of merchants, doctors, envoys, ecclesias-
tics, soldiers, sailors, fortune hunters and adventurers of 
all descriptions. Mostly they v/ere educated persons, belonging 
to vsea^ Kgood families and had a vast knowledge and understanding 
of the prevailing conditions in the country, and have thrown 
much light on the life of the people of India-
•This source is a perfect store-house of information 
regarding matters of historical importance. Some of the 
travellers have left us short journals,* others heve left us 
more ambitious works and full accounts of the places they 
visited, and supplemented the same with accounts of contemporary 
events. £02 impressions left by the travellers are valuable 
and supply convincing, corroborative evidence of political, 
social end economic conditions of India. Their observations 
regarding India and the conditions of life of the people of 
India are not based on conjecture but on their personal 
experiences* 
The records of eiiocsesive travellers furnish enormous 
material for a critical and scientific study of the subject* 
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They describe events as also canners end civilisation of the 
poople and the commerce and trade of the country* They give 
us an account of the standard of living of the various sections 
of Indian society, their dresses, food, games and pastineso 
VJhile studying these travellers' account* hoover, it is 
essential to be on our guard, as their accounts, often suffer 
from historical inaccuracies for different reasons* T."'o mnot 
distinguish betueen facts and fancies^ observations end opinionoo 
In every case XTQ oust first exaoino ijiat chances the indiridcl 
travellcr had for learning the truth© It is difficult to 
accept every traveller's account as truotL-orthy or othorulco 
as a tiiolo, end GO oucli their statei^nts heve boon accepted or 
rejected on the basis of corroboration by other sourcooo ffhoy 
30L:.ctiaas 
have their liziitationso Ehoir knowledge of the country xrac/ 
ouperficiclo Travellers rore inadequately inforoed about the 
geography of the country, li^eGii£3323£&e^^^ 
coinrts^  and had no access to authentic chronicles of the 
country, end for current events sometimes -they depended on 
baser gossip and conjecture, t&thout bothering to test the 
accuracy of such information* Travellers did not aluays brilig 
en unprejudiced nind to a foreign lond0 In addition to it their 
unfaailicrity rlth the language, custoas end nannero of the 
country led to nisunderstanding^ Souetiaeo reong inforaatdon 
passed from traveller to traveller and thus it gained r.idor 
currencyo Their credulity and carelessness often landed thcx 
in serious blunders* At places they became self«assertiv;io 
Eoro^or Inopito of those limitations, the historical 
nerit of these accounts considering the tTiters* learning, 
integrity end sincerity? cannot rjQ bo minimised as a contemporary 
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source for Medieval Indian history, and they will always 
remain indispensable for the study of the same. An exhaustive 
and critical study has been made of the growth of the medieval 
towns, their character and classification, their administration 
and pattern of urban society after going through all the 
available sources. 
The foreign record include accounts of contemporary 
foreign travellers and the correspondence of the employees of 
the 3nglishf branch and Dutch Bast India Companies. In addition 
to it Factory Records, Court Minutes, and accounts left by 
missionaries have also been studied. Amongst the early travelleBs 
the accounts of missionaries like the Jesuits and other English 
traders and envoys like Ralph Fitch and Thomas Roe are most 
important. These cover the period upto the first half of 17th 
Century/and later travellers, like Tuvernier, Bernier, ManucSi 
and Thevenot were more enterprising than the others, and spent 
long years in India and acquired first hond knowledge of many 
towns and cities. 
Early yrmrsllers* 
The accounts of missionaries are of considerable 
importance end .as such require a particular notice. The 
Portugese entered India, quite a few years before the Mughals 
and 
and occupied Goa,/with a view to spreading Chrislanity in the 
neighbouring regions and in the domain of the Mughuls, they 
sent out 
/foxaasdxHxsQciatyxaf missionaries. The zeal and ability of cho 
of the occiety of J:-sue, 
its members/inspired by the youthful energy of its wonderful 
organisation,soon gave it a predominant position in this field. 
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To realise their objects, e lerge number of missions visited 
the Mughul court especially under Akbar and Jahanglr. The 
accounts of the Jesuit missions, provide us with abundant 
in connection 
information/with the general history of India. This source 
is of groat importance end consists entirely of letters, 
and reports despatched by the missionaries themselves from 
various missionary centres and the capital towns of the Mughul 
empire. They were u-ritten rhen the missions enjoyed the favours 
of Akbar and Jahangir. The fathers, who resided at the Mughul 
court,were men of learning and culture, and in most cases 
accomplished writers. They were also keen and shrewd 
observers and, so far as their religious prejudices permitted, 
sympathetic observers./ Though their observations about the 
urban life are very scanty, their brief references are valuable. 
The occasional remarks about the cities, general condition of 
the country, social life end economic progress are important 
to us. •' Though quite a large number of Jesuits visited the 
Mughul court, the accounts of Father ^onserrate, Du-Jarrice, 
and Father Guerreiro are worth noticing. Ihic„ are available 
to us in the foHomng books (i) Commentery of Father 
Honserrate, S.J,, translated from Latin by J.S, Hoyland, 
annotated by S.H. Banerji. (ii) Akbar and the Jesuits. An 
account of the Jesuit missions to the court of Akbar by Father 
Pierre I>» Jarric, S.J, Translat3«»i vdth Introduction and notes 
by C,H, Payne. (ill) Jesuits and the Great Mughuls, By Sir 
Edward Maclagan* (iv) Jahangir and the Jesuits, with an accQunt 
of The Trials of Benedict Goes From the Relations of Father 
Fernao Guerreiro, S.J, Translated by C.H, Payne, 
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Fatter flongerrato U590-158?)'» 
Father Monserrate was admitted to the society of Jesus 
in 1558, and in 1578 he was selected to accompany Father 
Aquaviva to Agra in the first mission to the court of Akbar 
and shortly after his arrival he vras appointed tutor to Murad, 
the second son of Akbar. He soon earned the esteem and affection 
of Akbar. «hile he was uith the Emperor whether at Agra, Fcteh-
pur Sikri, Lahore or on the march to Kabul and Peshcwar, ha 
combined in him the eemeetnessfcf a missionary with the observant 
shrewdness of a historian. 
iSonserrata kept a diary in which he recorded all the 
important events and his experiences every evening during his 
stay for two and a half years in India. Monserrate says " I 
embraced every new experience or fact ivhich the days journey 
or events had brought before my notice, for example the rivers, 
cities and countries viiich we ssw." 
Monosrrate*s conmentary constitutes an extraordinarily 
valuable addition to our source^of information for the period. 
The most weighty subjects on which he sheds new light include 
the account of cities, trade and industries, insight into the 
social life, culture, general interests of the people, their 
standard of living, their customs and conventions, sports and 
recreations. It serves as a useful corrective alike to the 
eulogies of Abul Fazal and ironic observations of Badauni. 
However inspite of the great value and reliability of his 
account, we have to be cautious due to his carelessness about 
proper names and the geography of the country. At places 
Monserrate has shown bigotry in attacking Islam. 
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yu J,",mc 
The 'Historic' of Pierre Du-Jarric is not en original 
cork, but it is from first to last a compilation, a serieo 
of extracts and abstracts from the Jesuits rzritings* Its 
importance consists in its being an accurate reproduction 
of a large store of first hand evidence much of which is not 
Du 
available elsetjhere* /Jarric compiled his material into a 
series of continuous narratives of Jesuits' missionary 
enterprise, commencing from the year 1580, vvhen the first 
mission came to the Great Hughul till the death of Akbar in 
1605. From our point of view the outstanding interest of 
Su Jarric*s compilation lies not so much in the references 
it contains to contemporary events as in the intimate light 
%% sheds on the notable figures of the time and the insight 
it affords into the general conditions of life under Hughul 
rule» These records bring us in touch uith the administrative 
machinery of Akbar*s kingdom and b2S5S3!C2dEil2ni2GB3faCi^ lS5, 
:^Hsa5&2Q&>thsc:Ms&GS$}e8 : the d ally life and surroundings of 
the humbler classes of the peopleo Pu Jarric1s account of 
the missions to Akbar merits a high place amongst our 
authorities for the history of Indiao 
Balph Fitch (1583-91) 
•The voyage of Ralph Fitch to East India* « a merchant 
of London from 1583 to 1591,is of great interest and 
importance0 Ralph Fitch's education,native shrev."dnQS0p hio 
pousp of clear and concise description make his account 
very valuableo He reached Fatohpur Sikri from Golconda» 
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After/brief stay at Fatehpur Sikri, in 1585, ho started to 
explore the eastern parts of India and rent from Agra to 
Sonde and Bengal stopping at Allahabad, Benares, Patna, 
Hugli and Chittagong* Fitch rao a shretxl observer and hio 
account is based on personal experiences and observetionco 
l?hatever ho cau or heard he hao described in a einpie uayo 
He gives not only a detailed account of Indian cities, bnt 
also tried to make a comparative study of Indian touio and 
the totsao of hio countryo He hao also described the nazstoro 
of the inhabitants j> houses, diets and dross and cuotono c<T 
the cities through rMch ho passed, or stayed at© Eo alto 
gives full particulars about Indian trade, the imports cud 
exports, tlie moans of transport, the various industries 
and the general economic condition of the peoplco 5ha account 
of Ralph Pitch is trustworthy though scrappy at tineso 
John laidenJ- :/ ,0-599-1605) 
Hilden bi;ll,, another Englishman visited India to 
acquire privileges of trade for himself and for his folio?: 
countrymen. He visited Lahore, Agra and A^nor and hao 
described his transactions in India« His account, though 
brief} is of great value« 
Ullliam Hawkins (16Q8~11) 
William llaukins uas a . Levantine merchant, uel l 
acquainted nith Turkish and anee^erienced hand in business 
and navigation Uill ies Haifcins uc. deputed ao the representative) 
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of Janes I to the Ilughul coporor Jehangir for 'coliciting 
the grant of cuch liberty of traffic end privilegeo eo shall 
be reaeonnblo both for their securities and profit** He left 
Tilbury as the commander of the Hector on llarch 12f 1607 on 
the Hector 
the third voyage of East India Company, /eosi anchored at t$o 
the 
entrance of /Tapti river on August 24, 160$, as the first 
vessel to display the English flag on the coast of Indiao 
He reached Agra on April 16, 1609 and was given an audience 
by the Emperor Jahangir, who m s much pleased and impresood 
by him and thus he secured the favour of the Emperor and uao 
accepted 
/jBppodaxbsxk: as the resident ambassador and remained at the 
court with a tlansab of 400 horse* 
The accounts of tfillian Hawkins are on the whole 
reliable and give first hand information about the country 
visited by him* He had close contacts with the king, the 
officials and the nobles of the court* His account and 
description of the chief cities in the tlughul eicpire, the 
standard of living of tke general masses as well as of the 
upper claosesj commerce and tfcawade of the country are interest** 
ing and of great importance* His information about the 
political history, state and government and foreign trade 
required a careful checking boforo accepting the same* HarMnej 
despite his intimate association with Jchcngir did not inou 
that the Mughul empire, had core than five subdivisionso 
.
 H i s 
B&$&$a© story should be rc.~ in conjunction \7lth the narrtiyo 
of UillloQ Finch, which suppleEonto it in ncny vroyB o *.<o 
doubt he ras enterprising and resourceful, but he was/arrogant 
end blustering* 
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£113Jlen Finch (1608~,U) 
Finch uas Q fellou merchant of Haukins and landed i.li,h 
him at Surat in August 1608c He *oured irf.dely and passed 
•through different regions* Finch uont ao far as the froatioro 
of the empire in the east and northi end to Burchnpur in tho 
South* Finch has fully related his experiences at Surate 
He loft Surct for Agra and then for Bayana for the purpoo£ 
of buying a stock of indigo and aloo travelled to Lahore by 
uay of Dihli, Anbola, and Sultanpur in thio conneetion0 
Finch ras better informed end has nore correctly otatod the 
hiotory of tho Hughul enpiro , ao compared tlth the other 
early travellero? tiio visited tliis country in the early 17th 
Ccaturyo He hao carefully recorded tho dotuilo of hio journey-, 
fully doocribing the extent of the country» It is a nout 
valuable contribution to our knowledge of tho Hirjhul o:.:piro 
ia the e ar3^ r years of the seventeenth centuryo Ate cli^ ef 
feature lo the topographical information gloeaed by hiii 
either in hio o a journeyingo or bjT diligent inquiry £?ou 
others*. Purchac cayo of it tact it io nsupplied in ou'jotnco 
Llth more cccurato observation:; of ncns bcr/jtOj, plantc0 ciltpoj 
deserts, castles, buildingot regions, reli^iono; than clroot 
anyother, as also of uaiyes, t^ ares, uarreoo" Eic doccript:tcn 
of the important citieoj their layout, commerce and iadu/^lso, 
administration, the trade routes and the account of different 
sections of the society is very helpful and authoritative .""x. 
reconstructing the picture of urban life, though o feu ci^ a.? 
errors h©vje^ cs» can be dented in his Jouraalo 
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ghCBos Coryat (16i2-17) 
i'iiti^aii vor^a'w "Jaa tn- x i r s t x.n0liiiixuan jho t x a v e l l e a 
t h r o w n Inu i a , v/ith no i i ^ n t i o n o i t r a u a , but wau i t e p i i ^ a 
t o ECL: t h i s strange country and : ; r i t e a book about h i s 
Gxp2iis:.c3s. HQ TOO educate a a t Winchester 'dud Oxior^ ana 
earned tome r e f u t a t i o n a s a .v^itsr . Byxox-e viuiuin^, Inu la 
he h d a l ready u n d e r t a k e a con t inen ta l tour o i ixance , 
nor thern I t a l y , Switzerland nu. Germany. In I r u i a , he v i s i -
t s j . _ult)an, L-ihore, D i h l i , iij_ra, J ^ s r , * andu, '.lara-.Tar and 
lu-^ra* ae regained i n Ayca, for about 1^ Lont..s. Ccr.yat 
had the true feii't oi ooservui;ion unu. hab narxat-u. lulls ana 
accura te ly what he sau f including many sniall d e t a i l s .vaich 
other t r a v s l l s r s havj i-asosd cv^r a£ unworthy oi tofci;^. 
I t i s uxaoxtunatu t a a t only a lew l e t t e r s v;xitWa by niiu 
irons India/ iass survived 
Nicholas CTithing,ton ( lol2-1o1o) 
r i t h i n ^ t o n came to India as an a t t endan t to Captain 
a t Best , an employee of the East India Company, b u t / a s tiurat 
hs < a^s talcs n i n t o the sur-vics oi" ta_ Cot:-any, du to ois 
l i n 0 u i s t i c a t o a i n t s a t s . He v i s i t e d Sura t , iihEadabrd, Cai^a;;, 
Sarkhoo* Shatta and ii&ra ana a s t.uch hu, i'ouru. l a t e r e at in, 
t h ings , which hs has rsluiiw-. i n h i s jouxnul . n*. has wir-own 
nucb. l i ^ i t en ecr^sree gnd t r a d s , t.-ade r o u t e s , rcl c ' l r i n i a -
t r a t i o n ^ta c l^o oixered a uesc r ip t ion of th - c i t i e s , m 
,.x0<£ 'jdattVui uuti oeo/ i i t iu l as ii> haa uo oc-al vilfra thu mass-
es* hit* ..oxx i a .juitte ru l i au lo* 
S i r Thomas Boa (1o15-1o19) • 
S i r i'hoLas Hoc cans t o India in 1O1>» as th& aiaoaa^auDx 
ox JaE-us I to thu cour t of J a h a n t r - a t ttu. instance ox t-ne 
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East India Company. Roe came of a good family and combined 
vA th 
. . * shrewdness/ readiness of resources and business ability. 
He obtained the experience and culture by a varied training 
in most favourable circumstances* Roe was educated at Oxford 
and the Inns of Court and was familiar with the court as 
well as Colleges, with government and diplomacy as well as 
with history and law. In short, he was a man of the 
Eliz abethan era, fond of politics, pictures and plays and 
intimate alike with the Archbishop of Canterbury and the 
the 
Chairman of/East India Company. 
Roe's account is based on his keen observations, and 
.he 
being a good writer/gives a vivid and picturesque description 
the things 
of /kings t&sfc he saw. The account given by him in his Journal 
is both reliable and illuminating. He got sufficient 
information about the history of the country, by getting an 
opportunity of visiting a large number of towns, ashe remained 
with the king and his camp. Thomas Roefs account throws much 
the appearcncc 
light on the commercial conditions and prospects,/aaaffidqxfckoa 
of cities, customs of the inhabitants of India and other 
Indian affairs. He describes the chief cities of the Hughul 
empire partly on the basis of his personal observations and 
partly on the basis of the king's register. Hie account about 
the trade, relations between England, Portugal and India 
throws a flood of light on its conditions and prospects. 
Roe's account is reliable, but it would be rather risky to 
depend wholly on it as it becomes unreliable when he treats 
of matters which did not come under his own personal 
observations. 
« 20 ^ 
rdrara Terry (XftlflrlSAQ). 
Eduard Sorry, a Protectant clergyman of the Church a'.' 
England cao educated at Rochester School cad Christ Church 
Oxfordp fron there ho obtcinod the faster'o degreeo He torvollocl 
in India bett^en 1616^19 as chaplain to the embassy of Sir 
Thomas Roe0 Ho remained in India for nore than tuo yoar.i 
uith hio patron end urote his book af tor M o departure fron 
Indic<> His recount tiiich offerod °a good faroroll orcu^ht 
of English India liquor's Lao the outcome chiefly of hie o\n 
observations durinj tuo end a half years tiiich ho spent :\n 
this country© It is a record of chat the cuthor hcH hincolf 
observed and beers traces of a vigorous and penatratizg idnd 
stimulated by a strong interest in ito otrcn^e surroundings© 
His interest is further ovidenced by the feet that cltlior^ h 
he had no intention of staying in t'-io country71 he tooli prAno 
in acquiring Imouledgo of the institutions end cocicil conditions 
of our country <> 
Terry joined Sir Thomas Roe near u"jjain} end accospmiod 
him to Handu and then \7ent to Ahmadabad, where he remainoS 
for about nine months. The account of Terry is really a 
very important source of* information for our uork^ He uas 
a good observer and of balanced views and had also the broad 
mindedness to appreciate the good points of the inhabitantso 
Terry has critically enamined the customs and institutLorG 
Mughul 
that existed in/tlB83daa India© 4aongst other important 
subjects on riiich he particularly thrors light aro the condi-
tions of -die different classes of socioty including their 
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standards of living, their manners and customs, dress, 
food, drinks and means of amusement. He also gives ca 
account of the commerce, trade and industries existing in 
different towns. The account of the social and economic life, 
in general, form an important source of information. Terry 
made acute and penetrating observations and much valuable 
information is contained in these accounts for reconstructing 
the picture of urban life of Jahangir*s India* Inspite of the 
value and authencity of the work, Terry's writing,from tho 
historical point of view, suffersfrom some defects. Terry's 
account lacked accuracy like that of his patron Sir Thomas 
Roe, when he Trent beyond his personal observations and based 
his account merely on unreliable information* It is correct 
to say that his criticism of Indian institutions while always 
fresh and reliable is sometimes highly prejudiced, unjust 
and ridiculous* 
Francisco Pelsaert (103CK1627) 
man 
Francisco Pelsaert was a Dutch/from Antwerp, and an 
employee of the Dutch East India Company* He sailed for the 
east in 1618 as an assistant in the Company*s commercial 
service* In 1630, he was posted in India and reached Agra 
via Surat, where he remained for about seven years. He was 
later raised to the position of a Senior Factor. His work is 
primarily a commercial document but it also gives a detailed 
account of the social cud adjoiniotrative environment in rhicli 
commerce had to be conductedo Besides the production of indigo 
or the trade in spices, he also throws light on the 
_ OO _ 
administrative sy stain, the standard of living of the masses 
and the upper classes end the social and religious customs 
of the people* He gives a vivid description of Agra city and 
the development of comnierce and trade of the different provinces 
particularly of Bengal, Agra, Lahore, Gujrat and Burthanpur* 
His description of various places appaars to be based on his 
personal observations* He visited different towns and examined 
them oiivuteljf*' He mixed vrLth the people end/the great 
advantage of getting first hcnd information by mastering the 
Indian languages. He is at times prejudiced and exaggerates 
the deplorable condition of the masses* 
Joannes AC-Last 
Joannes cie-Laet, the Flemish geographer, philologist 
and naturalist was the Director of the Company of the West 
Indies and, leter,on of the Butch India Company* It was during 
hie terra of office that he gained knowledge of India, by 
keeping in touch with Sast Indian affairs, and published in 
1631 ^DE Imperio Kogni wcglis,op the Empire of the Great i*logol 
De Laet diu not come to India at all and he is pre-eminently 
a translator and conpiler, but hi3 compilations are learned 
and laborious, faithful- and reliable. As a result of DE Laet's 
his 
position as a Director, ami Akst interest in the affairs of the 
east,and his friendship vdth the merchants enabled him to 
obtain quick and truthful information of the happenings in 
India. Dfc Laet has used the material of Pelsaert and other 
foreign travellers* His work is a complete Gazetteer of 
Janhan&ir's India, and gives a detailed and reliable account 
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of the towns, their splendour, administration, trade routes 
articles of trade end production, the standard of living of 
the masses and the upper classes and aa such it is enduringly 
useful. Inaccuracies there are, but this is a defect liiich 
it shares sdth all the contemporary accounts in Indian 
chronicles too. 
Pietro D£lla Valle (1623-1625) 
Pietro Delia Valle, :«as a oafcaoMo: gentleman of noble 
funily of Hone s?ith Catholic education and convictions. He 
htd no taste for trade or profit of any kind, but visited 
India out of intelligent curiosity, to grasp the learning of 
the :bino i'li to s.udy ilia religions of India, with particular 
reference to finding the similarities in the religions of 
E^ypt cud India. 
Delia Valle visited a large number of torcns of the 
western co:xt» He deals sith the places of business of 
European traders, foreign factories end the volume of trade 
th-
in the country. His account of/port rdministration showo 
his sanity of judgement. He also gives a graphic account 
of the cestern cities of India particularly of Surat, 
Ahmadabad, Cambay and Baroch. In addition to it, he also 
refers to ' 
aneofcfcoTSB the government poliey tov/ards the subjects like 
Hindus, Muslims, and foreigners, and noticed that the ^ ughul 
rule vras tolerant in the e:<rtre:n.:. He was the first traveller 
who noticed the communal harmony maintained by the Hughul 
government. - i'or example,Delia Vclle noticed that in the 
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toims, i-jhere Hindus v&re in majority there the killing of 
the cows was prohibited. His accounts of the pattern of urbcn 
societyi the standard of living, employment conditions and 
customs and manners of different communities are very authentice 
He took pains in depicting the life of the various sections 
of the society* He participated in processions, feasts, 
of 
celebrations, games and sportso/the country. He minutely 
examined the conditions of the lovrer classes, especially of 
the Indian servants. It is unfortunate that Pitro DellaVclle 
A 
did not visit the interior of the country and as such had 
little to say about it. 
Peter tlundy (3.838-16341 
Peter Hundy was one of the most remarkable travellers 
of England, T3IO ras selected as a Factor of the East India 
Company in 1627. During his stay in India from 1628-34 he 
remained in the service of the East India Company and hold 
responsible positions at different places. He served oo 
'Register' to Surat and afterrards he uas transferrad to Agreo 
During his serlTice, he got nn ample opportunity of travelling 
x?idely, through large and small torais of different regions 
of northern India. 
The account of Peter Hundy is full of interest, noting 
and commenting as he does on everything thatiattracted hio 
attention. Mundy v^ rote his diary every day, thus providing 
a connected narrative from one place to the other. As has been 
mentioned, he travelled uidely in the country and as such, 
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he gives a detailed account of the routes, torais and 
carvansarais, \3iich he passed during his journey* His 
descriptions of Agra, Fatehpur Sikri, Burhanpur, Patna, 
Benaras, Ajmer, and Surat etc. are very valuable. He also 
gives a vivid and picturesque description of the marketss 
offices, public buildings and houses etc He gives the best 
contemporary account of the commerce and industries of 
different places. 
Peter Hundy had social intercourse v±th the upper 
classes and as such he observed accurately their social life. 
He also gives an account of the administration of the toms. 
He took much interest in learning the day to day activities 
of the common men, and of the places rhich uere visited by 
describes 
him. He also/fe2B±i©nsosdtoa*c social and religious customs of 
the people and also their standard of living© He gives us 
first hand information about the produce and manufacture of 
those commodities vMch uere exported to England. He had 
personal dealings tilth the brokers and merchants end narrates 
their character end dealings in business. Eundy's errors are 
remarkably very feu. ^ 
Frav Sebastion Hanrioue (1628-1643) 
Catholic 
Uanrique was a KocKtugmeasa; missionary vfto remained in 
India from 1629 to 1643 on missionary work. He was attached 
to Bengal from 1629 to 1637. Before coming to India, he vicitcd 
Persia, Mesopotamia, Palestine, China, Philippines and Java; 
and as such he gathered rdde experience and ample knowledge. 
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Henrique's account is very valuable as it throws great light 
on the urban way of life. Though a missionary he examined 
things as a merchant. His account is both interesting cnfl 
useful. Manrique personally visited a large number of totms 
in India and tells us about their general appearance, and 
the commerce and industries which flourished there. After 
visiting the towns of Bengal, he moved on to Patna, from where 
he travelled by land to Lahore. 
Manrique gives a fanciful account of Agra and of other 
towns in its vicinity. He reached Lahore, after visiting 
Dhli and passed through Thaneshwar and Sarhind and than on 
to Multan and Thatta. He also came intocontact with the king, 
priests, officials and also their womenfolk« Manrique came 
in dvery close contact with Asaf Khan, who was friendly towards 
him. He attended the dinner partywhich was given by Asaf Khan 
to Shah Jehan in Lahore. His minute account of Asaf Khan's 
dinner party, his wealth and way of living truly reflect the 
standard of living of the upper classes. He also throws • 
much light on the life and condition of the middle classes and 
of government officials. 
Manrique's account has a few defects, as he seems tS 
be based against Muslims and speaks of them as barbarians. 
At times he becomes self-assertive. 
• John Albert De Mandelalo (1638-1639) 
Handelslo was a young Garjasn of noble birth and of 
,^ , * ±* n 4 4 A *SS QBw&ttctdiQ to tho Embaorm^oro 
liberal education. He joined ,A^fli$&3$&^^ 
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s sent 
who were dsotgnatsi by the Duke of Holestine to Russia end 
Persia. After sharing their adventures for three years, 
Isfahan of 
he parted company with them at/£spkaa, dth a view/ visiting 
India. He arrived at Surat in 1638, and left India in 1639o 
Handelslo visited the chief cities of Gujrat like Surat, 
Ahmadabad, Broach, Baroda and Cambay and also visited the 
Mughul head qaarters at Agra and Lahore. Mandelslo was no 
scholar, yet his account of his tour in India is full of 
illuminating observations on the political history commerB© 
and industry of Gujrat province, its towns and the social 
and economic conditions of its inhabitants. His account of 
the cities of Gujrat is based on his personal observations 
and experiences.* He actually passed through these places, 
which he describes and enjoyed the hospitality of the inhabi-
tants and foreign merchants* The most valuable part of 
Mandelslo*s travels pertains to his tour through Gujrat. 
could have 
At some places he has committed factual mist&kes, which/' 
avoided. His graphic account of the life and the standard of 
living of the governor is very trustworthy and accurate. 
Mandelslo twice dined with Azam Khan,governor of Gujrat, and 
freqqently visited him. Thus he got the opportunity of coming 
in close contact with the leading men of the province. His 
account of the wages and prices is based on verbal reports. 
It seems Mandelslo was much interested in commerce of the 
written abcujs 
country, and so he has/fceoouded it in detail. Ilandelslo's 
account is of immense help to us in reconstructing the picture 
the 
of/ urban life of India. 
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Among the other early travellers to India, may also 
be mentioned James Lancaster, Kicholas Doraton, Dodsuorth, 
John flight, Linschoten, Ualter Peyton, Alexandr Childe, 
Joseph Salbancke, Thonas Best, Henry Hiddleton, Richard Steel, 
John Crouther, Alexander Sharpey, and Thomas Kerridge. 
L a t e r T r a v e l l e r s 
' John Baptists Tavernier ( 1631-1668) 
Tavernier is knocn as the most renoiaisd traveller of 
the 17th Century, and pioneer of trade with India. He uas 
an eminent JTrench jetral merchant xho travelled several tines 
in India between 1643,«1668e Before coming to India Tavernier 
had travelled in different parts of the rx>rld, end had visited 
Constantinople, Persia, Baghdad, Aleppo, Alexandria, Halta. 
and Italy* 
Tavernier saw more of Inida than perhaps any other 
traveller in the 17th Century. He studied the various aspects 
of the towns and has described them at length on the basis 
of his personal experiences. He was an acute observer and 
understood the economic conditions of the country and the 
prospects of foreign companies in ladia. 
The account of Tavernier is a most authoritative v^rk 
regarding the commercial history of different towns and 
provinces, their mineral resources and of the forces at i:ork 
in the economic life of the country» His observations and 
judgements, viiich t?ere confined to matters of commerce , 
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industries and trade STQ most reliableo He furnishes uo 
with many details respecting Indian manufactures in different 
towns and hence is very useful for our subject* Tavernior 
visited all the important towns of the country like Agru, 
Dihli, Burhanpur, Lahore, Surat, Canbay and Dacca. The 
principal value of the work consists in his observations 
on the towns and cities, the contemporary condition of tho 
trade, highways, administration of the toais, security of 
travel and his occasional comments on the social end economic 
life of the period. His records immensely help us in 
identifying the small towns and other urban centres which 
otherwise 
are not /traceable- x •'?. :v • ;.'••* 
could 
His account concerning the frauds,which/BEfi be 
practised in manufacturing goods, whether by the roguery 
of the workers or the knavery of the brokers and buyers,and 
the measures adopted by the government against such practices7 
is valuable and interesting. 
Tavernier was certainly not always an eye witnesses of the 
events which he describes. As a historian he is not 
always to be trusted, as he had no education. There are some 
discrepancies in his account. His account lacks the systematic 
arrangement of the subject,correlated chronology and a 
reconcilation of really or apparently contradictory statements. 
His historical chapters,for instance, may have been derived 
from Bernier's writings or from conversations with him',and 
the places he had not himself visited were of course founded 
on information collected from various sources. 
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Francois Barnier (1656-1668) 
Bernier uao a trained physician and a man of superior 
education, with a keen eye for the things which interested 
him. He v/as attracted by the desire of seeing the world and 
thus visited Palestine, Egypt and Syria before coming to Indiao 
He travelled out of curiosity, not only with a desire to see 
the towns and countries, but also to know' ^ inhabitants, 
commerce, trade and industries, administration of the towns, 
as 
government policy as well/the interests and manners of its 
people. During his stay in India he visited a large numbor 
of towns like Surat, Ahmadabad, Lahore, Kashmir, Agra, Dihli, 
Raj MahoL and Kasimbazar and was an eye witness to many events. 
BerriW*s Travels in the Mughul Empire (1656-68) is a 
celebrated work and a first class authority for a study of social 
life in the second half of the 17th Century. 
Bernier was closely attached to the court and worked 
in the capacity of a physician under the great Hughuls. 
The description of the towns their administration, and 
amenities available in them/^^he out come of his personal 
knowledge. His clear and concise account shows his capacity 
for observation and of independent judgement. He stayed 
with Banishmand Khan, a leading Mansabdar at/court and he 
derived his information from him. In addition to him he also 
used French men, Portuguese, European merchants, ambassadors 
„ .
 A A /J4£ sources of 
counsels and interpretors a^tssmm^^x^sos^ipii^s^ss^ 
information about the country and its people. 
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Beraier is at pains to compare every custom and 
institution of France with that of India,and labours to prove 
in every possible way the superiority of the former. Thus 
we find that he contradicts himself at several points. His 
criticism of Indian institutions, conditions of peasants 
and labourers and the tyranny of the upper class and adminis-
trative officials, may appear to be partly biased and partly 
due to the fact,that the knowledge of these facts vfoich he 
has described was based on/jEBoeEagn Inspite of it the general 
impression which he gives of the country and the people shows 
his intelligence. 
Niccolao Manuecl Venetian (1653-1708) 
niccolao ^ annucci, was on Italian traveller, who was 
enlisted as an artillery man in the service of the Mughuls 
in India on eighty rupees a month. He also served Shah Alam. 
In Agra and Dihli, he gradually adopted medicine as a profession. 
As an historian Manucci presents us with a 'somewhat mingled 
yarit'. ITo doubt, Manucci was not a learned travellers/a self 
educated man. He v;as an acute observer and had the advantage 
of a long and close experience of the country. He visited 
a large number of towns ana travelled through Burhanpur, 
Hsndiyah, Sironj, iiarwar, Gwalior, Dholpur, Agra and Dihli, and 
while he was entrusted vdth an expedition eastwards, he 
travelled through Patna, Rajmahal, Dacca, Hugkli ana Kaslmbazer. 
var ie d 
Regarding towns he gives abundant jqp$Exapx±s£s and/aooasbneisg 
details* His account is extreaelj vivacious. Manmci's 
detailed description of the various towns, about their general 
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appearance, commerce, industry and administration is based 
on his personal visits, observations and experiences. 
Inspite of all this, his account is not free from 
blunders* His supposed extracts from the Mughul official 
chronicles, for the reign of Jahangir are a tissue of 
absurdities. They are distortions of the facts. His 
anecdotes are based purely on bazar gossip • 
But for the account of the reign of Aurangzeb, Manucci 
is a writer whose statements cannot be ignored,; where they 
can be verified they are histoxdcally accurate, and a fair 
inference is that where he is not contradicted by other 
contemporary accounts he may be accepted as trustworthy. 
He is indeed quite honest and particular, as da rule,about the 
sources of his information. He says "I mean to write without 
passion, but with all possible exactitude and sincerity.w 
It does not mean that what he cays must always be believed. 
He was at times misinformed end prejudiced. His prejudice 
may be judged from his statement th£ t Indian customs are 
evil, hateful and/i&xafiuixGSfi. Manucci was on the staff 
of Prince Dara Shukoh and o/e such had a strong dislike for 
Auran^seb. His account of Indian customs and religion is 
faulty. Therefore his references should be accepted with 
caution. It seems that in his voluminous narration, he did 
not forget the interest of the readers and as such at times 
he is just trying to provide interesting and not accurate 
information about the country. 
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Streynsham Master (1675-80) 
Master was s o c i a l l y commissioned to reorganise 
the af fa i rs of the East India Company in a l l the depen-
dent fac tor ies of Fort S t . George, of which he was appoin-
ted 'Agent* He arrived Ft. S t . George in 1676 and h i s 
•Diaries1 contmua the story t i l l January 1680. The 
Biaries are cheifly concerned with the in ternal adminis-
t r a t ion of the Company and are a l i t t l e disappointing 
from the point nf view oi our subject. 
Jeen de (Che ve not (1667) 
Thevenot, a French gentleman, was a t r ave l l e r of a far 
higher a tamp. He belonged to the rare company oi such 
t r ave l l e r s , who are seekers of t rue knowledge through per-
sonal experiences and observations. His natural curiosi ty 
a t t rac ted hin to Inula. Thevenot v is i ted more countries of 
Europe, Asia and Africa, than any of his contemporaries.His 
education and family environment made him a true ujuolar. 
Thevenot completed his education at the University of Pa r i s . 
He was an ardent student ox geography, and natural sciences, 
and haa studiea tue accuuuts o± early t r ave l l e r s and was 
also iiallutnctjd to a great extent by nis ^Ciiolaily uncle. 
The»Indian Travels* of Thevenot i s a work oi abiuing in t ees t 
to the students of Indian his tory. Thevenot remained only a 
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year or so in India, but he visited a very large number of 
totms and places, and in such a short stay he studied the 
life and condition of the people in the country. He throve 
much light on varied aspects of urban life. Thevenot'o 
ob£3rvere 
narrative sho-js him to be a thoughtful/c±s222C£2fb Ho had 
the advantage of securing first hand information about India, 
being conversant uith tta3rz£ss£ss2x2^^ 
Turkish, Arabic, and Persian/anfi secondly he freely 
iLOvcd among the people. He had the reputation of being a 
keen observer and an able o*iter. Thevenot, did not confine 
himself to deocribing 1he general condition of the country 
and its people, but he also took pains to study the various 
institutions, administration, commerce and industry, uhich 
is the most valuable source for the study of urban life of 
our period. Hone of the travellers had the industry, 
scholarship or critical acumen that Thevenot had. Thcvenot 
has recorded from his personal experiences9 the roads he 
traversed^ the toaas he visited, the men he mat, the thir.53 
he sav;, the amenities he enjoyed, the discomforts fros di*.ch 
he suffered end the difficulties he encountered. He describes 
through personal experience the administration, of tor.ns and 
ports, security of life and property and the lav; and ordor 
existing there, which informs us of the practical working 
of the administrative system of the ftughuls. Inspite of 
his best efforts his account of India suffers from occasional 
hearsay, 
errors. He depended on S&SSESSJJ/particularly in regard to the 
civil administration.) end recorded events vMch he did 
not personally \7itness» 
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Thomas Bot^ rev (1669-1679) 
Thomas Bovjrey was an independent trader and a sailing 
master in the easto He remained in the eastern regions of 
India particularly Bengal from 1669 to 1679* Thomas Bouroy 
ras a uell educated man for his time, an acute observer of 
all that rent around him and ras deeply interested in the 
inhabitants of the country• He ras rell acquainted rlth the 
writings of Bernier and rith ^ughul history, dorn to his 
o m time. His book 'A Geographical account of countries 
round the Bay of Bengal'
 p contains his observations and 
experienceo in Bengal* He personally visited Dacca, Cuttaek, 
Hugly, Patno, Kaoinbazor and Balasore, besioes other 
important commercial centreo0 His acoo/unt throtTS much light 
on the commerce, trade and industries, men and manners of 
India, and the general appearance of the toms of India in 
the lest quarter? of the 17th Century. 
Hay of his observations are of a^^^nE/interest 
and unusual value, and a unique contribution to medieval 
Indiau liistorye 
John Ilarshnll (1668-16721 
John riershall is renowned as being the first Englishman, 
rho really studied Indicn Antiquities'» He ras a graduate 
tiic 
of/Cambridge University and ras famous ca a rriter and 
traveller* He ras selected a Factor to serve in Bengal by 
the East India Company* Uarshall gives his general impressions 
of Uughul India* Like his contemporary Thomas Bourey, and 
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hlo preCaceocor Peter ^ undy, ularahull was o keen observer, — 
ovorri on the alert to acquire information. Hlo notoc afford 
valuable details on all kinds of subjects* Burins hlo 
tenure of office in India flarohall aade an extensive tour 
of ©astern India end studied there the character of the 
town©, commerce and industry end tho routes v&ich ho followed 
In tho course of hie journey* Ho rjas on enthusiastic 
enquirerf end hie zeal in recording all uhat he heard on 
these subjects is amazing Hie remarks on the grofcrth of 
towns and experiences at tho custom end octroi posts> oho^s 
at 
his acutonooo* Marshall has made no attotapt »A/grouping 
bia subjects systematically, but jotted doim his experiences 
and observation of/thinss ^date/specially increased hinu ^ ^ 
Afrfro Carre (^7frflWl 
V 
Abbo Carre, a French gontlosen of high education and 
an ecclooiostic, was sent to India on a mission entrusted to 
for the 
hiia by tho French minister Colbert > mriEx/ French ISaet India 
Company to support the French trade In India end to *tvatch 
over the conduct and aotiono of the JSnslish and the Butch, 
travelled to 
but also to observe his ovn countrymen*. He/ifigjfcx&ay India 
through Syria, Iraq and Persian Gulf, reaching Surat in 1668. 
During his stay in India from 1072-74,/visited Qoa, 
Surat, Boabay, Uadrao, Golconda end Bijapur, but froa our 
point of viotf, his account of Surat lo soot valuable* 
Eio Journal certainly contains saony very curious pieces 
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He was an observant traveller, like Bernier and Tavernier, 
and showed an interest not only in the country through which 
he passed, but also in its inhabitants and its history. He 
mentions everything that he saw in Surat, and judging from 
his valuable remarks in the Journal, his power of observation 
and description were remarkable. His accounts/has some errors, 
which were mostly due to misinformation and due to some 
exaggerations but most of his statements ere corroborated 
from different accounts. 
John Fryer (1672-1681) 
John Fryer was an eminent British physician and a 
member of/&oyal College of Physicians. He was educated at 
Trinity College/Cambridge, and obtained the degree of M.B., 
followed by that of M.D, John Fryer possessed a singularly 
wide and vcried knowledge of different s ubjects and was well 
versed in the learning of his age. He was specially interested 
in questions connected with natural sciences. He was 
connected tdth the East India Company, as he was appointed 
as a surgeon at Surat in the service of the Company. He 
gives us a valuable narrative of the coastal towns, which 
he visited in person and displayed much industry in collecting 
inforartion regarding the social end economic life of the 
inhabitants. He gives an excellent account of the foreign 
factories in India. His account includes a aescription 
of the towns, streets, houses, public buildings, markets 
and the inhabitants of the country. He took particular 
interest in studying the important industries of the country, 
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and the standard of living of different cectiono of oocietyo 
It is true that Dr. John Fryer had no kno\7ledge of the 
vernacular dialects and as such he uas largely dependent upon 
an interpreter, but inapite of that his account is trustworthy,, 
John Fryer did not tour the great cities of the interior and 
. among his contemporary travellers© 
as such he has committed mistakes common/feixtteak^ oSD Hio 
sketches of the austerities practiced by the Fakirs, tho 
customs of the people of Surat,and the middle clasejare 
admirable* 
V/llliaia Hedges (1681-1687) 
Uilliem Hedges uas appointed as the Director of the 
East India Company uith special pouers of an Agent and 
Governor of their affairs in the Day of Bengal and the 
factories like Kasimbazar, Patna, Balasore, i^ alda, Dacca and 
Bengal 
Hugfrly uhich uare subordinate t;5/$£o Hedges kept a diary 
a 
and urotc/day to day account of chat interested him* Though 
his diary includes the period from 1681 to 1688, hio account 
of his stay in office at Bengal from 21st July 1682 to 
August 30, 1684 is of great importanceo In 1684 he uas 
dismissed froa his post* 
The diary of Uilliam Hedges io one of our most valuable 
sources of information regarding the contemporary events and 
conditions in Bengal. His observations, throw a flood of 
light on the state of things in the towns of Bengal, the 
tremendous gronth in the Indian industries and the Englisli 
East India Company's making huge investments in textile goods« 
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His statements enable us to understand the growth and 
character of the towns. Hedges toured the towns, where the 
factories of the companies were located and gathered all 
maintained 
sortsof information. He fcs£ also/social intercourse with 
some 
Mughul officers, vho furnished him with /first hand 
information. 
Alexander Hamilton (1688*1723) 
Hamilton was a shrewd Scot, who carried on free trade 
in the eastern seas, between 1688-1723. He visited India 
during the reign of Aurangzeb and has at several places 
commented upon the laws and customs of the people. He has 
wealth 
given a valuable account of the provinces, their/Ktohnaae, 
inhabitants, important towns and trade and commerce. His 
account of Sindh and Gujrat may be accepted as more trustworthy. 
ftiovannj Francesco Qemelli Careri (;i69g-|ftaft) 
Careri, an Italian doctor was one of the seasoned 
European travellers, who visited Indiaj/fxjatadSSabteoisfiae. 
Careri was a student of Jurisprudence and a lawyer by 
profession, #ind had attained the highest distinction in the 
University ,where he got the d egree of Doctor of Civil Laws. 
Careri,besides being a man of literary tastes, was also 
interested in travelling and by 1683, he made an extensive 
tour of European countries, and was familiar with the published 
the 
works of Thevenot. Careri mostly remained in/coastal towns, 
like Surat and Carabay and gives a detailed account of the 
commerce and industry of these towns. His account of these 
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tovms is based on his personal observations. He has been 
roundly accused of literary piracy, but it is preposfrous to 
suggest that Careri could produce a work so informative and 
accurate uithout personal investigation. 
F a c t o r y R e c o r d s : 
the the 
In addition to/£oreign travellers* account factory 
records of the various Companies trading in the east, frsa form 
a very valuable original source of information for the history 
of our period. The published records and administrative 
English 
manuals of the/company include the'Letter Book of the East 
India Company,' letters received from/^^ servants, and 
calendar of the Court Minutes of the Company. These series 
cover the period from 1600 to 1708. These letters end 
mainly 
records unich have been/collected by William foster deal 
mainly \rf.th the history of Indo-European trade, the commercial 
transactions of the foreigners in the different tovais of 
the country, the tov.ua shich i:ere the principal marts for 
the different 
European trade and/region:- there/goods were manufactured. 
These invaluable letters tnd reports help us in reconstructing 
the political, connercinl and economic life of the country 
during the 17th Century. 
letters oi the 
The/servants of the Company, though mainly concerned 
Y&th trade and commerce yfftytfrgy throw important sidelight 
on tho administration, end social and economic life of the 
country, ^he Company's agents and officials had to proceed 
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to important commercial towns for procuring commercial goods 
and as such they came in close contact v/ith Indian merchants, 
artisans and the commercial life of the country. The officials 
wrote letters about their experiences on various subjects 
like/condition of the towns from commercial and economic 
point of view. These letters also c ontained information 
concerning the scope of trade in various towns, recommenda-
tions for starting new factories, exports and imports obstacles 
whil« xB 
in their business, aggrfopartieular attention hBsabao/peid 
to information regarding the products and manufactures of 
India.Thffj also deals7 with the condition of the artisans, 
labourers, merchants, brokers and the relations between themjthe 
administrative and economic policy of the Mughul government 
and the English, and their relations with the Mughul government 
and of ficials.ThiJr also givers topographical details about 
many cities of the Mughul empire and the various lo^ ads and 
means of communication between these cities *^:aci^zxx^x^xxx 
A c c o u n t ^ ojc I n d i a n W r l.Ve.r g* 
The information on the present subject from the Indian 
writers is mainly derived from general histories and 
statistical, administrative and institutional accounts. This 
information is generally available from the conventional 
Indo-Percian histories and from administrative manuals end 
records. In addition, autobiographies, biographies, 
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topographical accounts, archaeological survey reports, 
gazetteers and other material has also been fully utilised* 
Most of the Indian historians recorded political events, 
centring round kings, nobles and tho high officials of state. 
Persian chronicles, are mainly concerned, excepting a few, 
with wars, conquests, revolts, intrigues and palace revolu-
tions. V^e find accounts in these chronicles of the magnifi-
es ent ceremonial observances of the Court, the jewels, swords, 
drums, standards, dlephants and horues bestowed upon the 
dignitories of the empire and the extravagant but spectuiar 
life of the upper classes. The Indian v/riters seldom record 
the condition of the society,its conventional usages or the 
recognised privileges of different sections, its constituent 
elements and their mutual relations. They are equally defi-
cient in observations regarding commerce, industries, police, 
security of life and property, civic amenities, local 
administration and such other subjects of importance tea** 
"Its (history's) great object", says Dr. Arnold "is that 
*?hich most nearly touches the inner life of civilized man, 
namely, the vicissitudes of institutions, social, political 
and religious•...". Inspite of the paucity of material 
relevant to our inquiry these chronicles yield much valuable 
information. The general histories, which have been utilised 
in this v/ork are Babur Nama, Humayun Nama, Tuzuk-i-Jehangiri, 
Akbar Nama, Tabaqat-i-Akbari, Muntahibut-Tewarikh and 
Ma*asir-i-Alamgiri. In addition ja&, other histories which, 
have been used in translation are Makhsan-Afghani and Tarikh-
i-Khan-Jahan Lodi of Hiamat;-Ulleh, Khafi Khan's Mantakhlbul 
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Lubab, Lubbu-t-Tawarikh-i-Hind, Mirat-i-Alam by Bakhtawar 
Khan, Tabqat-i-Akbari of Nizamud-din-Ahmad, I n a y a t u - l l a ' s 
Takmila-i-Akbar-Nama, Maasii—i-Jahangiri of Kamgar Khan and 
Shah Jahan Kama by Inayat Khan. 
Amongst other sources may be mentioned the invaluable 
Ain-i-Akbari, Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh, Chahar Gulshan, Mi ra t - i -
Ahaadi (supplement) etc* Ihe moot useful source for our 
the 
study io/Ain-i-A^bari , uhich i s a mine of a vast var ie ty of infor-
jfisS^ijaei and contains the most systematic account of the 
lra l^&ryaiYfwftlrCTr tovms, the i r character , growth, t rade anu 
i ndus t r i e s , and the i r administrat ion. Ain-i-Akbari i s one 
of the g rea tes t rcorks and stands unique amongst the Muhammadan 
h i s t o r i e s of India . 
The Chahar Qulshan, an important source used i n t h i s 
work was wri t ten by Ray Chaturman Koyasth, <&ich was completed 
in 1759-60. The l a s t por t ion ofthe book was completed by 
h i s grandson Chandar-Bhan iomshi Kayasth Saksena, surnamed • • 
Eay-zadah. I t consists of ths h i s tory and topography of India 
to A.H. 1173/1759-60 in four Gulshans. ( i ) the subahs 
(provinces) of Hindustan, ( i i ) the subahs of the Deccan, 
* and 
( i i i ) r o u t e s from Dt^hi to various pa r t s of I n d i a , / ( i v ) Muslim 
A "portion of t h i s work 
and Hindu s a i n t s . 33&£/was translated and annotated by 
Jadunath Sark&r in h i s book *The India of Aurangzeb*. 
C H A P T E R - I 
I^DIEVAL IIlDIAi: TO„:<S 
SECTION - I t ORIGIN AHD LOGATIOK 
^A  close examination of the early history and the 
foundation of important towns of our period reveals that 
most of these towns were founded either with a view to militcry 
and strategic needs or the needs of having an administrative 
centre. Some of the toims grew up as commercial or induotrlcl 
centres or centres of pilgrimage. Some towns were founded to 
commemorate some event of great significance* Military 
considerations were always uppermost in founding and selecting 
the site of a city, such as nearnessfto a frontier outpost, or a 
central position, or a site commanding the highways and 
facilities in regard to communications. Requirements of trade 
and food supply were some other considerations which determined 
the selection of a site for a new town. 
*J£gVa was founded by Sultan Sikandar Lodhi, who realised 
the strategical and administrative importance of the place. 
Hiamatullah, the author of Hakhzan-i-Afghani says "It had for 
to dflnB. 
a long time occurred to the Sultaiy^feaSka town on the bank 
of the Jammuna, which was to be the residence of the Sultcn. 
and the headquarters of the army, and to serve to keep the 
in awe •, 
rebels of tSsat quarte??/n 
1. Iliecatullahf Elliot, Vol. I7, p. 98o 
— 45 ** 
Under Babur, Hunsyun and Shershah it continued to be 
the coat of government. Akbar built a fort thoro end it, *zzns 
in his time that Agra enjoyed a d istinguished place in tha 
empire and I ecame the capital of the Oughuls* The city r;as 
situated in the heart of the empire, and was easily accosciblo 
from all directions. Due to its location it became the cost 
convenient base of supplies for operations against the 
Rajputs, and the kingdomsof Ahmadnagar and Gujrat. 
Ofc^ thli served as the c apital of the Pandavas and the 
Rajputs. In 1193, ^ ut«ab-ud-dln captured Dihli, and after 
his death in 1210 A.D. it became the capital of the sultanate 
and continued to enjoy that position till the time of the 
Lodhis. Except for a short interval Dihli remained as the 
premier capital totzn of the Hughuls. The site of Dihli had 
strategic importance. The Aravalli hills and their ranges 
run north and south of Dihli, providing a suitable defence 
to it. In chesing the site security from invaders was the 
chief consideration. Dihli was called the * Cockpit of India'. 
V^Ahmadabad was founded by Sultan Ahmad Shah of Gujrat 
in 1411 A.D. who built a fort there and made it his capitals 
Akbar captured it and made it the capital of the Gujrat 
province. Dacca existed as a small place and came into 
1* fuzuk Vol. II, p. 100, Terry, po 15, Roc p. 432 and 
C<,G«, pp. 168 to 178. 
2o Ilianot-ullah, Elliot Vol* V, p. 98o Hien Slkcndar Lodhi 
chooc it for his capital it rao the strategic consideration 
diich made him Go so. According to it 'to serve to keep 
the rebels of that quarter in c^o, die deprive then 
of further opportunity of groiilng refractory.' 
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prominence only when the capital of Bengal was transferred 
there from Rajmahal. 
Administrative and military considerations went side 
by side in founding a city* Towns like Allahabad, Ajmer, 
Gwalior, Ranthambhor and Patna are the beat illustrations of 
towns which owed their edstence to such considerations* 
About Allahabad Abul Fazl says "For a long time his (Akbar) 
desire v/as to found a great city in the town of Pis?ag (Pryag) 
to 
••*• and/build a choice fort there. His idea was to establish 
himself there for a time and to reduce to obedience the 
recalcitrant ones of that country..• . 
According to tradition Ajmer was founded by Rajput 
Raja Ajai, who also built a fort there in/febout 145 A.D. 
Akbar captured it a nd soon it became the capital of Ajmer 
province. Ajmer is centrally located, being a 'point d'appu' 
in the midst of the Rajputana states. The fort of Ajmer is 
siuuated at the highest point in the plains of Hindustan, 
and is located on Taragarh hills. It is protected by the 
l&arwar hills on one side and Aravali ridges on the other, 
commencing from Dihli side, where there are several parallel 
hill ranges. The high and almost inaccessible mountain 
provided a good site for the fort and city. Ajmer slopes 
away on every side from the circle of the hill. This is 
why the Hughul emperors selected it as the centre of their 
operations against Ra.1putona. 
lo AoUo, Vole III, p . 616o 
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Some toraas were founded to commemorate the name of 
some important saint or some important event* Fatehpur-Sikri 
was founded to commemorate the name of Sheikh Salim Chishti 
and Burhenpur by ITasir Khan, an independent prince of the 
Faruki dynasty of Khandesh to commemorate the name of the 
famous Shaikh Burhenuddin, but it came into eminence only 
when the ^ u^huls used it as their seat of government«, 
The medieval Indian toms were generally built on thu 
bsnk of a river, ao such a site offered facilities for 
commerce end defence* For example, the cities_of north, 
north-western, end eastern region, as rail as of western regions 
uere laid out along the banks of rivers* Primarily the 
rivers may be regarded merely as an advanced circle of 
outer defence protecting the approaches of the frgH?$rre fcoraso 
a si to neara river 
Further si&nxE&msEroJiSBC/ras chosen, with a view to water 
supply^ Cites like Agra, Allahabad, Benarasj Patna, Dacca, 
Dihli, Lahore, Sultan, Thatta, Ahmadabad, Surat, Baroda, 
Baroch end Burhanpur were all located near xa rivercSo 
Generally the bend of a river \?as chosen for laying out 
the city. Another advantage of choosing the site of a town 
along the banks of a river oas the fertile land available 
in the neighbouring area, which c/ssured supply of food grains 
to the city. In general we find medieval Indian cities in 
low lying plains where agriculture flourished widely and 
communications were easy. A detailed study of the location 
the 
of/minor towns »too ireveals that these cities grew up in the 
midst of easily irrigable regionse 
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A very large number of towns were founded because of 
their commercial importance, or because of particular trades 
the 
or crafts which flourished there. In/towns which owe their 
origin to commercial reasons foreign factories were established^ 
feravans from different regions visited these places as they 
were the market centres for different commodities and became 
the home towns of rich and enterprising merchants. Towns 
like Multan, Thatta, Lahore and Dacca,apar&t from their 
strategic and administrative importance, were also important 
the 
from/commercial point of view. 
Multan was an old commercial centre. Here Indian and 
foreign merchants settled and goods were imported and s tocked 
from distant places. The custom houses were established and 
2 
duties were levied here on exports and imports. A large 
number of cardans used to visits this place. Similarly Lahore 
was an old and flourishing centre of commerce. Many merchants 
lived thei?e and the place was an emporium for goods of import 
and export.6 
1. Manucci Vol. I, p.315 see also Thevenot. p.77. 
Manrique. Vol. II, p. 22 and K.T. p, 72. 
2. E.P.R. Vol. VI, p.135. 
3. Manrique, Vol. II, p. 221. 
4. Pelsaert. p. 30, see also Monserrate p. 159, and Manucci 
Vol. lit p. 186. According to him the merchants were 
settled there. 
5. A.N. Vol. II, p. 80. 
6. Manucci, Vol. II, p. 424, Richard Steel and John Crowther 
pp. 268, 269, & S.F.R. Vol. VI, pp. 135, 315 and Finch, 
p. 57. ' 
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The commercial towns were located in places which 
marks ting 
afforded facilities for/vXB83rta& the goods, were easily 
accessible from important places and afforded easy communica-
tions by lands and rivers. 
Hulten was the meeting place of all the caravans from 
the neighbouring countries, coming from Persia, Khorason, 
l 
and from other distant kingdoms and from here the caryans 
went to other parts of the country* Its location on the 
junction of a trade route , made it a great distributing 
and transport centre. It commanded the routes to Persia 
by way of Kandhar and to other provinces and regions of 
India. Sultan was conveniently served by three great 
rivers, Ravi, Jhelum and Indus and was thus connected with 
Sind«3its trade therefore became extensive2*. 
Similarly the location of Lahore on the junction of 
trade routes mcde it a commercial tovm of great importance. 
It was connected by great roadways vdth important towns, 
like Agra, Dihli, Multan, Thatta, Kabul and Kashmir.5 Thus 
it beccae a great centre of commerce and the Indian merchants 
who wanted to go to foreign countries assembled there and 
a 6 Tbe 
organised the carvans for Persia and Kandhar. / River Ravi 
1. Manrique, Vol. II, p. 221, See also Richard Steel and 
John Crowther, p. 269. 
2. Pelsaert, p. 31, see also DE Lact, p.78, and E.P.R. Vol. 
VI, p.135. 
3. E.F.E. Vol. VI, p. 135. 
4. Pelsaert, p.31. 
5. Finch, p. 57, see also E.F.R. Vol. VI, p. 135. 
6. Richard Steel and John Crowther, p. 268, see also Mannucci 
Vol. II, p. 186. According to him it was 'the key to the 
kingdom of Kabul, Balkh, Tartar, Kashmir, Persia, Baloches, 
Multan, Bakkar and Thatta.* 
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connects i t with _ _. B1}akk^? 
" rnn?c Sultan /fend Thatta -;S»:i»«nc;»:»>»n»»».«Hr*:»:«w'jiii« 
i.e. the entire region of Multan and Sindh was covered by 
these rivers, which v/ere navigable and the boats plied betroon 
Lahore and Thatta. As Pelsaert says, "River Ravi flows past 
the city, which flows by Multan, Thatta, and Buckkur, carrying 
he 
3 
a large trade in shallow draught vessels"* Goods t n were 
exported from Thatta to Ormuz and Persia by the sea.' 
Q ^ * A large number of towns were founded at places, connected 
with a flourishing industry* Shese^ maixuf acturing towns grei? 
as a result of the following factors.;-^ -'. •.., availability of 
raw materials mineral depositee, local skill and facilities 
for marketing in the neighbouring areas. Towns like Thatta, 
Dacca, Lahore, Ahmadabad and Burhanpur may be included in the 
category of manufacturing centres, which afterwards became 
industrial centres. In Lahore skilful craftsmen of all sorts 
A 
were available. In Thatta, there v/ere about 3,000 families 
of weavers, who manufactured different sorts of cloth. It 
had also iron mines. 
In Bengal and Gujrat numerous towns grew up, where 
raw material, and cheap and local skilled labour was avft-able. 
1. Finch, p. 52. 
2. Pelsaert, pp. 30, 31. See also Roe, p. 440. 
3. Richard Steel and John Crowther, p. 268. 
4. Ain, Vol. I I , p . 316, see also K.T., p, 81. 
According to i t 'various skilled artisans of every country 
and every class of the handicraftsmen of the age livo horc.n 
See also A.H. Vol. I I , p . 80. 
5. E.F0R0 Vol. V, p . 130o 
6. K.T. p, 08, SGG also Ain. Vol* I I , p0 339* 
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A large number of textile manufacturing towns developed in 
the eastern region, due to the fact that raw cotton and 
2 
silk were available in abundance in the vicinity. 
• The towns of Gujrat became the textile manufacturing 
o 
centres due to the fact that cotton was produced there. 
In the region of Sindh also cotton was available, and as 
such textile industries flourished there. Srinagar became 
the centre of \soolen end silk industry because raw material 
was available there. Iron was available in the neighbouring 
4 5 
areas of Pattan and Gwalior and these two towns became 
centres of iron industry. 'According to the English Factory 
fiecords, in Murshidabad iiRmerable expert and cheap silk 
could ba found6 
winders aaoxduauKaafaBtoEi, which made it a chief silk manufac-
fo r th» 
tur ing cent re . B&/Srinagar according to/Khulasatut-Twarikh^ 
n All classes of artisans, skilled mechanics experts of 
every trade.... live in it."7 The woollen stuffs of Srinagar 
1. Peter Ilundy, Vol. II, p. 134. _ 
2. Pelsaert, pp. 8, 9. According to abfTatna yielded 1,000 
to 2,000 Hds. of silk, see also Peter Mundy, Vol. II, 
p. 156. 
3. Mandelslo, p. 15. According to him cotton was produced 
in abundance in the vicinity of Baroch. See also 
Pelsprt, p. 9. According to him cotton was grovm between 
Surat and Burhanpur. See also Joseph salbancke, p. 82, 
see also Tavernier, Vol. II, pi- 8. 
4. Ain, Vol. II, p. 252. 
5. K.T,, p. 24, see also &anucci, Vol. I, p.70, 
6. E.F.E. Vol. I, pp. 194, 229. 
7. K.T., p. 111. 
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SECTION - Ht GENERAL APPEARANCE & IAYOUT 
The layout of the medieval Indian towns depended upon 
their location, and the requirements of security and defence. 
Towns were generally built on high ground and on the bank of 
a river. The towns located on the bank of a river grew in an 
oblong and semicircular shape. 
• Most of the towns were strongly fortified by means 
of walls and ditches, and the ramparts and ditches constituted 
an integral part of the city. The walls were made of brick 
2 
and stone and were usually 7 or 8 yards in height. Not only large 
towns but smaller towns were also surrounded by a wall. 
1. Agra was situated in a great open plain on the bank 
of river Jamuna winding from north to south and south 
east dividing the city in two parts. It made the city of a 
semicircular shape. Finch, p. 72. According to him 
Agra was lying "in a manner of, a half moon;M See «£s» 
Manucci, Vol. I. p. 183„ TftxdoTfrnffiHhnrtriffn Dihli was 
situated in a large plain of great circarerence and it 
was in the shape of en imperfect half moon'. See also 
Bernier, p. 241, according to him itwas in the 'form of 
a crescent' (like a waxing moon). For Patna see 
DB Lact, p.77. 
2. Miratf p. 3. According to it the height of Ahmadabad 
wall was 7 or 8 yards. See also Mandelslo, p. 41. 
According to him the height of Cambay wall was 4 fathoms 
which comes to about JLxsrds* See also Peter Mundy, 
Vol. II, p. 134, §mam&s&ctsx3stx the height of Patna 
wall was 4 or 5 yards. 
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1'crcns l i ke Etav/ah,1 Ja la labad , 2 Hathura,3 UaGdu4j Mahmudabad , 
and iionghyor6, were fo r t i f i ed by stone v/alls. The side of 
the c i ty opening towards the r ive r usually remained unualled 
as the r i v e r offerred protect ion against an attack 6n S o £ i t s 
s i de . 
Agra, the capi ta l town had no wall , though according 
the 
to/Agra Gazetteer and Archaeological survey repor ts of 
i n g 
1871-72, Agra v/as surrounded by a stone v/all/former days
 9 Most 
of 
6 w the foreign t r a v e l l e r s v/ho v i s i t ed the t own a t d i f ferent 
periods during the seventeenth century ^cexpsx^JsSiuJxamslss^is^xsz^ 
there v/as no 
had 
wall outside the city. William Finch says that the cityaiosi 
no wall.• Pelsaert who visited Agra in 1620 speaks of it 
10 
as an unwalied city* Bernier, Thevenot, and Manucci v/ho 
visited Agra in the second half of the seventeenth century 
11 12 
say that the city was unwalied. The existence of gates, 
1. DE Lact, p. 63. 
2. Tuzuk, Vol. I. p. 101, and A.N. Vol. Ill, p. 706. 
3. Monserrate, p. 92. 
4. Finch, p. 33. 
5. Ain, Vol. II, p. 248. 
6. K.T. p . 36, and Marshall, p . 75. 
7. Bernier, p . 241. See also Manucci, VSU„ I , p . 183, 
who a^ to i s$&SQa& Dihl i • 
CAficra") 
8. Agra Gazetteer, p . 193, See also A.S,R#/pp. HQt 
117, 118. 
9. Finch, p. 74. 
10. Pelsaert, p. 1. See also IS Laet, p.37, viio too mentions 
that it had neither wall nor ecrthen rampart. 
11. Bernier. p. 284 , Manucci, Vol. I, pp„ 132, 133, and 
Thevenot, p. 47. 
12. A.S eE^p. 116, 117. The report gives the complete list 
of the gates and the possible situation of the trailo 
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of a city is not a convincing proof of its having a wall. 
The gates served the purpose of check-posts for the main 
highways of the city, and &3 such they played an important 
part in the administration of the town from the point of 
security and levying of custom dues. 
In addition to walls, ditches were also constructed, 
along the wall,for defence and were connected with rivers. 
According to/fiirat-i-Ahmadi the wall of Ahmadabad * contained 
2 
12 gates, 139 towers, 9 corners, and 6079 battlements'. 
Similarly Bernier mentions -^^fl^t^h^ flanking towers of 
antique shape situated in Dihli at intervals of about one 
O A C p. 
hundred paces. Baroda, Cambay and Patna had also towers 
and bastions along the wall. In some of the towns, a watch-
tower of great height was built. According to Finch nine 
gates of Lahore opened on the land siue and three gates 
towards the river side • Similarly the gates of Baroch and 
Surat opened towards land as well as the river side. 
The most important feature of a capital town was the 
royal enclave, which included, the fort, the royal square, 
an open place for royal recreation and the pleasure houses. 
The fort was a separate entity within the city, which was 
constructed primarily to withstand a siege, and/5^v|^§i^^ c 
I. Handelslo, p. 23. He mentions ebow&a ditch in Ahmadcbm 
of 16 fathoms breadth^;see also Thevenot, p. 68 and D(; Lcet 
p.65, for the ditch in Ajmer; and John Fryer, p,248 m a 
/ Pelsaert, p«39, for the ditch in Surat and Peter Umtiy, 
Vole II{ p» 134* According to him Patnr. had an earthon 
rampart around it. 
2« Uirct, p«3 
3. Bernier, p«241 see also Hanucci, Vol. I , p.184. 
4. tlandelslo, p . 16 <> 
5. Thevenot, p. 17. 
6. Peter Hundy, Vol. II, p., 134. 7. Finch p. 66. *.-.r;.; .*, v :*;: 
8. Finch, p. 52, see also Delaet p. 51.
 04,^^V."T:":';L •''' 
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_^  1 was 
located on the bank of a river on rjaised ground , and £ggg 
surrounded by highballs, gates, bastions and towers. The 
forts were also encircled by deep and wide ditches, which 
were filled with water. The ditches were spanned by 
bridges to the gates of the f orfc, which could be raised or 
lowered when needed. The encircling wall of the fort with 
towers, massive gates, beautiful and spacious buildings within 
it consisted of palaces, haigjgs, mosques, gardens v/ith 
fountains, tanks and squares} residences of officers on duty 
and the military guards. Adjoining the fort a large 
'maiden' or square was left for official needs. This space 
was called the 'Eoyal square' or *Maidan Shah*. According 
to Thevenot in Agra "Before the kings palace, there is a 
very large square.... . According to Mandelslo in Ahmadabad 
the square was located in front of the fort, and was 16,000 
feet long and half of it in breadth and was surrounded by 
4 _ 
trees. This square v/as primarily used for reviewing the 
royal cavalry where the grand muster-master of the cavalry 
examined the horses. In the capital towns it was also 
used for pitching the camps of Rajas and gobies, who were 
deputed to mount the royal guard*in the fort and to perform 
other duties. 
1 . DJ2 Laet, p . 37. 
2. Ibifl, p . 37, see also Manucci, Vol, I , p.l« 133 and 
Salbancke p . 83 and Fitch p . 102 for Agra fort and 
ditclfs. £8£x8&Sb£&99«b(^ 
evenot, p. 597 for •uihil, anTJ|ga£gg£, p . 2 2 f o r S u r a t r 0 5 0
 fih$ mentions a ditch around the castle of Surat. 
3 . Thevenot, p . 48, See also Mandelslo p . 8, for Surat. 
4. Mandelslo, p. 22. See also Thevenot, p.13. 
5. Bernior, p. 243. 
6. Thevenot, p. 59, See also Bernier. p. 243. 
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Between the walls of the fort and the river, a large 
chunk of space was left where the royal elephants fought and 
other activities were organised for the King's pleasure. 
In addition to it in some towns, this place was also used cs 
the aground for playing chaugan. According to Peter Hundy 
in Agra, fire-works were displayed there. In the capital 
towns, especially in Agra some place was reserved on the left 
bank of Jamuna, where royal pleasure resorts and garden houses 
4 
were built* 
The residences of the upper class were generally located 
- - • 5 6 7 
along the banks of the river* In Agra , Dihli , Ahmadabad 
and Lahore the residences of the high grandees were located 
along the water side. 
" A city was divided into different wards; *puras' or 
mohallas, which v/ere generally founded by some noble and 
the 
named after him* In Ahmadabad, according tc/Mirat-i-AhmOdi 
"Nobles used to select plots for their palaces, and the 
houses of their attendants were built by the side of them. 
The whole block was called a 'pura*, such as Akbarpura, 
1. Thevenot, p.59, 100, Manucci, Vol. I, p.184* See also 
Pelsaert, p.3, DE Laet, pp. 39, 40. Thevenot, p.47 and 
Tavernier, Vol. I, pp. 105, 106. 
2. K.T. p, 24. See also Ain, Vol. II, p. 191. 
3. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p. 202. 
4. A.N. Vol. II, pp. 118, 187, see also Ain Vol. II, p. 1S06 
5. A.N. Vol. II, pp. 1&8 and 187 see also Ain. Vol. II, p.190 
Tuzuk, Vol. I, p.249, Pelsaert, pp. 1, 2, Bernier. p.284 
and Thevenot, p* 47. 
6. Tavernier, Vol. I, p.97. Cho speaking in the context of 
upper class residences in Dihli says "The greatecpert 
of the nobles do not live in the town, but have their 
houses outside, so as to be near the water"e 
7. Ilirat, p. 16. 
8« KoT. P* 81, According to it "The high grandees have addedn 
to the beauty of the town by building charming hauses 
and pleasant mansions over looking the river". 
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K&lupura, Tajpur and Jamalpur etc. In the course of time 
these puras increased in number, and tthe population of the 
city also grew" . According to Abul Fazal, Ahmadabad had 360, 
quartersor wards, or puras each of which looked like a city. 
Whenever these wards fell into decay they were rebuilt by some 
governor or other influential noble, who renamed it after his 
own name. "These puras were like a city", says the author of 
the Tazkirat-ul-Mulk,' ... i "ygmanpur had at least one thousand 
e 
shops, and in all of them were traders, artizsns, craftmfn, 
Government servants and military people,both Hindu and Muslim . 
a 
Similarly in Lahore the nobles built,/lot of buildings, 
thus contributing much in the extension of the city5. People 
of the same profession or caste were congregated in the same 
ward. In Agra, the Christian locality6 was called 'Padri 
Tola* where mostly Christians lived. Similarly 'Shah GanJ' 
in Agra was inhabited by Shia Sayyid families, which dated 
most probably from the times of Shahabuddin Ghori as the name 
of this locality suggests.. In "Ahmadabad the Khatris lived 
in one locality called Akbarpur. In some places mixed 
population was congregated in one locality i.e. the Hindusand 
1. Mirat, pp. 10, 11. According to it Daryapur was founded 
by Darya Khan. Similarly in Agra, Wazir Khan Ka Katra was 
probably named after some grandee of the time of Shahjahan. 
See also Map of Agra. 
2. Ain. Vol. II, p. 247. See also A.N, Vol. Ill, p.11 and 
also Mirat, pp. 10, 11. 
3. Mirat, pp. 10, 11. 
4. Ibid, pp. 10, 11, Uemanpur was founded by Sayyid Usman, one 
of the successors of the saint Qutbi-Alam. See alsoMP»16. 
5. K.T. p. 85. 
6. Jesuists and the Great Hughul. p, 313, see also map of Agra; 
7. See &ap. of Agra. 
8. Firat. p. 8. 
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and Muslims lived together in one mohalla* The Llohallas 
were named after the founders like Qazipur uohalla, or after 
2 
the name of the King or queen like Nurganj and AkBarpuro 
. Not far ofdfrom the fort was the heart of the city, 
the ancient core round which the gigantic urban area developed. 
This consisted of commercial establishments, the residential 
quarters of the middle classes and commonality, offices and 
public buildings like mosques, baths, carvansarais* The 
gardens were located in different parts of the city* Thus 
the centre of the city became the hu> of urban life, with 
individual trades often tending to predominate in certain 
quarters; and this was the busiest traffic whirlpool of the 
city. 
The main roads of the city were those which after 
passing through the city joined the important highways 
the / 
connecting/chief citiesbf the empire. A large number of 
roads radiated from the fort and joined the highways on 
the outskirt of the town. The city roads further branched 
out into a large number of streets, spreading in all directions 
and connecting 
\"3«83&:}&i?t3ex!^  principal commercial and residential 
centres of the town* A few of the present e xisting roads ana 
streets in different towns still determine to some extent 
the lines and the coursesof the Mughul roads (Imperial roads) 
that gave access to all parts of the country* 
rat, ,_ . 
" ppe 10, 11, 
2o £!fe5, p* 14* 
3« See Hap of Agra. 
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The gates gave an imposing appearance to the toun. 
Manucci describing Agra says "Agra has great gateuays in the 
principal streets" . The important gates of the city rare 
those which were located at the entrance of the city., iThore 
the highways coming from the important towns converged on the 
city.2 The gates were named after the towns to which tho 
roads iGd. "These are " in Surat, says Ilundy, °E£&2c gates 
belong to it, viz., Baroch gate.... This gate leadeth to 
Ahmudavad (obviously via Baroch),... Brampore (Burhanpur) 
gate leadinge to Brampore..... Nunsaree (Nausari) gate to 
Nunsaree etc*..." • 
The gates were also constructed at the entrance to the 
market and earned after it, for example, "Darwaza Nakhas" in 
Patiy*1* In addition to this the gates v/ere also named after 
a<yme saint like Qadiri Darwazah , or after the name of the 
a. 
King like Akbari Darwaza , or the name of some mohalla or on 
the name of the community living there or the trade carried on 
7 8 
there like Shahpur gate^ , and Hochi Gate • The gates rare 
also namei after their builders such as an official or some 
9 
important noble. 
1. Manucci* Vol. I, pp. 132, see also A.N. Vol. Ill, p. 61. 
2. Manucci, Vol. I, p. 184o 
3. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p. 29, Seealso tlandelslo, p. 8, 
E.F.R. Vol. XI, p. 307} A.N. Vol. Ill, p. 142. According 
to Abul Fazal in Patna, the road from Dihli passed tho 
city through Delhi gate* SQe elco Manucci* Vol* II9 pp0 185s 
186. for the gates of Lahore p~and Hirat, p. 5 for the* gat oo 
of Ahmadabad. 
4. A.N. Volo III, p. 115. 
5« Hanucci, Vol. II, p. 185. 
6o Ibid, Vol« II, po 185« 
7. Hirat, p . 49. 
8. Hanucci, Vol. I I , p . 185 
9o il irat , p . 5e 
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Generally the custom posts or 'Chowkies* rare located 
at the gate of a city. 
To avoid congestion main roads and chief streets of tho 
city were made fairly broad and spacious and well paved with 
bricks. Ralph Fitch, writing in 1585, speaks of .g^ gJo^'V 
the streets of Agra. Other contemporary travellers, tiio 
visited different towns in the 17th century bear testimony to 
3 4 5 
the spaciousness of the streets of Dlhli , Ahmadabad , Surat , 
6 7 8 9 
Lahore , Patna , Rajmahal and Cambay o 
Trees were generally planted on either side of the 
streets. These streets, coming from different directions 
generally, crossed at right 4itt^l©«,' T n e °Pen sp®ce where the 
streets met was called a 'chowk* and that space was used as 
1. Fryer, Vol. I, p. 252. According to him in Surat at every 
gate stood a chowky. 
2. Fitch, p. 102, see also Finch, p. 72. 
3. K.T, p. 5. See also Thevenot, pp.10, 12, 60. According to 
him the streets were wide, straight and very long, see also 
Bernier, p.245. According to him the breadth of the principM. 
streets were 25 or 30 ordinary paces. See also Monserrato 
p. 97. According to him the streets were more imposing and 
impressive than in other town. 
4. Mandelslo p. 26. According to him the streets were vory 
broad. See also Finch, p.63& according to him the streets 
were large and well paved. See also Tuzuk, Vol. I, p. 423, 
UxmdyZv^^* Thevenot, p.12. According to him the 
breadth of the street was over 30 paces. See also Delia 
Valle Vol. I, p.96. 
5o Thevenot, p. 23. 
6. Finch. p. 52. 
7„ DE Laet, pp. 72, 77, 
8. Tavernier, Vol. I, pe 125. According to him the roadc of 
Rajmahal were paved with the bricks in the town. 
9o tfandelslo, p. 41. See also "illiaia Finch, p. 64. 
10. Handelslo, p. 22, who mentions about the streets in 
Ahmadabad. See also K.T. p, 53, according to it the trees 
were planted along the sides of the streets in Burhanpur. 
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tho cMcf bazar. The s t r ee t s generally terminated a t the 
for t or ths • Royal gquara* s i tuated near thr. f o r t 1 . Vernier 
spea^in^ of th© principal s t r ic t , - 01 iJil ojys nxhs feo 
principal s t r ee t s fif the c i t y , already Licntionad as loading 
into t t s square, run in a s t ra ight l i e s . In 
re^ara x,u hou^s tfca tc?o s t r ee t s axe ezactly o i l .^•••Sbey axe 
L-cnc r a l l y separated by pa r t i t i ons , in the s^accu bjfc.j.sn which 
are open anops, where aur in b the aay axtiaanu \.U2.IL, jankers 
n i t for tli3 espntch' of t h s i r busiross, and corcli-nts 
exhibi t tholr ~nres. within ths arch i s a email doo;?, owning 
iiito a Jurshouee, in caicn these uares are aepotJ.tjd for 
tnu n&bnt" , 
Ko&ds a^seauing in a l l oiractiont,, coi-nectwa ths. 
principal ccsnncrcial and res ident ia l centres of the fessH 
toun. iiccording to Boraier bssioos the principal s t ruct^ 
there rare smaller s t r ee t s which rare not so s traight and 
broad* 
The s t r ee t s mm named e i t he r after nau: of a fcoble l ike 
Burhanul-Iiulk s t r ee t , or the name of the loca l i ty l ike 
ikbarpur stre&t, or ths naue of a market tiirough which i t 
passed as Bazar-i-Ehas 8ta.e&t, or thynaue oi thu pxoi.aas.iion 
which was carried on as *soumniwara* s t r e e t . Lar^o, spacious 
ana. • • • 
1. Bernier, p.24J, see also Manucci, vol . I , pp.183 & 184. 
•pbevnot, p.60, and Savernier vol I , p.9/» who speaking in 
th i s context says"*. . . . s t r e e t s leau tu the &reat s^uarb 
where %m kin^s palace i s ana tnere i s another veiy sfcraibirt 
ana wiue oi^e, which leaas to tne same square ma r p o t h e r 
gate of the palace.*•#* 
2. Berni t r , p.24i>, see also O?hevenot, p.oO. Accoroin^ to him 
on both the sidos of the road there T^ JXO arches tviuich &.,rved 
tl2s purpose of shops ana the upper portion was usua XOA loa&-
in&* See also favernier , vol I , p.97» who speaking in t . i is 
context says " . . . . on both sides (of the s t ree ts ) there are 
arches which the merchants carry on tha i r business and over 
hcaa there i s a kind of platior:z:n. He furttwrr r s f - ro to the 
r« side nee s of the ma re bants beln^ located on fcis chibi s t r ee t s 
See also Tussuki vol I , with reference to igra« 
3. r i r a t , p . 8 . 1 large number of s t r ee t s in ihmadabad along with 
t ha i r ntsccst havo baen centionsd in Mirat~i-Ahraadi« 
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well built bazars uore located on both the sides of the 
principal streets of the totn. In Dihli for example the 
Chandni Chowk and Paiz Bazar were connected with the principal 
p 
streets. Similarly Bella Velle speaking about the chief 
bazar in Ahmadabad on the mainjroad says w**».a handsome 
street, strait, long and yery broad full of shops of various 
trades; they call it Bezari Kelan, that is the great carkst, 
o 
in distinction from others than which this is bigger*" 
'Important markets and shops were generally located in 
the heart of the city*. The square or chowk bazars were an 
attractive feature of the city* Thevenot says "Before the kinjo 
palaces, there is a very large square, and twelve others 
."- . witn
 4 
besides of less/extent An the town . Beraier speaking of 
Dihli square says "Here too is held a bazar or market for 
an endless variety of things*«....(and), is the rendezvous 
for all sorts of mountbankers and (Jugglers.... • According 
to Hirat-i-Ahmadi in Ahmadabad there were seventeen chaklas 
7 
and eighty principal market streets.' According to Pelsaert 
1. Manncci, Vol. I, p. 184. 
2. Thevenot, p. 60. See also Manrique, Vol. II, p. 161, 191 
for the markets in Lahore. See also Fryer Volo I, p. 248 
^ssS^^MB^^&EQ^xa^xj[ssjS& for the bazars in Surat. See 
also Bernier, p. 284. See also Tavernier,"Vol. I. ppe 
109, 110. 
3o Bella Valle, Vol. I, p.96« 
4. Thevenot, p* 48 (In reference to Ajra). 
5. Bernier, p.243 and Thevenot, p.59« See also, p.100 for 
Burhanpur, riiero the markets developed. 
6» Chaklcs a spot i3hero four roads meet; a small market 
(Bolsaras Gujareti dictionary)* 
7. Finch, p.72. In addition to it othsr markets like 
tripolia (Tikonia) and another square in slope wore 
situated necr the fort. 
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a 
"After passing the fort, (Agra) there is the Hakhas,/great 
in 
market tahere/the mornin^horses, camels, oxen, tents, cotton 
» 1 
goods, and many other things were sold. 
Bazars also developed near the central mosque of the 
tov.n, or an important mausoleum . In Agra for example the 
bazar Taj Ganj was named after the Taj. 
Some localities rare nemed after the industry or 
craft carried on there. For example in Agra 'Loha-Ki-Mondi' 
as the name implies seems to be the market of iron uareo 
dating from the times of i-ughul rulers, or Shakkar Ganj 
(Sugar Market), Hilkatra7, and ,Phal-Hatti,a (vegetable 
market)* In port toims, the city developed round the custom 
9 
office, the fort and other government offices. 
Generally, the central part of the city consisted of 
private end public buildings of importance like mosques, temples, 
a 
baths, car^ansarais, offices and residences of the middle and 
lower classes* These buildinj3 ^ere generally scattered 
both
 1 0 
on edsttsex/ sides of the streets. 
1. Pelsaert, p.4. See also Pinch, p.28. According to him 
in Surat the *Nakhas' was located near the castle. 
2. T.A. Vol, I, p.176. According to him in Dilfei Urdu Bazar 
developed near the Jena Mosque. See also Tuzuk, Vol.1, 
p. 424* According to him in Ahmadabad a bazar sprang An 
the side of the central mosque. 
3. Traveraier, Vol. I, p.64. 
4. Peter ^ undy. Vol. II, p. 213. 
5. Seo iiap of Agra. 
6. Finch, p. 57. 
7* See map of Agra. 
8. Peter kundy, Vol. II, p. 218. 
9. $ryer Vol. I, p. 248, See also Peter ^ undy, Vol.11, p.29, 
and Thevenot, p.22. 
10. Thevenot, p.11. See also Tavernier, Vol. I, pp.96, 97. 
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Traders like Khatris resided in •PhEd-Hatti* i*c. 
in the heart oC the city. The vast interior of the city 
was crowded with the residences of the merchants, bazars, 
shops and the houses of the lower classes* Jehan^ir speaking 
of Agfia says "..*..Hany persons here erected buildings of 
three or four storeys in it". Similarly Edward Carlyon 
reiers to 
£2§B3S'nDivers cases the upper rooms, projecting out, on either 
side of the way....n . The ground floor was used for shops, 
while the second and the third storeys rare used for purposes 
of residence. 
The offices like custom houses, and police stations 
were located near the fort and in the royal square ~. The 
commercial establishments, and the foreign factories uere 
5 6 
located along the main streets in the heart of the tocn . 
Religious and educational institutions like temples, 
madrasas. Q 
BaaaBBEsyand mosques were scat tered in every lo i ce , bazar 
9 
and l o c a l i t y . 
10 The uuma mosque was located on the main s t r e e t 
11 
and i^jthjif"centre of the c i t y . According to Bernier i n 
1. Peter Mundy, Vol, II, pp.218 & 78. He also mentions his 
residence being located in the market* 
2. Tuzuk, Vol. I, p.3. i 
3. Edward Carlyon, p. 217o 
4. Tavernier, vol. I, p.8. Thevenot, pp. 12 & 22* © 
5. Thevenot, p. 12. According to him in Ahmadabad the Dutch 
factories were lodged in the fairest and longest street 
of the tjiow&t. 
6. Thevenot, p.13. See also J3.F.B. Vol. II, pp.296, & 2970 
Mandelslo p. 22. According to him the English factory or 
lodge at Ahmadabad was in the heart of the city. 
7. Hirat. pp. 128 & 129. 
8. Ibid. p. 10. See also K.T. p0 81. 
9. &.T0 p.6© 
10. Thevenot, p.13. 
lie K.T« po6o 
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Diki i wub piiiicii-al iuos^ ufc s/aa siuuated in the centre of the 
c i ty ^na arounu i t was a square from which rauiatod five 
lon^ t,tr ets* Similarly in Agra the Juma mosque was located 
in the heart of the town*2 According to Thevenot in Ahmadabad 
the caravansarais were located near the squares i'he chief 
caravansarais of Bihli bu i l t by Jehanara Begum was bui l t in 
the square which was si tuated between the for t ress and the 
city4* j['hG caravansarais wajje also located at thn entrance 
of vie chief gate^ of the c i ty , in the suburbs6 and on the 
bank of the r ivur '* The so oaravansaxais waru b©*15*^11^ s i tua -
ted alone the r oin roads8 which entered the town from different 
di rect ions . 
A close stuay of the lay out of the towns reveals thau 
they mra not plai*ned but &rQw in an haphazard way. As the c i ty 
grew in size and population, new buildings completely surround-
ed the old. pelsaer t speaking about the growth of Agra c i ty 
says, "There a re ; indeed many places belonging to great princes 
and lords , but they are hidden away in a l leys and corners. This 
i s due to the sudden growth of tha c i ty" , in Agra "the gates 
which Akbar bu i l t for i t s securi ty nov; stand in the middle ol the 
c i ty ana tne area of builain^s outside them i s fully three times 
greater in extent" 1 0 . Polsacrt alfao ados that thb ci ty was 
growing rapidly and there was no systematic plan to cope with 
the expansion* 
1. Berait,r, ±>*<i/d» *:* see Map of Agra* 
$. Thevenot, p*1<d. 4* Manucci, Vol. I , p .<^ i . 
p . l l n c h , p . 42* 
6* Mundy, vol . I I , p*162* See also Tavernier, Vol* I . pp. 109 
and 1l0t 
7* liundy, Vol. H f p , ii>9. 8* Pinch, p#57» 
9 . Pe lsaer t , p*1* 10. Ibid, pp. 1 and 2* 
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Suburbiaa tovms greu up olonj tho rocdu leading into 
the city o In Agra, for oscaple noor the toab of 
Itimcdudcula end Taj Hanoi , a large population began to 
oottlo. Bornior noticing tho extent of Agra touac 
beyond south°ocot of tho fort oayo ^on louving Agra* to^^do 
the coot you enter a long ciae or paved otract, on a gontla 
eocontp having on ono oide a high end lon^ j xz£349 tftioh Korea 
tho oido of a oquare garden of nuch creator entente «<>e on tl>o 
is 
othor oido/a 2D:: of neu houoco vlth arcedoop roooD'olin^ tiioco 
o 
of tho principal strooto in Dolhi«oooo° 
The planting of gardens in the city TOO a very eonnicn 
feature, Ahmadobad uao roll ourroundod by t&© gordono rMch 
4 to 
looked like forestse According/KsxPelocort in Agra cr£ko 
luxuriance of the groves all round makes them reoenblo c 
royal park rather than a city % According to Bornior HA 
large expense of luxuriant gardens (is) a part of the city 
of Agro$« »© o w« 
1« Thevenot, po H » See also Bernier, p«242» 
2« Tavernier, Vol. I9 pp* 109 to 111* 
3* Bernier, pp« 293, 296*. See also Tavornior, Vol* I, pp« 
109, 110• See alco Fitch p<> 174« According to hiu the 
Fatehpureikri rood upto a distance of #ive miles v;uo 
a part of the city, and old buildings end monumcuto uoro 
traceable on themo Ralph Fitch speaking about the 
dietenco SB between Agra and Fatehpursikri soys "All the 
ccy lo c market of victuals and other things as full cc 
though c men v»re still in a torjn and GO many people 
as if c nen ucre in a morketo" Similarly, Agra city 
expanded towards Sikandra rood and Gv/alior roods See 
Map of /grco 
4* Thevenotp p« 14, Uandelslo, p* 29f Terry, p« 21e fc:; 
clto Kctfc po 53, for Burhcnpure See £leo Llcndolcoj poCBc 
According to hia in Cambay tiioro v;ero li> gardens in tho 
cityc rihich rare outside tho cello Sco cloo Bornior, 
pe 2<i2 aid Henrique, polGO for l>ihli, 
5» Pclcrort, p»l 
6o Bomier, p» 294© 
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The observation made by Thevenot about the,city of 
Agra that the * gardens take up a great pert of it and/^SmSfc 
is true of every city is significant in so far it indicates 
not merely that the ruler end the ruled during the Mughul 
period had e high aesthetic sense but also that the garcens 
were an important part of tovaa planning et that time. 
Besides the gardens attached to palaces, residences, 
mausoleums and tombs, separate and extensive gardens were 
laid and were used as pleasure resorts, ana some tombs and 
mausoleums were situated in the vicinity of the towns and 
were held in great venersation, where sometimes fairs were 
held* The foreign travellers in general have complained 
about the plan of tho town of Agra as being haphazard and 
that the streets were narrow. The main reason was its 
geographical location. The river Jamuna left extensive 
ravines in the city, which made the streets narrow, secondly 
.a 
being the capital town it had/heavy pressure of population, 
and the torai could not cope v.ith it and it became very 
congested. The buildings and residences were constructed 
wheretver any space was available. Examine the remark of 
Pelsaert in this context 'Svery one acquired and purchased the 
plot of land which suited or pleased him best. 
The buildings of the towns were conspicous for their 
massiveness and the material used was red stone and while 
marble. These buildings were magnificent and beautiful 
and were built according to the peoples' needs enu tastes 
and were suited to the climate of the country. According 
1. Pelsaert, p. 1. 
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to Beraier, the buildings in the city were constructed to 
sui t the climate of the country and not like those of Par is , 
London or Amsterdom. The town of Agra was the largesttov:n 
in the country and had good buildings. *i?he author of the 
Khulasatut-Tawarikh gives a vivid description of the genercl 
the 
appearance and lay out of/Dilhi ci ty, " I t s heart-ravishing 
houses have perfect beauty and charm; its soul refreshing 
pleasure houses possess grace and happiness; its streets look 
like the flov/er beds of a garden in ornament and beauty, the 
squares of every ward of this town are beautiful and hearfc 
ravishing like the squares of a garden;every one of its houses 
and mansions lookslike flov/er beds of eternal springs in every 
lane and street are canals filled to the brim with ?/ater of 
a sweet taste; the roads of its bazars are bright and heart 
attractive like the veins of Jewels; its shops are full of 
happiness and beauty like the two eyebrows of beloved ones." 
"Ahmadabad" says the author of the Haft Iqlim, 
"is unique in the matter of neatness, thriving population, end 
beautiful buildings and it would be no exaggeration to say 
that so grand end magniflcfcent a city is to be found no 
where else. Bazars are spacious and well arranged; and in 
truth a city with such beauties is rare; whence it has been 
called the bride of the kingdom*4. According to Finch the 
buildings of Ahmadabad were comparable to any city in Asia 
or Africa. According to Richard Steel and John Crowther 
» .... — 
1* Bernier, p. 240 
2. Bernier, p. 284. According to him "It surpasses Delhi in 
extent of its buildings and residence and carvonscxedso0 
oo Jx.JL.p p.O. 
4. Hirat, p.7. 
5. Finch, p«63, See also Terry p. 31, who describes it GO aoLt 
spacious £nd rich city. 
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Lahore was * goodly great cit§r, and one of the fairest and 
ancienest of India.' 
Dacca, has been d escribed as an admirable city 
According to the author of Khu&asatut-Tawarikh "....Dhaka 
(Dacca) or Jahangir-nagar, which is very spacious. It is 
dlegantly 2 
beautifully and/MiigsHtigc inhabited.... According to an 
employee of the i^ ast India Comprny, C&nbay was rich, fair 
and neat city ana was famous throughout the world. To 
4 5 
Peter Mundy, the cities of Benaras and Fatehpursikri much 
resembledfthe European cities. 
1. Richard Steel and John Crowther, p. 268. 
2. K;T,, p.40. See also BouTey, pp.149, & 150, \uho mentions 
it to be en admirable and very spacious city. 
3. Nicholas Downton, p. 150. 
4. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p.122, *bf all the cities and towns 
that I have seen in India none «f resembles so much those 
of Europe as this." 
5. Ibid. Vol. II, p.227. He particularly refers to 
Fatehpursikri which in his opinion resembled the Gothic 
buildings of -European cities. 
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SECTION - III i QROWTH AMD DECLINE 
In the 17th century urbanisation went apace and 
a large number of new towns sprang up, and continued to 
expand and flourish. Villages expanded into towns and 
numerous small towns grew into centres of trade, of 
industries and,in some cases, of administration. The 
provinces of Bengal, Gujrat, Punjab and Dihli could boast of 
large cities - from Kabul to Lahore, and from Lahore to 
Multan, and Thatta, and to Agra, then to the entire eastern 
region and down to the provinces of Gujrat and Malwa, one csmes 
across large towns and cities. A large number of towns of 
trace 
Bengal and Gujrat Mfflt their origin to this period. According 
to Pelsaert the eastern part of the country extending to 
which 
Jagannathpurij/eover&Jg a distance of 600 Kos, contained many 
large cities. Similarly fialph Pitch passed many fair towns 
on his way from Benaras to Patna • According to Manrique 
the route from Benaras to Patnac«was... "studded with 
habitations of large towns.".., while, according to Thevenot, 
the country of Bengal waa full of towns.4 The p-ovinoe of 
Agra had many flourishing cities. According to Thevenot 
the province of Gujrat had quite a large number of important 
to«ns.6 
1. Pelsaert, p.7* 
2. Fitch, p. 180. 
3. Manrique, Vol. II, p.146. 
4* Thevenot, p. 96. 
5. Pelsaert, p.44. See also Thevenot, p.46, who mentions 
th-t the province of Agra had above 40 towns iaxits within 
._;_.. ,_.-..•._.;..•'. its limts. 
T5. xhevenot, p.44. 
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Most of these towns were large and prosperous and 
grown 
had/grown: considerably in size, extent, population, trade, 
favourably 
commerce and industries. Foreign travellers,/compare 
fmMEDssfrlgK Indian cities with London, Paris, Constantinople 
which wre 
or Amsterdam,/the greatest cities known to them. Ihe most 
flourishing cities according tc them were Agra, Dihli, Lahore, 
Srinagar, Multan, Thatta, Benaras, Jaunpur, Allahabad, 
Bahraich, Ajodya, Patna, Dacca, Hugli, Chittagong, Kasimbazer, 
Murshidabad, Ujjain, Sironj, Burhanpur, Ahmadabad, Surat, 
Cambay, Baroch and Pattan. Ralph Fitch writing in 1585 A.tf. 
observed,"Agra and Fatehpore are two very great cities, either 
of them much greater than London and very populous•" Agra 
in the early 17th century according to Salbancke was Mas 
great as London, and very populous". Dihli was as great as 
Paris. Ahmadabad was 'near as great as London. Lahore 
was a very large and populous city, and second to none,either 
in Asia or Europe with iregard to size, population and wealth. 
Shahzadpur, a great and populous place «B$cstewas compared with 
A 
Constantinople. Fatehpursikri, according to Ralph Fitch was 
1. Fitch, p. 103. 
2. Salbancke, p. 84, According to him, besides Fatehpur, 
Agra and Lahore, there were many other important cities 
in the kingdom. 
3. Bernier, p. 282. 
4. Nicholas Wlthington, p.167, and DB Laet, p.19. See also 
Lettersjfrom the servants, Vol.I, p.305. According to it 
Ahmadabad was 'as big as the city of London.' 
5. Monserrate, p.159. 
6. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p. 98. 
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much bigger than London. Agra, was "a town of unparalleled 
spaciousness and extent....Travellers have been few such strong 
forts or large towns... and men of every race and country 
live it." It was "spacious large, populous beyond measure, 
that you can hardly pass in the streets. 
The growth of the cities resulted in overcrowding and 
ill planned suburban expansion. During the course of expansion 
in earlier years there was no clear differentiation between 
industrial, commercial or residential areas. -Afterwards 
commercial quarters were laic out separately and swallowed 
while 
villages in the vicinity/: - a new suburban area was established 
on the outskirts of the city. The expanded city grew outside 
the city walls and gates. During the reign of Jahangir, 
says Pelsaert, "the gates v&iich Akbar built for its security 
now stand in the middle of the city and the area of the 
buildings outside them is fully three times greater in extent.' 
Similarly residences of nobles, which were situated outside 
the main city in the time of Akbar, were merged into the 
city in the time of Jehsngir. He says further, "There are 
indeed many places belonging to great princes and lords, but 
they are hidden away in alleys and torners. This is due to 
the sudden growth of the city.' 
1. Pitch, p.103. See also Monserrate, p.31. See also Ain, 
Vol. II, pi 191. According to Abul Fazal, "It rose to be 
a city of the first importance" 
2. K.T., p. 23. 
3. Finch, p. 72. See also DB Laet, p.37. 
4. Pelsaert, pp. 1 & 2. 
5. Pelsaert, p. 1. 
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In the case of Agra the expansion of the city at the 
close of the 16th century can be well estimated from the 
accounts of Ralph Fitch, who says, "Between Agra and FatehpOBB 
are twelve miles, and all the way is a market of victuals and 
other things as full as though a man were still in a town and 
so many people as if a man were in a market..." Similarly, 
the Sikandra road was thickly crowded with all sorts of 
buildings on both ikac sides from A^Ta to Sikandra a distance 
of about 5 miles. In fact during Akbars time it became a 
part of the city. Even at the close of the 17th century, 
when it ceased to be the capital of the empire,there was no 
sign of its decline. Foreign travellers like Thevenot 
&3MHOXTX fitaaLymi who visited it xfly the/close or file 17th century 
were struck by its size and prosperity. 
Under Jahangir the city expanded further. Jahangir 
observes, "In the number of its buildings it is equa). to 
several cities of Iraq, Khurasan, and Mawarannahr (Transoxonia) 
put together. Many persons have erected buildings of three 
or four storeys in it. The masslof the people is so great 
that moving about in the lanes and bazars 1B difficult."2 
- The growth and prosperity of Dihli is clearly depicted 
by SujanRaif According to him,"It is a city of perfect 
spaciousness and extent, a capital city and the centre of the 
kingdom Travellers of the seven climates and tourists of the 
habitable world cannot point out any other town on the surface 
1. Fitch, p. 103 (First English man in India) 
2. Tuzuk, Vol. I, p.3. He further mentions that 'it was 
closely built and inhabited*. 
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of the earth so spacious or so largely populated. The city 
of Stamboul (Constantinople) the Capital of the Sultan of 
is&BB, which is famous for itsjlargeness and extent, is not 
a tenth part of a tenth part of this city. The cities of 
Kazwin and Isfahan, the capitals of the Shah of Persia, rjhich 
are famous for excellence and beauty,do not come up to even 
a single qiarter of this city." The author speaking^ about 
the size and population of the city says, WA wall of stone and 
mortar encloses the city. Its circumference is more than 
the invagination can comprehend; and the number of the 
population within and around it is beyond the range of 
description* The men of ^teas/ (Turkey) Zanzibar, and Syria, 
the English, the Dutch, the men of Yemen, Arabia, Iraq, 
Khorasan, Khwarizm, Turkistan, Kabul, Zabulistan, Cathay, 
Khotan, China, Machin, Kashghar, Qalmaqistan, Tibet and 
Kashmir and other provinces of Hindustan have chosen their 
abode in this large city.... 
' Dihli too as it expanded encroached upon the fort 
and the royal square. Its population was cosmopolitan* 
Trade, prospect of employment, pleasure, and eurosity alike 
drew to it vast crowds from remote regions. A large number 
of extensive suburbs, and buildings on both sides of the rouia 
.
 4 Shah 
were developing rapidly. / Johanabad like Dihli says Bernior 
"is a great straggling town...o" 
1. K.T., p.9. #n the same/x*:!®^-'r - T the text breeds iito 
pootry in praise of the city. "It is a ^ rant city, e x _ y 
like heaven - The centro of India, cnu the Capitol ol 
Kings." 
2« Ibide po5 3o Hornier,pe243p see also Thcvenot 
4. Bernior, pp. 241» 242a pe 59o 
5«. Tavcrnier, Vol. i, p.96o 
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Ahmadabad, according to Abul Fazal was "a noble city 
in a high state of prosperity...", while Edward Terry calls 
it as one of the "most spacious and rich citie. 7 According 
to Mandelslo it was "a great and populous city." According 
to the author of the Haft Iqlim, "Ahmadabad is unique in the 
matter of neatness, thriving population, and beautiful buildings 
and it would be no exaggeration to say that so grand and 
magnificient a city is to be found nowhere else. Bazars are 
spacious and well arranged.... And in truth a city with such 
beauties is rare; whence it has been c ailed the Bride of 
the kingdom" • 
Sultan Mahmud II, built Mahmudabad, about 12 koss 
from Ahmadabad, but with -the gror/th of commerce and industries 
the road was covered by markets and houses on both the sides, 
5 
and the c i ty became one. Ain-i-Akbari and tiirat-i-Ahmadi 
jJg&rB^ab&fe/360 or 380 quarters or wards of the c i t y . 6 
Mandelslo mentions large suburbs in the c i t y . Mosques and 
markets in large number j w ^ S ^ ^ / t h e c i t y . Ahmadabad developed 
Q 
so much that it" had 25 great towns under its jurisdiction. 
1. Ain. Vol. II, p. 247. 
2. Terry, p. 21. 
3. Mandelslo, p. 26. 
4. Mirat, p. 7. 
6. Ibid, p. 7, & 16. See also Mandelslo, p.22. w#o refers to 
the expansions of the city. See also Thevenot, p.11. 
6. Ain, Vol. II, p.247. See also A.N. Vol. Ill, p.11 and 
Mirat, pp. 7, 10, & 11. 
7. Mandelslo, p. 26. 
8. Mirat, p.7. See also Ain, Vol. II, p.247, and K.T, p.61. 
9. Mandelslo, p. 28. 
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Lahore was "beyond measure remarkable in populousness 
and extent." According to Jahangir, it was "one of the 
greatest places in Hindustan ,.V . Father Monserrate, 
speaking about its population says, "She population is so large 
that men jostle each other in the streets." William Finch 
calls it as 'one of the greatest cities of the east,'* and 
according to Richard Steel and John Crowther, "Lahore is a 
goodly great citie, and one of the fairest and anclenest of 
India"5. According to Khulasat-ut-Twarikh, "It is undoubtedly 
a large city and a big town. Few towns can be pointed out 
that resemble it in extent of habitation and largeness of 
population."6 Manrique, who visited Lahore in the reign 
of Shahjfchan, calls it as the second famous city of j&e 
Mughul empire. According to Sujan Kai "Jahangir built lofty 
mansions which are still extant; and his good fortune became 
for a time the means of its increase of splendour. Its 
habitations were increased by the abodes of the princes and 
high grandees. In the time of the Emperor Shah Jahan, the 
o 
population increased daily..." 
1. Ain, Vol. II, p. 317. He also mentions it to be the first 
city in size and population see also A.M. Vol. II, p. 80, 
2. Tuzuk, Vol. I, p» 63. See also ^akiat-i-Jehangir, Elliot, 
Vol. VI, p.297. According to Wakiat-i-Jahangir, 'Lahore is 
one of the largest cities in Hindustan'. 
3. Monserrate, p. 159. 
4. Finch, p. 52. 
5. Richard Steel, and John Crowther, p. 268. 
6. K.T., p. 81, 
7. Henrique, Vol. II, p. 191* 
8. K.T., p. 81. See also Finch, p.52, Thevenot, p.85. ^ anucci, 
Vol. II, p. 186, and Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 94, & 95. 
Ti7 6 
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Patna was a very large and great town. Manrique 
calls it as one of the biggest towns in the whole of Mughul 
empire. The foreign travellers like Peter Mundy, Tavernier , 
Thevenot, and Manucci , who visited it in the second half 
of the 17th century speak of it as a prosperous, growing 
and a very large city. 
n 
Dacca was the * largest town in Bengal' . According to 
Thomas Bowrey it was "anadmirable citty for its greatness, 
o 
for its magnificient buildings and multitudes of inhabitants. 
Sujan Rai, says "Dhaka (Dacca) or Jahangir-nagar, which is 
very spacious. It is beautifully end elegantly inhabited 
Q 
for some Kos...Men of every race and country live in it." 
Surat grew up rapidly as it became an emporium of 
foreign trade. According to the English Factors its, 3,000 
houses were burnt by Shivajl. According to Thevenot, the 
rush of people was so much that, "lodgings can hardly be 
11 had, and the three suburbs are all full" . According to 
DElla Valle, w 'Tis very populous, as all other cities and 
places are in India; which every where people." 
1. Pitch p. 113, see also K»T., p. 35. 
2. Manrique, Vol. II, p. 140. 
3. Peter ilundy. Vol. II, p. 157. 
4. Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 121. 
5. Thevenot, p. 96. 
6. Manucci, Vol. II, p. 83, See also Bowrey, p. 221. 
According to him it was a very large and spacious city. 
7. Manucci, Vol. II, p. 86. See also Hamilton, Vol. II, p.23. 
8. Bowrey, p. 150. 
9. K.TM p. 40. 
10. E.B.R., Vol.XI, pp. 306, 307. See also Finch, pp. 27, 28. 
See JLLSO laandelslo, p .8 . 
11. Thevenot, p . 21. 
12. Dglla Valle, Vol. I , p . 30. 
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Hugly was large and populous tovst. According t o 
"beautiful town ,
 a JJL1_ Bowrey, i t was a famous and/iEM^SBaxpaaosc adorned with many 
fine structures and very populous. It had a large Christian 
population. Chanderi according to Abul Fazal was one of the 
largest ancient towns. It had 384 bazars, 360 sarais and 
q 
12,000 mosques. Ghornghat in Bengal was a large sprawling 
city, which has been described as a number of towns joined 
together*4 
In addition to the above mentioned tovus, Thatta, 
Multan,6 Srinagar,7 Surat^, Cambay9, Broach10, Ajmer,11 
Burhanpur12, Mandu13, Ujjain,14 Qwalior15, Allahabad16,Benaras17, 
1. Bowrey, p. 167. See also Marshall, p. 65. 
2. Bernier, p. 439. According to him it had 8 to 9 thousand 
Christian families. 
3. Ain, Vol. II, p. 207. See also K.T. p. 55. 
4. Marshall, p. 74.
 ( 
5» Tavernier, Vol. I, pp. 10. According to him it was one 
of the largest towns of India.' 
6. Thevenot, p. 77. 
7. Ain, Vol. II, p. 356, See also A.N, Vol. Ill, p. 827, See 
also K.T. p. Ill, According to it Srinagar was "inhabited 
for a long time, and its habitations extent over four 
leagues." 
8. Manucci, Vol, I, p. 62. See also Thevenot, p. 21. 
9. Fitch, p. 12 (First English^man, p. 75). According to him 
it was a great and very populous town. See also Ain, Vol, 
II, p.248 and Finch, p. 64, and Mandelslo p.6 and Thevenot 
pp. 17 & 18. See also Delia Valle, Vol. I, p. 67. 
10. Ain Vol. II, p. 250. See also DE Laet, p.24, and Tavernior 
Vol. I, p. 66. 
11. DS Laet, p.65. See also Thevenot, p.69, Though according 
to these authorities, it was a moderate-sizedtown: v 
it was also a flourishing town in the 17th century. 
12. Finch, p. 32. See also DS Laet, p. 30. Peter Mundy, Vol.11 
p. 107. See also Thevenot, p. 100 and Taveraier, Vol.1.pp.ralsi 
13. Ain, Vol. II, p. 208, Fitch p.173. See also Finch, pp.33W*Tf3 
& 34. i 
14o Ain, Vol. II, p, 207, According to Abul Fazal it v;ao 
large city. See also Tuzuk Vol,I, p,354. According to 
Jehangir, it v/as most celeberated cities of Ualvre province, 
15. K.T. p. 24. 
16. Tavernier, Vol. I , p . 116, 
17. Ibid, Vol. I , p . 118. See also Ain, Vol. I I , p.169 and 
Peter uundy, Vol. I I , p, 12<iLg 
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seem to have been 
1 2 3 4 
Ajodya, Jaunpur , Cuttak, and Jagganathpuri ,/large and 
populous towns enjoying great prosperity. 
In the north-west ;md western region, Nasarpur, 
Bhakkar, Sialkot, Sehwan, Sirhind, Samanah, Panipat, Rantipur, 
Baroda, Nausari,Swally, Mahmudabad, Merta, Antri, Warwar, 
Sirong,Chanderi< and/towns such as ^ ana^anSa^SUpf, Kol, 
Ferozabad, Sikandrabad, Bahraich, Lucknow, Shahzadpur, 
Angrezabad, Ghoreghat, Sultan Ganj, Jaleswar, Jahangira, 
Burdwan, Raj Mahal, Hugli, Kasimbazar, Murshidabad, Masumabazar, 
Chittagaon, etc* were prosperous and big towns. 
the 
As has been mentioned earlier, medieval Indian towns 
were growing in tfcs&r size and population* However it is 
difficult to estimate the exact size and population and the 
extent of growth at different stages during this period, for 
there ^ are no recordswhich could give us an idea of the pece of 
development and the population of the various towns. The 
Government did not maintain a census department, and, therefore, 
we have to depend on the observations made by some contemporary 
foreign travellers,* who at times have compared the Indian 
towns in extent and population with the .European towns. The 
population of London at the close of the 16th century and in the 
17th century has been estimated at 152,479 in 1593-95, and 
4,60,000 in 1666.5 Similarly the population of Paris in 1590 
and in the 17th century has been estimated at 2,00,000 and under 
Louis XIV (1643-1715) at 4,92,600 respectively.6 
1. Ain, Vol.II,p«182* See also jaai.K.I.p. 31. 
2. Finch, p.66. See also p Peter Mundy, Vol.II, p.118. 
3. Thomas Bowrey, p.151. See also Ain, Vol.11, p.139. 
4. Kizamuddin, Mliot. Vol. V, p.299. See also Thevenot, pp.94, 
& 95. Bernier, p.304, and Pelsaert, p.8. 
5. Encyclopaedia Brittanica, lxth edition, Vol.XVI, p.965. 
6. Modern Cyclopaedia, Vol. VI, p.306. 
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Sfime idea of the population of the bigger cities may 
be had on the basis of the area of these towns and the estimates 
of foreign travellers. Agra was one of the largest cities ox* 
in the empire. The city along the west bank was seven to 
twelve miles long including the suburbs and two to three miles 
broad. The total circumf ex ence was approximately twenty miles. 
In the second half of the 17th century, the city had furthec 
expanded having a circumference of over 30 miles. According 
to Father ffionserrate, it was 4 niles long and two miles 
1 r, the 
broad. According to Abul F^z-nl,/ 0 ^ una, flowed through the 
town for 5 kos, i.e. the oxtent of the town along the bank 
of the river was about 8 miles. The town in the time of 
Jahangir, had a circumference of seven kos and its breadth 
was one koa. The circumference of the inhabited part on the 
other side of the water the side towards the east, is 2£ kos, 
its length being one kos and its breadth half a kos."3 The 
"city and suburbs are one way seven miles in length, three 
in breadth" , says Finch. According to Pelsaert the city 
along the bank of the river extended for 6 kos or 3-J- Holland 
miles, i»e. about 12 miles. 
In the second half of the 17th century, the circumference 
of the city, as recorded by Manucci, was twelve leagues? which 
comes to about 36 miles. 
1. Honscrrate, p. 35. 
2. Ain, Vol. II, p. 190. See also K.T. p. 23. According to it 
Jamuna flew through the town for 4 kos. 
3. Tuzuk, Vol. I, p. 3. 
4. Finch, p. 74. 
5. Pelsaert, p. 3. See also 1$ laet p. 37. 
6. lianucci, Vol. I, pp. 132 and 133. See also Manrique, 
Vol. II, p. 37. According to him "city filling two leagues 
in length . 
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On the basis of Ralph Fitch's statement we can 
reasonably assume that the population of Agra at the end 
he 
of the 16th century, whe*/ visited the town, was more than 
1 2 lakhs. In 1640 when Manrique visited the town, he estimated 
the population of the town "as 6 lakhs and 60 thousand inhabi-
tants, besides the large number of strangers who continually 
o 
fill ninety carvansarais and other private houses." 
.says that 
Thevenot, who visited Agra in 166&VBBXttonxx. "The town of Agra 
is populous as a great town ought to be, but not so as to be 
able to send out two hundred thousand fighting men into the 
field,"3 
In medieval ages, the imperial court and camp influenced 
public activites, and determined the movements of _.-
population. Besides the permanent population there v/ae the 
mobile population which moved in and out of Agra with the 
King; the princes, the tributary chiefs, mansabdars and 
foreign traders and merchants. It is difficult to form an 
estimate of the number of such people but judging from the 
Sarais and hostelries, which were always crowded, the number 
must have been enormous. According to Manrique there were 
ninety carvansarais. 
Bernier's observation that the 'capital city such as 
Dihly or Agra derives its bhief support fron the presence 
of the army, and that the population is reduced to the necessity 
1. Fitch p. 100. He has described Agra as much greater 
than London and very populous flfedjaec kondon'sftopulation then 
was less than 2 lakhs. 
2. Manrique, Vol. II, p. 151. 
3. Thevenot, p. 49* 
4. Henrique, Vol. II, p. 151. 
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of following the Mogal, whenever he undertakes a journey of 
long continuance," is only partially true* The presence of 
the king and the army did certainly affect trade and commerce 
as cell as artisans and craftsmen, but the fact that the king 
and his army were very often on the move did not upset the 
normal life of the city or its importance as the capital town. 
The strength of the camp viiich v;ent clong with the king was not 
very substantial 
/mxadtjc According to Bernier the camp consisted of 3 to 4 
thousand persons. Thus a close analysis of towns in northern 
India during the 17th century reveals that this statement of 
Bernier that 'town is a camp1 is a sweeping generalisation, 
and does not reveal the true position of towns. It is 
certainly true that the establishment of imperial quarters 
in any tovm could greatly increased its popoulation, and 
would bring in tLe various servicer required for the imperial 
camp, but at the came time Bernier's remarks i^ ould be true 
only if a particular tocn did not posses a considerable 
permanent population independent of the imperial camp. 
2 Lakhs 
Thus the population of Agra rose from over/fet the close 
of the 16th century to about 7 lakh3 in the middle of the 
17th century, even when the Emperor was not in Agra, and it 
did not affect the prosperity and population of the town 
adversely. 
Finch mentions the length of Dihli town as 2 kos3 
(about 4 miles). In the .'second half of the 17th century it 
1. Bernier, p . 220. 
2. Ibid. p . 381. 
3 t Finch, p . 48. According to him, the ci ty, was two fc-os in 
between the gates. 
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became more than 5 miles ^including the suburbs. Dihli was 
also a populous torn. Bernier expressed the opinion that its 
population uas as great ss of ?cric , i.e. about 5 lakhs. 
We can further ffcrm an idea of its population by the number 
3 
of 60 thousand thatched cottages, located in the city. 
Bella Velle, tho visited Ahmadabad in 1623, remarks it as 
"competently large, with great suburbs . According to 
Iiandelslo, Ahmadabad had a circumference of seven leagues, 
i.e-o about 20 miles, but by the time of Peter iiundy it was 
about 30 miles, including the suburbs. * 
The population of Ahmadabad, was 'near as great as 
I/ondon, or over 2 lakhs towards the beginning of the 17th 
century, and as tho cityn uas growing in size, so the popula-
tion too increased in the same proportion. Lahore in the 
beginning of the 17th century, was 12 miles in length with 
g 
a circumference of 48 miles including the suburbs. feavernior 
in the middle of the century estimated the length of the town 
1. Bernier, pp. 241 & 242. According to him,/city hcd large 
suburbs, and fc2& so much increased that a straight line 
of more than a league and a halfcot^ id) &3traced.throu&h ito 
2. Bernier, p. 282. 
3o Ibid, p. 246. 
4. Delia Vallo, Vol. I, p. 95. 
5. tlandelslo, p. 26. See H& Laet,*p«19. He describes the 
circumference of the city as 6 Dutch Lliles i.e. (about 20 
miles,g£fl Iiirat, pp. 4 & 5. According to it the length of 
the city was 10,125. Ilahi yards, breadth 2,500 yards ana 
the total area was of 2,229 Bighas and 13 Tjiswas. 
6. Peter Mundy. Vol. II, p. 266. According to him the coapace 
of the wall with the suburbs was 16 coss. See also Ihcvcnot 
p. 11. He describes the length of the city li leagueo i.e. 
about 5 miles. 
7. Withington, p» 167. See also .letters from servants, 
Vol. I, p. 305. 
8. Finch, p. 52. According to him its length was about 6 fcos 
and 24 jDos in circumference ,with the suburbs. 
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at only about two miles. It may be that Lahore had declined 
somewhat in size. However it still remained one of the 
IndUa 
biggest totals in India. Thevenot who visited x. crajrr/ after 
Tavernier mentions its length as nine miles, including the 
2 
suburbs^ and on the basis of its size in the beginning of 
the 17th century, the population must have been over 8 Lakhse 
Very few, towns of northern India were in decline. 
Some towns declined temporarily later due to some natural 
calamity. For example Lahore in the beginning of the 17th 
century was very large but by the time of the visit of 
Tavernier, there was an immediate foil in the size of the 
town and its houses v/ere in a ruinous condition. This was 
due to heavy rains and floods. According to Tavernier "The 
town is large and extends more than a coss in length, but the 
greater part of the houses which are higher than those of 
Agra and Delhi, are falling into ruins» the excessive rains 
having overthrown a large number." According to the author 
of Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh, "In the reign of the emperor 
Aurangzib, when the river Ravi encroached upon the town and 
by its violence destroyed many houses and gardens in the 
fourth year from the emperor's accession.... Soon after this 
Lahore began to gfow. According to Thevenot, "It (Lahore) 
increased so in a short time, that with the suburbs it made 
three leagues in length."p 
1. Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 94. The decline of the town, has been 
discussed separately in the 8&e$ien 'Decline of Toils'. 
2. Thevenotj p. 8So Referring to it he says "It increased co 
much in a short time, that with the suburbs it made throe 
leagues in length". 
3. Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 95. See also Thevenot, p. 85. They 
mention the decline of tha torn on the basis of thes " ruinous 
2±±£as conditions of houses. 
4. Tavernier, Voo I, p.95, See also Thevenot. p. 85. 
5. K.T. p. 81ov 6. Thevenot, p. 85« 
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Some towns declined as a result of natural calamities 
like earthquakes, heavy rains, famines, diseases. Amanabad 
declined due to the spread of diseases , Fatehpursikri due to the 
scarcity of water; and Samaji,a town near Thatta,was 
destroyed by an earthquake} thirty-thousand houses having 
been destroyed. 
The trade and commerce of some of the towns declined 
al 
due to topographic/changes, which ultimately hampered the 
growth of the tovms. However in such circumstances, the decline 
of the town was of a temporary nature, and as soon as, the 
proper measures were taken, it again began to prosper. 
Cambay was a declining town, in the 17th century mainly 
due to the difficulties in berthing ships as a result of 
silting up of the river bed, and as such it lost a part of 
5 
her commerce. 
In Thatta, and Multan with the obstructions in the 
carriage of goods in the river, the traffic decreased and 
ultimately resulted in the decline of these towns. 
Towns like Fatehpursikri, Raj Maha3i, Gaur, Mandu, 
were 
Biana, Kannauj and Badaun declined because they no/longer 
administrative centres. 
1. Tuzuk, Vol. II, p. 65. See also Kanucci, Vol. II, p. 271. 
2. Finch, p. 42. 
3. Ma-Asir-i-Alamgiri, Elliot, Vol.VII, p.183. 
4. Tuzuk, Vol. I, p.415. Nicholas Downton, p.113. See also 
Tavernier, Vol. I. p. 68. and Thevenot, p.18. 
5. Pelsaert, p. 19. See also Careri, p.164. According to 
him Cambay lost much of its splendour aue to it. 
6. Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 12. 
7. Thevenot. 1, & 77. 
- f 
Unui©i iicxjgy9 i a ^ k j ^ s ^ * 1 2 ^ aas u ^roat ana n o u r i s h -
ing c i t y ^ but tQ t f f l beginning of tb3 17th century i t doc-
l ine dj2o Even then i t remained as an important town bscaULC 
of the presence of carpet manufacturers© 2 fiajmanala re ta in -
ed i t s importance due t o i t s position on the r ivor and ecaiacr*-. 
c ia l f a c i l i t i e s e 4 But i t definitely declined, when i t was 
no longer the capi tal of Bengalo Biana declined, hut i t r e -
tained i t s importance, with the flourishing of commerce and 
industr ies there., Uandg s t i l l retained i t s s t ra tegic impor-
tance o Towns litee qannauj, Bsdaun, Gaur could not develop 
any commarce and industry and as such they declined consider-
ably* socis of uhe towns dec l ine a, aue to the growth of others 
in t h e i r vicinity« 
1o ronserr^tc , p0 31« See also Fitch, P<>173, and Ain* 
Volo I I , Po 191« 
2* Finch, p<> 42» 
3o i1uvurniui.', Volo ls po3<» 
4„ hanriaue, Vol* I l 9 pe 13£0 
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SECTION - IV : T R A D E R O U T E S 
Trade routes and facilities of communication greatly 
contributed to the growth of towns, as means of inter-
regional circulation of surplus commodities and access to 
foreign markets. These trade routes, besides were essential 
the 
for/administration, and maintenance of law and order. 
The medieval Indian towns were connected by a net-
work of cross-country roads spread all over the country, branch-
ing off in many directions. Commercial goods were carried 
from Burhanpur to Lahore, from Lahore to Agra, Dihli and 
thence to Patna and Dacca, or from there to Ahmadabad, Surat 
and to Sindh, along these roads. 
Most of the large to\3zns in the 17th century were 
situated on the junction of trade routes^ or near major trade 
routes. Agra was connected by trade routes with the towns 
of Punjab, Sindh and Afghanistan in the north west, with 
Rajputana and Gujrat in the west, with ^ alwa, and the 
Deccan in the south, and with the towns of eastern provinces. 
It thus lay at the conjunction of most of the cross-country 
trade routes, and a good deal of foreign trade of the 
hinterland passed through it. It became the clearing house 
1. I have not mentioned the relevant pages of the authorities 
in this connection in order to avoid unnecessary repetition. 
2. Finch, Fitch, DE Laet, Richard Steel & John Crowther, 
Salbancke, Tavernier, Thevenot, Wiihington, Peter wiundy, 
E.F.R. Vol. VI, C.G. and also A.N. Vol.11, p.510. 
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for agricultural produce of the areas as well as a distributing 
the 
centre for/some. Pelsaert speaking in this context says, 
"The situation of the city io at the junction of all the 
roi;do from distant countries. All goods must pass thiu way, 
as from Oujerat, fatta (or Sinuh) from Kabul, Kandhar or 
Sultan to the Eeccan, £? o m t*18 Dcccan or Burhanpur to those 
route to 
places on the/Lahore and .from Bengal and the whole east countryf 
Shere are no practicable alternctive routes, and the ro^ds 
h i 
carry indescribable quantities of Ine^ealdise...!, 
Similarly, Dihli was linkad by a network of roads'* 
to the important cities in various parts of tho uapire; like 
Lahore, AJmer, Agra, Kol and Benaras (via Morodabad). 
Lahore vvas connected by great roads** ladth Dihli, Agra, 
Multan, Thatta and Kashmir and was also connected by roads 
with Kabul and <*andhar» Hultan was the terminate for cardans 
from Persia via Qandhar, and other towns of different provinces 
and regions of India* • 
Thatta was linked by roads, with Ahmadabad, Lahore, 
Sultan and Qandhar. Ahmadabad vvas connected by trade routes 
with every part
 g 
ftooffloQ&de/ of the country0. The important tovns, like Lahore, 
1* Pelsaert, p. 6. 
2. A.N. Vol* II, pi 152. Finch, Dg LQet, Bichard Steel & John 
Crowther, iUF.R. Vol. VI, Tavernier, C.Gt 
3. A.M. Vol. Ill, p.839. i'inch, Dfe Last, Richard Steel tc John 
Croisther, Manrique, £.F,h* Vol. VI* 
4. WK Last, U.F.K. Vol. VI, iiichard Steel, & John Croathor, 
ant i'evorniur. See also Pelcaert* 
5. Dfi Laet, Fitch, V/ithington, Henrique and Jtl.F.h, Vol. VI. 
o*. Pelsaert, p. 19. According to him it was connected with 
Lahore, Kashmir, Bengal uau Agra or say from all sides of 
the country. See also iitch, Vk, Laet, «ithim;on, Peter M.&jly9 
Thevenot, C.G. and xd..:.,j.-filn, Elliot, Vol. v. p.362« 
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Thatta, Dih l i , Ajmer, Agra, Surat, Burhanpur and/towns 
of Bengal ttg&m were a l l e&Bflafejjr connected with i t . 
Surat was connected by roads, with the towns of 
Deccan fttsfoggaBsaxtiL through Burhanpur, Borthern India and 
Sindh via Ahmadabad, and served as a centre of various 
commodities viiich formed ©ajor centres of Indian exports . 
o 
Burhanpur wa3 s i tuated a t the junction of the t r a d e rou tes , 
from Agra, Surnt, Ahmadabad, asocbcBijapur and Golconda. 
q 4 
Mandu and « .1a in were s i tua ted , on one of the main highways 
from Agra to Burhanpur so&fcd end were a l so linked with 
stood 
Ahmadabad and Ajmer. Ajmer zmgxttareu::.ci :z • on the Agra-
- Ahmadabad and Dihli-Ahmadabad routes. 
Similarly, the towns of eastern provinces were well 
connected with different regions by trade routes. Aliahcbad 
was located on the main highway from Agra to Dacca and was 
connected by road with Jaunpur. Patna was located on the 
n 
main commercial highway of northern India. It has been 
Q 
r i g h t l y called "The great gate that opensd in to Bengal" 
Dacca was connected by road with different por ts of Bengal, 
Agra9 and with Sylhet ixsdcs smutty Rajmahal was linked by 
1. Finch, De Laet, Salbancko, V/ithington, 2S®$®0SeBfly,Peter Mundy, 
Tavernicr, Thevenot* 
2 . F i tch , Die Laet, Salbancke, Peter Mundy, C.G. 
3 . Fi tch & J-inch end C.G. 
4 . ffitch, Finch, D4 Laet, Peter JSfandy, Tavennier, C.G. 
5 . A.M., DE Laet, Lizarauddin, tflliot, Vol. V, p.362. Richard 
Steel & John dpowther, Peter Mundy, C.G., F i tch , Finch, 
Peter Mundy, Henrique,Tavernier, Marshall. 
6. Finch, Pe Laet f 
7. Fi tch , Finch, Manrique, Peter Uundy, Tavernicr, Henrique, 
C.G. 
8. Bowrey, p .221. 
9. Manrique and i£arshall. 
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roau, witii jjaccii uua x'atna, ana other towns of tue eastern 
region lJLce Hub l i , jialaeore, (jaoxibnat, an^ kursnioaoaa, waich 
were a l l located on important trade routes* 
Tike contemporary t rave l le r s 1 accounts givt a vivid 
description of the f a c i l i t i e s available for easy travel on 
the trade routes . The highways were kept in good condition 
and rare saie from robbers. Trees were planted along the 
roads and serais ana ras t houses were ..ullt for the t r a v e l l e r s . 
The royal highway or the Grand flfrunk road sras adorned 
c i th a double l ine of t rees l ike a pleasant promenade. 
Tavernier observed. . . . "That throughout India the greater part 
of the roads are like avenues of t r e e s , and those srhich nave 
not t rees planraa, have at QVQXJ $00 paces small pieces of 
stone which the inhabitants of the nearest v i l lages are 
bound to whiten from time to t ime. . . . " '* . 
Between Agra and Lahore, sara is were s i tuated at every 
five or s ix kos 2 . On th i s road Jahangir b u i l t mile-
posts a t every kos and wells a t every three kos, so that 
way-farers might t ravel in ease and contentment and not 
endure hardships from t h i r s t and the heat of the sun^„ 
1. Tavernier, vol . I , p . ^9^. see also De Laet, p . 11 . 
d. D& Laet, p . 11, see also ulnch, y. 75, xioe, p . 43d, who 
was so much struck with wonuer to see these arrangements 
that he luentions i t as one 01 tife great work-, and wonders 
Of tUe iSforld} ana Jiichard Steel & John Urowther p . ^e>6. 
3 . Tuzuk, Vol. I I , p . 100. See also Terry, p . 15, and De Laet, 
p . 11 and Tavernier, p . 9b • 
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1 
The rosd from Agra to Lahore extended towards Kabul • 
Jahangir mentions another road from Agra to Attack and one 
2 from Agra towards Bengal §gg&, with similar arrangements. 
Similar arrangements were made on the road from Agra to 
Ajmer. Manucci too corroborates the accounts of all these 
authorities. 
Besides other facilities, carvansarais at short 
intervals along the trade routes were provided* These spacious 
and fortified carvansarais were located on every route 
throughout the country* A large number of foreign travellers, 
who visited the country at different periods mention these 
arrangements and the location of the carvansarais on the 
high roads. According to Manucci, "....For the use of way-
r 
-fares there are throughout the realms of the Mogul on every 
route many •Sarais' (Sare). They are like fortified places 
with their bastions and strong gates, most of them are built 
of stone or of brick....Those saraes are only intended for 
travellers (solders do not go into themJfc each one of them 
might hold, more or less from 800 to 1,000 persons, with 
their horses, camels carriages and some of them are even 
larger. They contain different rooms, halls, and verandas/ 
with trees inside the courtyard, and many provison shops, 
also separate abodes for the women and men who arrange the 
1. Finch, p. 51. 
2. Tu2\&, Vol, II, p. 1001 
3. Pelsaert, p. 70, See also Finch, p. 41, andB£Laet, p.44. 
4. Manucci, Vol. I, p. 164. 
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rooms end the b eds for t rave l le rs . " There used to be a 
great rush in those caravanserais, tianrique describing his 
Journey from Agra to Lahore, speaks highly of the carvensarais 
and expresses surprise at the g reat volume of commerce 
refer t o ere at 
and number of t ravel lers , andaQes&ffiasmkssris: the/rush, due to 
which they (Manrique and his party) could not sometimes find 
room there . 2 
with 
< "We found this route" says Manrique /reference to **« 
Agra-Patna route, "studded vdth habitations large towns and 
small villages, and much frequented by travellers. On this 
account it v/as well supplied ivith Caramossoras" • 
For ensuring the security of life and property of the 
travellers on the highways, proper supervision of roads v/as 
made. The local Faujdars and governors were responsible for 
prese^rving peace and order in their territories and for 
the policing of the highways} and t h e p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B g of 
travellers. The officers took very active measures against 
highwaymen, and for the security of the routes of communication • 
Instances are not lacking, virhen the travellers 
ware robbed but compensation was given to them. Manucci 
rightly summing up the administration of the highways,says, 
"These fadders have to supervise the roads, anc should any 
1. Manucci, Vol. I» pp. 68, 69. See also ^ithington, p. 174. 
See also Richard Steel and John Urowther, p. 268. According 
to him on every 10 or 12 miles then used to be a sarai. 
2« Manrique, Vol. II, p. 184. 
3. Ibid, Vol. II, p.140. 
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merchant or traveller be robbed in daylight, they are obliged 
to pay compensation, if robbed at night it is the traveller's 
fuilt for not having halted earlier, and he loses all, without 
his complaint being heard". Generally the rulers were very 
strict in preventing thefts and robberies, and to keep the 
highways safe. Tavernier speaking in the context of Shah 
•Chan's reign says "...the police was so strict... and parti-
cularly with reference t o the safety of the roads, that there 
was never any necessity for executing a man for having 
committed theft" • 
According to Tavernier, "The great heats of India 
compel travellers, who are not accustomed to it to travel 
by night in order to rest by day. When they enter towns 
which are closed, they must leave by sunsetj if they wish 
to take the roads."3 
In cases, where particular routes, used to be 
dangerous, «&n alternative route v/as available. For example 
English Factors complained of insecurity on Agra-Burhanpur 
road which passed via Handia as their merchants were plundered. 
they 
But £¥ mentions another route via Mandu, which v/as safe, 
uhich they took? 
end / „ - Similarly Dihli and Ajmer were 
inter-linked by many routes. Agra and Surat were connected 
1. Manucci, Vol. II, p.451. See also Tavernier, Vol. I, p.47. 
According to Tavernier, "...For night being come, and the 
gates closed, the governor °£ the place,who has to answer 
for thefts which occur within his jurisdiction,does not 
allow anyone to go out and (in the night) says that it is 
king's ordeTf which ho must obey." 
2. Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 325. 
3. Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 47. 
4. E.F.R. Vol. II, p.F96. 
5. C.G,, & Ilizaniuddin, -lliot, Vol. V, p. 362. 
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by alternative routes , one via Burhanpur and tho other via 
Ajmer and Ahniadabad. Ahmadabad and Ajmer were connected by 
2 
many routes. 
Various transport facilities were available and 
transport was cheap. The cost of carriage ifrom Agra to Surat 
v/as only one and a half rupee per maund • Generally camels, 
horses, carts and mules, were engaged for carrying commercial 
goods from one to\m to the other. 
1. Fitch, De Laet, Tavernier, Finch & Peter Mundy. 
2. C.G., See Also Bizamuddin, Elliot, Vol. V© p, 362. 
According to these authorities Ahmadabad to Ajmer were 
three alternative routes. 
3. E.F.R., Vol. I, p.46. 
C H A P T E R - I I . 
OLASSIglQATIOIT OP TOWffS. 
Hodioval Indian totmo can bo considered in t h e i r various aspactoj, 
co controo of administrat ion* m i l i t a r y encampment9 industry p 
cocnorcoj, maritime tradoff and r e l i g ion and education* I t i s 
impossible, howover, t o c l a s s i fy thorn r i g i d l y on these l inoopfor 
a town might o r i g i n a l l y bo es tab l i shed as on adminis t ra t ive 
centre* but then , in duo course of tfoneP grow into a groat 
commercial or i n d u s t r i a l c i t y ; and v ice versa* In the following 
sec t ions we have attempted only a broad c l a s s i f i ca t ion* for tho 
sake of convenience of treatment9 by discussing separa te ly each 
of the bas ic c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the towns*' 
SECTION - Is AmiCTIgTRjglVS TOWS Iff THSIR COI-fMERClAI, ASPECTS* 
By adminis t ra t ive towns wo mean towns which woro 
the head-quarters of adminis t ra t ion of the ompiro»a proviaco or c 
earkar* The population in these towns re t inues* off ice clerko and 
so ld ie r s s ta t ioned there for miscellaneous du t ies including tho 
safeguarding of the town i t s e l f . In these towns,there rap id ly 
devolopod shopsP small handicraf ts »sehool3»saraisi>mo8ques end 
temples*os we have a l ready indicated above a town which s t a r tod 
pr imar i ly as an adminis t ra t ive centre subsequently might boccmo 
an important commercial and i n d u s t r i a l centro and thus continuo 
to ro t a in i t s importance uvon when i t ceased t o be the seat of 
administrat ion*' 
* Towns l i k e Agra.AhmadabadjSihli and Pctna arc tho 
best i l l u s t r a t i o n s of such towns* Agra gradual ly devolopod in to 
an important commercial and i ndus t r i a l centre and bocamo 
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which ware available in different markets • Precious stones 
like rubies, diamonds, pearls and gems were also procurable 
2 in large quantities. 
It was also the chief market for agricultural 
commodities, produced either locally or imported from the 
countryside and sent to different regions. These included 
indigo , sugar"% :drugs end spices^, which were mainly 
collected by tho foreign merchants for export. Agra v.as a 
great industrial centre. idi2EaicsmKttmsaiiKhi6*rts:B ficraidsabaosii 
Manufacture of textiles was the chief industry and large 
fi 7 O ft 
quantities of cotton , silken and pollen cloth of different 
varieties were produced and exported. Embroidered goods, 
1. laonserrate, p. 35. According to him, "All the necessaries 
and conveniences of human life can b e obtained here if 
desired,'' end further ae3& itescYcbes tKe crty <ts 
being flooded ^ith vast quantities of every type of 
commodity. See also ^ anrif^ ue, Vol. II, p. 157 vho asyut 
"that grains food-stuffs, and danties of all sorts were 
availtble in i-jmerous bP2ar&. See also Pelsaert, p. 4, 
who says: "tLjro ia the Hakhas.ag great market where in the 
morning horses, camels oxen, tents, cotton goods tJid Jiany 
other things are sold". See also Travernier, Vol.1, p.109, 
v;ho speaks of Taj-i-^ uke-n another large bazar where*"enor;aou3 
quantity of cotton was sold. See also K.T. p. 23. * 
2. Fitch, p. 103. See also Monserrate, p.35. 
3. Manucci, Vol. II, p. 424. See also Berniar, pp.292 & 293. 
Roe, p.320 and E.F.R. Vol. I, p.73. 
4. E.F.R. Vol. I, pp. 73 - 76. 
5. Ibid, Vol. I, pp. 46, 160 & 161. 
6. Ibid, Vol. I, pp. 46, 73, 93. Vol. VI, p. 57, Vol. VII, 
pp. 6, 7. See also Roe, p. 320, Bernier, pp.292 & 293. 
Pelsaert, p. 31, Tavernier, Vol. II, pp. 6 & 7, and slso 
'Letters from Servants', Vol. II, p. 97, and Vol. VI, p.165. 
7. E.F.R. Vol. I, pp. 76, 160, & 161. Fitch p. 103, ^ auucci, 
Vol. II, p. 424. Pelsart, p. 19 and Salbancke, p.83. The 
silken stuffs mostly included white Durban cloth ano 
stripptfl'called 'shashes*. See also E.F.R. Vol. I, p. 229. 
According to this the silken stuff was always available in 
thousands of maunds, in Agra. 
8. E.F.R. Vol. I, pp. 73, 161. See also Pelsaert,pp.9,19.36. 
The wollen stuffs included ±h£m§am£aSi$mjeaGf carpets end 
Pamirs. 
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were 
Sold ant" silver l?.ce \?ork mi. dyeing \Wfo also carried on« 
Agra uao famous for gold m d ailver_einbroidery on turban 
cloth and other kinds of clothj" According to Abul Fas«& the 
maoterpieces of workmanship of Agra astonished the experienced 
travellers* 
A largo number of craftsmen end skilled masters used 
to reside there* According to Oahcngir, "Inhabitants of -A^ ra 
exert themselves greatly in the acquirement of crafts and 
tho search after learning*• •*" Similarly according to the 
author of Khulasat-ut-Tav/arikh, "••*. excellent artisans oi 
every art and varkmen of every profession are skillful in 
their respective trades* In addition to textiles, enotnei 
important induotry was mining and metallurgy* Besides/the 
imperial trorkohops articles MMe of various metals particularly 
silver, gold, copper, iron and brass were manufacturcu for 
domestic use* According to I^onserrate, w2here are groat 
number of artisans, iron workers and goldsmiths*•.gold tsnu 
silver are plentiful,,e 
£ 
1* Llanucci, Vol* II, p. 424* 
2* Ain, Vol* I, p. 93* See also K.X. p, 23. "Itsexcellent 
artisans of overy art and uorkoen of every profession era 
skilful in their respective tradey..*gold and silver 
embroidery on turbans and other kinds of cloth is very 
nicely done"* 
3* Tuzuk, Vol* I, p.?. 
4. K*T. p. 23. 
5. Lotters from 3crv<:nt3, Vol. Ill, p* 6G* According to 
Thomaa^oridge ami eiaploye^ of -East India Company, thoa o ..as 
a mina'^f quick~£>ilvs„» nc.-r Agra* See also Fitch, p*47. 
• According to him^mines of diamonds were found near Ajr«* 
6* MonearratO) p. 35. See also Thevenot, p. 55. According 
to his br&38 rings wore menufactured and child labour v.aa 
else usei ia this industry. Chemicals were used to 
dissolve the brass* 
~ ICO -
Acorc tho handicreate , fex ic l :y v/ork, core! ttor^j 
inr,cribin~ o.-. ^ooigno on verlouo ert iclco of motol ou; t-tux-ao , 
flouriohsde According to Pelaaart, n'£ho city contains ;XL 
copto of ortioona in creat nunboroj \sho can ia i toto noatly 
t/hatovor they 8ee««» Stono cutting e s flourished oinco 
tho time of Babur*3 
i t had 
Thuo A^rn though/primarily cm txSminiotrativj eh i r . c iw , 
z::o: clco bocrsa an important co.iaorcii.1 end indue t r i a l centra* 
Similarly^ othsr tovjns lik© i^ihli, Ahmadabad end Patnc bcc.;a, 
coEBorcinl and induatxiLl centrao* 
£ ih l i uaa the resor t of Indian ana foreign merchants, 
v isho had ootabliohaents thoro for cOMuoroial tranaoctiona/* 
According to KhuXaoat-ut-TovTarikh; Dihli
 V/aa tho to\m, 
%t*i&ero a l l precious end raro things of ©vory country 
lo Polaacrt, p* 9, Thevenot, po55 end Ain, Vol»II, p«10X 
& D.I3. Vol, I I , p*520. 
2e Polaacrt, p«9<» See also ilicvonot, p . 55, viio opoeMr\^ 
in thio context aaya, "Shoy hnvo a way in th is toisn oT 
rorlsinj in cold upon Agat, chryctol and other b r i t t l e 
matters, diieh our cold ami.the .nd lapldcrioo i. nrwa nou 
Chon tho Indians v^uld becutlfio vuaabla eupa or cofror:;, 
beaidoc tho circles of gold thoy put about them, thoy 
engravo flouaro and othor tiguroa und i:lco enchaue upon 
thGia***"* 
3« B«u»y Vol* I I | p» 424* Bobur ensued G8Q. A^sv otonj cuUara for hia builcin^o Se< nlno Ain, vol* I I , p . 101« 
According to Abol F— 1 *« .l>_;r engagou ia^otorly oculutora 
and cunning nrtiatu £c the. 5.; Jiloncblo architectural 
modolo in t in aapiti.il* 
4* . ,:vtrriu::, Vol*. H» P« 180. Sco .luo ««, „x\, Vol, VI. 
p<> 134» Sco alao K.T*, pn„ 4 & b» Acsaruix*- to i t 
*5hcTnan of KOUB Otarf:^ ^ trJLb^, and %.da, tho ^^L« i l f 
th-: Utah, tho ncn o< icnon, * i\,biu, Iraq, Khora^an, 
:?r.^rinn l Auri^atm, .\~bul, itobuliatan, Cathay, Khotui, 
GhiBfy daefcin, Kaah^ioTi v^alnicqiatan, *ibut, and iCiaahiaii.* 
rati otto* pcoviae^, of fiinouutan nana cnot>en their abode 
in UIJ larje city#*#(aiu) ti:u) an^a^u tlieaGalvca in tlmjU* 
ovoi butiineaa and tradesc ,f 
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port and city and all wonderful articles can be had, are 
bought and sold at one place the rubies of Badakhshan and 
sparkling pearls_ and sapphires, lustrous pearls of Oman, 
bright pearls, corals, and other lustrous jewels of sea 
and mine, at another place various kinds of cloth, 
merchandise, weapons, food stuffs and drink, perfumes, and 
other articles which men require. At another place, many 
kinds of dry and fresh fruits of every country.... Elsewhere 
elephants of renown...horses...camels and other animals in 
thousands and thousands, yield profit to the buyers and 
sellers. / Euthor of Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh further mentions 
"Every day the bustle of the buying and selling of all 
commodities is great, and the crowd of buyers and sellers 
is beyond limit or calculations, so much so, that you may 
here collect in one day all the royal article suitable for 
the requirements of a kingdom; and the necessary outfit of 
a thousand soilders can nun be got together in one hour, 
without the delay of preparation." Bernier describes its 
markets being well supplied with all sorts of goods and 
was . 3 
there sesg a separate market for everycommodity. The 
4 5 - • 
textile and dyeingvindustries were also flourishing, and 
thus it became, the market for textile goods. 
1. K.T., pp. 5 & 6. 
2. Ibid, p. 6. 
3. Bernier, pp. 248 £ 249. 
4. E.F.R. Vol. VI, p,134. Seealso Manucci. Vol. II, p.181. 
Ho mentions the manufacture of 'Chintz' in large 
qusntiticso 
5. E.F.R., Vol. VI, p.134. According to it, the '.Chintz' 
were well coloured. 
6. Bernier, p.248. According to him the textile goods 
were on displayed in the market in great abundance. 
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^^^-inuustr/wes also in a flourishing condition. 
According to Lianueci, 'the goldsmiths are almost continously 
busy viith. the making of ornaments** In addition to goldsmiths, 
a large number of artisans, handicraftsmen, painters and 
3 
engravers tsore busy with their trade. 
Ahmedabad uas the chief city of Gujrat*nearer as 
great ao London* • In the l?th century Ahaadabad was 
unsurpassed as a commercial emporium. *'inhere is not*, soys 
tfandclalo, "in a manner any nation, nor any merchandise 
in a H Asia, \ifoich may not be had at Ahmedabad • Similarly 
according to Careri, fromTfoaaerclal point of view it vsae 
wtho greatest city in India, and nothing inferior to Venice 
for this (toKtilo) trad©*" Herchants used to assemble here 
from different regions • Jhore was also a groat rush of 
foreign merchants, like the English, Dutch, Portuguese, feu, 
1. Manucci, Vol. XI, p.339. 
2. Ibid, Vol. II, p. 339. See also Bernier, pp.254 & 256. 
3. Border, pp. 254 & 255. See also Thovenot, p. 65. 
4. Withington, p. 167. 
5. LiondoXolo, p. 26. 
6. Careri, p. 164* 
7« Oirat, p . 107. According to i t the merchants from Sindh 
and other parts of Hindustan jffigffife4 and carriod commercial 
goods to their countries. 
** 2.03 ** 
1 
::<-i-iidr3n9 /rdpo, Uodes, Porsicsio, fe&u c»C iVx^toro. The 
foroicn coajcnlsc, oopeciolly tlio Ensliuh aat* i-kituh rluo h~d 
octabliohod their factories theroo According to *-.ni j.l ilo 
things tMch tsare not produced in Gujorot r&ro col lec ts i*ui.. 
other pcrto ond by iaport ir 'Aln^idabud* seya; Polaoert 
"reeeivos annually from A^ra lor^e ajaontitieo of coodo... 
bosidee Boncol caoaas ( H u s l i n s ^ d o («G1GIG1) and elothiv; 
for Hindu twoon ffoa Bangal end the oaatern provinceo, Pc^i^r J 
from Kashmir ond Lahore, end Benrjal ICcnd or tvhito auger* 
In other direction are brought hithor turbena, girdloo, 
•orhais* aC xxtmoxm head covering. . . . a l ao vol veto, ostino o:C 
various Icindo, otripod, flotvered or plain, coconuto from 
tteXabcrj Kurooocn uoollon coodo.. . . Saddloa and furniiura0 , 
6 7 8 
^indigo $ ousor % apiece end drugs isoro producod in Ic&'co 
quantitieo. ^endololo gives o l i e t of ouch coraraodltioo l iko, 
ausar, opium, lac , ginger, oolt peter, oal~es^iiioc,indi>jQ 9 
and musk* She tex t i le industry rae VQT$ f lour ishing 
X. Nicholas Dotmton, p . 152. See also iiirot, p . 107. 
2* Uandelclo, p . 22. Uicbolco Eovsiton, p . 152. 'Soo clco 
Shovcnot, pp0 12 & 17. 
3* Handololo, p . 27. 
4. Pelacert, p. 19. Soo olao $hovenot, p. 13, end ^ Icndolelc, 
pp. 2G & 2.1 o 
5. *Lottero from the Sorvento*, Vol. II, p# 196* 
Go TcvernicrB Vol* I, p. 72. Geo CXEQ Nicholas Poratoa, pp.JUU. 
d 152, iS.tf.fc. Vol. II, 211 ano *Lottora from the Sorvriito* 
Vol. XIIi p. 20, and also DJS Laot, p. 21. 
7. £.*.£. Vol. Hi, p. 36. See olao iiandololo, p* 27. 
8. DuWarric, p. 59, end ucndelolo, p. 2d. Seo also SLvuxxiiyr, 
Vol» X$ n# 73| ond 3.F.R. Vol. I, p. 7u, and Within tun, 
p. X07. ~ 
9# KcnUclolo, p. 27. Soo clco PolGaort, p. 19. 
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Acco-cin: to r i r a t , "in course of time ar t i sans nnd c ra f t s -
men se t t l ed there" 1 , llandelslo, speaking in th i s context, 
says here, "par t icular ly there are made abundance 01 s i lk s 
and cotton stuffs...•«'£hey also make there great quant i t ies 
of gold and s i lver brocades"2* The cotton cloth l i k e , ' ch in tz 1 , 
q u i l t s , ca l l icos and cotton yarns rosro manufactured? si lken 
s tuffs were also manufactured here* A large variety of craf ts 
and handicrafts were also f lourishing. The author of Mirat 
says about Ahmadabad, "fhe a r t ot weaving, golden, and silken 
threads in to brocades, velvet, gauze needle work and embroi-
dery, varying in texture and dye i s unequalled in I n d i a . . . . " ^ 
Iron and s i lver mines also existed*5, near ihmadaoaa. Vessels, 
ornaments and knife handles of crysta l were manufactured • 
Paper-* was also manufactured in Ahinadabad. 
1. flirat, p . /» 
2. nandelslo, p . 26. See also Du-Jarric, p . 59* Careri , 
p . 164. Mirat, p . 7, and Tavernier, Vol. I I , p . 3. 
According to Tavernier, "patoles , s tuffs of s i l k , decora-
ted and covered with flowers 01 different colours were 
Danuiactured there"• 
3. £•£•!• Vol. I , p . 178, Vol. I I , p . 100, Vol. V, p . 130, 
and Vol. VIII , p . 189» 
4. L&rafc, p . 7* According to i t , the royal demands raere supp-
l i ed i r cc here. See aleo E.F.fi. Vol. I I , pp. 22 and 28. 
.according to i t si lken goods of Ahmadabad wers sent to 
foreign countries in abundance. 
3 . Lira t , p . 7 
o. tHrat, p . 211. 
7* £.!•£•»Vol. i n , p . 232. See a lso Pelsaer t , p . 4 c 
d. k i r a t , p» diu 
^. a.*'.*., Vol. I , pp. 7b and 221* 
** x o § «=> 
Pctnn ic doeeribod by ifenriquo ao ono of tho "b iceps 
to-n in the tiiolo &>gol empire, very uoalthy end offering 
ovory Gconity0o«wio Similarly Taveraier ca l ls i t 8 *tho 
o 
lc?{joflt tovm in Bengal and tho most foaouo for trccio'
 0 cni> 
according to Finch it was a great city in tho ooete Patna 
uoo a groat cosEoreial centre9 end cs ouch it boccmo tho 
chief market for different coeaoditioop from different 
regions© According to JSnglioh Factoro it uoo *the ehofoot 
Horto tov.no of oil Bensaio j Petor uundy too calls it to be 
•tho groatoat mart of all thio countrie* « Acasrding to 
Kauriquo tho city aes full of such peoplo cho collected f?oo 
QVQry part of Aeia, at its never ending marts* o«o%e trade 
uas oo groat that oo«oit contained over sijr hundred brolicrro 
and middlo men o noosed in commerce d.1 of shorn derived oush 
/*reat profit© from their lobouro that moot of themoro 
ueolthy men o tferchonts from different countries like Porctaj 
Ueorgiop Tartary., and Carmonia also visited it © She 
Bnglieh end the Dutch ootobliohcd their factories $ and tho 
Portuguss^ and morchanto from Bhutan ccao horo in largo 
o 
nuaboroo It uos the chief market of agricultural tiro duets " 
1*. Oanrlquoo Vole IIP p« 140» 
2*. Tovcrniors Vol* II, p* 259, and Vol* X, p* 121* 
Toverniorc cayo 'Patna io one of the largoot torao in 
Indiaooo' 
3o Finch, p* 4Go 
4o iio^oEe Volo I , po 212o 
6o Potcr llundy, Vole I I , p« 157* 
©o u c s ^ i q u o o Vol* I I , po l<LOo 
7o I&nrcVj po 221o 
Do u m u c c i , Vole U p po&3© Soo r l c o l iocroyp pp«223 & fi25© 
0o Uo*'o-»o8 Volo Ip p« 10Go 2oo CIDO Pc lcQOr to ppo 8 C: Do 
LOo T c v o r n i c y c Volo U9 ppo X<G3o 
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ishich included corn, rice, sugar, indigo, cotton and various 
other spices and other eoumodities. It was also the 
chief market of drugs , opium and salt pet re * 2he chief 
industry of Patna was the manufacture of textiles, vshich 
included chiefly, cotton tud silken cloth of various types. 
According to Manucci, "In thio city (Patna), besides cloth of 
cotton much fine silk cloth is woven.• • • fning , and 
metallurgy also flourished. Iron shields were manufactured 
and sent to Agra for sale . Articles of giDfc and glass too 
7 T. 
were manufactured • Due to the existence of gold mines near 
8 
Patna, the industry for purifying gold was also developed. 
1« Thevenot, p. 96. See also Bowrey , p.227 & Fitch, pp. 113 
& 180 and also see Peter Mundy Vol. II, pp. 134, 138, 150, 
153 & 156. 
2. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, pp. 157..According to him Patna 
had above 200 JX grocers or drugists. 
3. Pitch, pp. 113 & 180. 
4. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, pp. 150 & 156. See also B.F, 
(1668-69), pp.223 & 225, and Hedges, Vol. I, p. 98. 
5. Manucci, Vol. II, p. 83. See also K.T. pp. 37 & 38, lahich 
mentions the various kinds of cloth that weies woven. See 
also Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p. 140, 141, 150, 154, & 15£ 
vho mentions 2Kfc»XDt the manufacture of fine linen ana shite 
cloth. See also Pelsaert pp. 7 & 8. See also E.F.R. 
Vol. I, pp. 193, 195 & 204, and BE&pii Fitch, p. 180. 
6. Pelsaert, pp. 78. See also A.N. Vol. Ill, p. 321 for 
the metal industry. According to it Patna had a mint. 
7. K.T. pp. 37 & 38. 
8. Fitch, p. 112. See also De Laet, p. 77. 
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In addition to the ebove Eantlon/induotpioaB l^£j 
nuabor of cpofto x&ro coiried orio fovornlor opea&lns la tli^  
coatoait of craf to or Petna end 1>GCCQ oayo that "GJOPG thai 
2„O0Q parsons occupied theooelvos" •$ n trading in boado of 
crystal end ogotQj end tho braceloto of tortoico ©hollo cau 
sea oholls capo uanufocturod and cent to different pogioncio^ 
Pottory uaa oloo flouriohin^o Accordin-j to Oonucci 
"Bottles oro doo made end cup of <jlyy finop than gleooj 
lighter then papopp and highly ocontedj ond those as 
curiooitioo QPO caiTlod oil ovep tho uorld<3 
n 
lo TavomioPo ?olo I I t po 267o > 
2. Ibid Vol. I I . pp. 261, 266 & 267. §« ilenuccit volo I I
 p ppo 86 end 42Q0 
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SBCgion - I I s tsndma SXAJIOXTS Am vv^s 
OF sau^Gic iapmecAi:cB * 
A number of towns in ooch region osedtheir inportaicu 
to the feet that thoy tsore located at strategic points and ..ore 
fortified, ond povrarful garrisons t w o maintained there* 
Totais lilso Allehabad, Ajaer, G\7oliors Kalin^ar, Attockt 
Bhakkor, Ronthcribhor, t'aruors Chunor, Kohtoo, Choadori end 
tlandu cono under ftie category of ouch touas* 
-Such totsns though originally ;82@iEe established 
primarily for their strategic or military iaportanco boccoe 
important cdministrativ© centres later ond developed and 
expended rapidly* Allahabad srao en important strategic 
centro, but it eoon became sn administrative centre and the 
capital of one of the biggest provinces. Similarly Ajsner, 
printer ily o tiilitary and strategic tocn, later boceae an 
administrative centre, and the capital of a province* TOE&S 
liko Gcalior, ^ ondu, on£ Kenthambhor too haa SOEO adainistro-
tivo importance* Host of tho cualniotrativo centres tsero 
selected onongot otbar things for tholr ctrcteglc irsportaico* 
Such toinc, if situated on important rou^oc, began 
to dovclop cc C3C crciol centres. Attocir, on injportant 
strategic tov.fi, becrao o conzc?cicl ccateo« &enucci, 
rQfosring to Attoc!:, ooyc, "*'» crotio c^lloc by tho 2^9 ncse 
(Attocls), ufciix ell tho ocrvaio holt, from Percla, ^artary, 
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Balque (Balldi), Saia^ rqand, BuMisra, Cascar (Kashghor), 
KQQUI, end iiu-ny other kingdoms. Shonce come every year one 
hundered and fifty thousand horses, more or lesei besides 
many cornels, i^ oot of these ere loaded with various kinds 
of.,.(fruits end other commodities).•..All these are brought 
across tho river to b e sold in Hindustan, from which the 
Mogul king derives a great revenue• Similarly Monghyer 
a small torai on the Ganges, commonly called the key of the 
kingdom of Bengal, forming a species of strait between the 
mountains, and a forest which is contiguous to the tovm, 
was of strategic importance, i-hit due to its location along-
side of the river and the trode route it became a commercial 
centre. According to Henrique its location facilitated the 
growth of commerce and goods were transported from there , 
4 S 
and a custom-post v;as established. f own like Jaleeor 
and Ktawah too developed similarly. 
ex 
Gtrcllor became an Industrial centre, as iron mines 
were found near it. According to ^ anucci numerous articles 
of iron were made and sent to tho principal cities in the 
7 the 
Uu£hul country . /Oil of jasmine was also manufactured and 
1. Manucci, Vol. I, pp. 32i h 323, 
2o Bornlor, p. £0. 
3. Henrique, Vol. II, p. 137. 
4. Ibid, Vol. II, 137. 
5. Peter Uundy, Vol. XX, p. 71* According to Peter <dundy 
it was, *A great tovm*, having a castle. 
6. Ain, Vol. II, p. 192* Sec ciuo *L.A., p.«s4. & 
lienucci, Vol. I, p. 70. 
7. Manucci, Vol. I, p. 70. 
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carried from here to various places* Kalinjar, due to 
the existence of iron and diamond mines developed mining 
industry.^ Narwar was an important tfcwn frotf^litary and 
strategic point of view but it was also an industrial centre, 
and became the centre of textile manufacture. 
In many cases where for various reasons the military 
importance of a town declined, it continued to flourish 
as^big commercial or industrial centre. Bhakkar was famous 
4 for its fortification and strategic importance, but it 
continued to flourish as/$£% commercial and industrial centre. 
Manrique, speaking in the context of its commercial importance, 
says, "Althougn it is not so rich or frequented by merchants 
as Multan, still large numbers do congregate here on account 
of a cafila which leaves every year for Persia, Corazane, and 
other external and distant provinces... It is at the same 
time well stocked with all kinds of provisions, owing to the 
highly fertility and great productivity of the district.w5 
It was also the chief market for oil and butter which was sent 
to Thatta from here. Textile goods like ,baftas* were 
7 8 
manufactured here. Sword blades were made in the town. 
a a 
Chanderi flourished as/commercial and industrial centre. 
1. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, pp. 62 & 63. See also Manucci, Vol.1, 
' p. 70. 
2. K.T. p. 29. 
3. Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 62. According to him the quilted 
coverlets some white, and others embroidered with flowers 
in gold, and silver silk were manufactured in large 
quantities. and 
4. K.T. p. 78. See also Ain, Vol.11, p.330. SSgzgxgo Manncci, 
Vol. I, p.326. 
5. Manrique, Vol. II, p. 232. 
6. E.F.H. Vol. VI, p. 136. 7. Ibid, Vol. V, p.129. 
8. Salbancke, p. 84. 
9. K.T. p.55. See also Ain, Vol. II, p.207. According to Abul 
Fazal Chanderi had 384 bazars, 360 spacious serais and 
12,000 mosques. See also M.A.,p.100. According to it the 
factory of 'dodami'(extremely fine cloth) existed, which was 
abolished afterwards. 
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A number of tov/ns vMchAjgjgplw3^ not have become 
administrative, commercial or industrial centres retained 
their importance as strategic centres* They had strong forts 
. larga vere 
and •••/<->•
 :, • • ; bJ<! garrisons>as maintained there. 
Eanthambhor, Rohtas (Bihar)/Eohtas (Punjab), 
Kangra, Chittor, Chunar and Umarkot, may be mentioned in 
this connection. These tovms had permanent large garrisons, 
and consequently a permanent population grew up to minister 
the 
to/needs of the garrison. A number of small forts appear 
to have been under the control of local Zamindars, and did 
not grow into important towns. 
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SECTION - III ; COiyERCIAL CENTRES 
In thi3 category may be included towns^which grew 
up and remrined primarily commercial centres. Some of them 
may have started as administrative or military centres, 
but remained important as commercial centres after their 
political S&litary importance declined, or they may have become 
edministrctive end military centres because of their commercial 
importance. Ipvns like Dacca, Sultan, Lahore and 
Thatta may be included in this category. 
Rajmahal was formerly the capital of Bengal but 
when Dacca developed as a commercial centre it became 
. Shus 
the capital of the province. . j^aaae the remark of 
Tavernier who says, "The governor and the merchants who 
dwelt at Rajmahal removed to Dacca, which is to-day a place 
of considerable trade." 
ESultan was an old commercial centre. According to 
Manucci it was an ancient city, where before the arrival 
of the Portuguese many caravans of merchandise, spices and 
drugs used to come. It was 'a place of very great trade . 
According to Manrique, "Multan was a place of moderate size, 
is nevertheless very wealthy, well stocked, and plentifully 
supplied with ell necessaries end conveniences man desires".4 
1. Tavernier. Vol. I, p.125. 
2. Menucci, vol. I, p. 315. 
3. Thevenot, p. 77. 
4. Manrique, Vol. II, p. 221. 
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According to Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh, "Various articles of 
j 
all countries are bought and sold here, 
Multan became/* commercial centre, due to its 
2 
location on tne junction of orrvsn routes and excellent 
rater communications , Due to its commercial importance it 
became the chief rendezvous of the merchants • In jJultan, 
a custoas post raas established, and customs were realised 
on exports and imports. 
Multan also became the chief market for different 
commodities r;hich rere collected from different regions. 
It was the greet nerket of teztile goods, which ware sent 
dirfercnt parts of
 6 
from here to/the country as vrell c.3 to foreign countries. 
According to Pelsaert, /From Agra or Lahore Sultan receives 
large quantities of cotton, coarse yarns, Bengal cotton 
goods, turbans, prints, red salt from Burhanpur and small 
quantities of spices. It ^ as a livestock market also, 
8 
Camels ti'ere reared and horses of Arab breed x&re sold 
being 9 
here/ afgbdKSE* imported from I raq . 
1. K.T. p. 72. 
2. Manrique, Vol. II, p. 221. See also Richard Steel and 
Johrifcrowther, cp. 269. See also Pelsaert, p.31, and 
DS Laet, p.78, and E.F.H. Vol. VI, p. 135. 
3. S.J.H. Vol. VI, p. 135. 
4. Thevenot, p. 77. 
5. E.F.R. Vol. VI, p.135. 
6. Pelsaert, p. 31. According to him white cotton goods 
and napkins were exported to Kcndhar* These were also 
sent to Agra and from there distributed in all directions. 
7. Pelsaert, p. 31. 
8. DE Last, p. 73. 
9. K.2. t>. 72. 
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Lahore became the seat of government, because it 
had been a flourishing commercial centre, since very old 
days. Pelsaert speaking about Lahore says, "It uae a great 
centre of trade in the days before the English came to Agra, 
and the Armenian and Aleppo merchants did a large and very 
profitable business..." Terry calls it, "the chiefo cit^c 
of trade in all India . The English Factors too mention 
it to be "the prime cit$y of traffick in India"3. Being a 
great commercial centre, merchants from different countries 
came here*- According to I^ onserrate, "This city is second 
to none, either in Asia or in Europe, tdth regard to sirs, 
population and trealth. It is crot^ ded xiith merchants rjho 
foregather there from all over Asia. In all these/raspocto 
it excels othes cities,as also in the huge quantity of every 
5 
kind of merchandise, which is imported." Similarly 
.eays 
Khulasat-ut-Tararikh q£jSj|ggg2, "the commodities of the so von 
climates and the things of sea and land are bought and sold^-
here" . The account of Abul Fas£. too leads us to infer 
that it ras a great commercial end industrial centre. Ho 
says "(It rjas)«.».the residence of various traders, and 
craftsmen viio could easily supply a large army, and furnish 
them with arms.*." • It was also a flourishing mrkot for 
1. Pelsaert, p« 30. 
2« Terry, p. 14. 
3. E.F.R. Vol. VI, p. 135. 
4. Ain, Vol, II, p. Vfy* 
5. Monserrate, p« 159. See also Manucci, Vol. II, p. lB6o 
According to him "The city is inhabited by great and rich 
merchants vjho deal uith the vjhole of India*.." 
6. K.T. p. 81« See also Pelsaert, p. 30. According to him 
the different sorts of commodities uere collected there 
from the different regionso See also E\F,R0 Vol* I, p.204o 
and Vol.VI, p»135« According to it, "sll commodities of 
the adjacent places boing brought hither and are bought by 
uousbecks (ezbegs) or Tartars and soe transported by cabull 
into those parts, and by those of casmeres as alsoc by abovo 
named merchants*.•" 7. A.N. Vol. II, p. 80. 
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1 2 
agricultural commodities like spices and salt, indigo , 
3 4 
sugar and drugs « 
Thatta, too was a great commercial centre /at xerrardo 
become an administrative centre* According to Nicholas 
Withington , "No citie is by generall, , report of a greater 
5 
trade in the Indies than Tutta... Thevenot describes it 
a centre of 'great traffick. ItS, commercial importance 
was enhanced, due to its location on the junction of 
cej^an routes and excellent v/ater communication. Due to 
its commercial importance a large number of foreign merchants 
C^sh^^i^r^^ made large 
g 
investments. According to Thevenot merchants of several 
countries came there and -/£ commodities which were 
Q 
collected from different places. Similarly leather was 
available in abundance. The leather of Thatta was famous 
as "Sindi leather** which was exported in large quantities. 
1. Manucci, Vol. II, p. 424. See also John Crowther, p.269. 
2. Pelsaert, p. 30, and E.F.R. Vol. VI, p. 315. 
3. Finch, p. 57. See also Richard Steel & John Crowther, 
p. 268. 
4. E.F.R. Vol. VI, p. 135. 
5. Withington. p. 171. See also Manrique p. 238, who 
mentions it to bekvery rich city for several reasons9 
See also Payton,'p. 297, who calls it the 'chiefe citie 
for trade*. 
6. Thevenot, pp. 74 & 75. See also K.T, p. 67, who says 
that it was the * emporium of/all things*. 
7. Thevenot, p. 77; See also Pelsaert, p. 32 and E.F8R, 
Vol. V, p. 130. 
8o E«FeRo Vol. IX, p. 119. See also ilanrique Vol. II, p.240. 
9. Pelsaert, p. 32. See also lianrique, Vol.II, p.238. 
10. Uanrfcque, Vol. II. p. 239} see alco ilanucci Vol. II, p.427. 
According to him "Thatta has much leather nhich is 
exported to Arabia and Persia"* 
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The growth of commercial towns appears to be mainly 
due to their location in an area where agricultural and 
industrial goods were produced in the neighbourhood or 
collected and then distributed to other regions. A large 
number of such towns existed in the 17th century. For 
1 2 3 
example in Angrezabad, Panipat , and Samanah , the textile 
goods were produced and sent to different regions. 
A. *\ fi *7 
Similarly towns like Tanda , Darbelah , Luciaiow , Hadia , 
Kasimbazar8, Biana9, Sirhind10, jlggfit11. Sher-#arh12, 
Dabhoi and Malda had flourishing industries and were 
important trading centres. 
. Secondly a large number of towns became big markets, 
where goods were brought from different regions and sold 
to the local population as well as to the neighbouring 
1. Hedges, Vol. I, pp. 71 & 88. 
2. E.F.R. Vol. VII, p. 134. 
3. Ibid, Vol. I, p. 168. See also E.F.R. Vol.VI, p.134. 
4. Fitch, p. 113. See also D§ Laet, p.72i 
5. E.F.R. Vol. VI, p. 136. 
6. Finch, p. 65, According to him it was a "Town of great 
traffic for linen and other merchandise". See also 
E.F.R. Vol. VII, p. 6, Vol. VIII, pp. 188, & 189. 
Vol. IX, p.56. 
7. Thevenot, p. 46. See also Nicholas Downton, p.105. 
8. Dowrey, pp. 213 & 230. 
9. Finch, p. 41. Palsaert, p.17. Ain, Vol.11, p.192, 
Richard Steel, and John Crowther, p.267 and Salbancke 
Vol. Ill, p. 84. 
10. Manrique, Vol. II, pp. 102 & 182. 
11. D» Laet, p.17. See also E.F.R. Vol. XI, p. 200 and 
•Letters from Servants'V/pp* 28 & 29. 
12. Peter Hundy, Vol. II, p. 76. Here salt*petew was 
manufactured. 
13. E.F.R. Vol. XI, p. 200. 
14. Peter wundy, Vol. II, p. 155,and see also E.F.R. 
Vol. I, p. 195. 
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countrywide. For example, towns like Murshidabad and 
Bahraich became big markets. According to Abul Fazii 
"Bahraich is a large town....From the northern mountains 
quantities of goods are carried on the backs of men, of 
stout ponies and of goats such as gold, copper, lead, musk 
tails of the 'kutas1 cow honey, 'chuk' (an.< acid composed 
of orange Juice, and lemon boildd together), pomegranate 
seeds, ginger, long pepper, 'MsJith' root, borax, zedoarv. 
wax, wollen stuffs, wooden ware, hawk3, falcons, black 
falcons, merlins, and other articles. In exchange they 
carry back white and coloured cloths, amber, salt, assafoetida, 
ornaments, glass and earthen-ware." According to Khulasat-
ut-Twarikh, in Bahraich»at times, there is a great and 
ceaseless crowd, merchants from all sides come here, to make 
purchases, and gain profit." 
Similarly Murshidabad was a big market of textile 
goods like cotton and silken cloth-, girdles and sashes} 
and brass utensils like 'Aftaba' and 'Chiifcamchis' from 
Benar.as • Bahadurpur a town one and a half kos from 
Burhanpur was according to Khafi Khan rich, and there were 
many bankers and merchants in it. Jewels, money, and goods 
from all parts of the world were found there in vast 
abundance. 
1. Ain, Vol. II, p. 183. See also K.T. p. 32. 
2. K.T. p, 32. 
3. Marshall, p. 114. 
4. Khafi Khan, Elliot, Vol.. VII, p. 306. 
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Then there were towns lying on trade routes 
especially on the junction of roads. At such places, the 
caravanserais were built for the travellers, merchants and 
caravans. Naturally a market sprang up to meet the demands 
off the people and to supply other necessities for-travel. 
Manrique speaking l\\ x .-,&J»QvT~<~-the route from Benares 
to Patna says, "this route^itudded with habitaticms of large 
towns...much frequented by travellers, on this account it 
was well supplied with caramossoras • According to Manucci 
"for the use of wayfarev there are throughout the realms 
of the Mogul on every route many *Sarais' (Sare)....These 
saraes are only intended for travellers (soldiers do not 
go into them) each one of them might hold, more or less 
from 800 to 1,000 persons, \ith their horses, camels, s 
carriages? and some of them are even larger. They contain 
different rooms, halls and verandas, with trees inside the 
courtyard, and many provision shops; also seperate abods 
for the women and men who arrange the.rooms the beds for 
travellers" • The townslike Itimadpur, Pirozabad, Niraind, 
Etawah, Shikhoabad, Antri, Mirta>and 'ChappergAtfjpnd 
Ghoraghat are the best illustrations of such towns. 
According to Peter Mundy, Firozabad was *a good 
bigg towne' lying on the trade route. According to Finch 
1. Manrique, Vol. II, pp.146 & 184. Manrique,further on f$>°*h> 
v*~*+3-**~ii. 'highly of the buildings of the Garvansarais 
ana u^press surprise at the great volume of commerce 
end number of travellers', which he ffiaTfifglmbetween 
Agra and Lahore. iounc 
2. Manucci, Vol. I, pp. 68 & 69. See also Manrique, Vol.11, 
pp. 100 & 102. See also Withington, p.174. According to 
him caravansarais were located ' between Ajmer to Agra. 
3. Peter «*undy, Vol. II, p. 84. 
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Itimadpur was lying on the trade route, and was full of 
sarais for caravans. The to;m of Barangeo, owed its 
prosperity to the «eakiy }x&* markets «&$£€ every Tuesday. 
For the country side small to.ns served as markets 
toJ&Up«fi)&** agricultural produce, «^ *5 4i$fo&s4 <f <*W 
manufactured £QQdsf>u'>&G6ttJto\mQ souetimes developed local 
industries. Amongst such smaller towns may be mentioned. 
Khanwa, l^ c3UEiabazar, Handurbor, ^ aryapur ana .Daytaot. Of 
Khani?a Selbencke says, "where is much trading for cloth 
swords, shaahes, pieces end armour, besides colours for 
divers of all sorts...n nandurbar a temn of Gujrat, was 
wa market of all brasem?ares, shirts of maile, swords and 
bucklers, lences, armours for horses, also cotton-wool3, 
cotton yarae, pintados, shaahes, and all manner of 
4 drugges..." In the markets of -lasuaabazar Manrique noticed 
everything, "especially of eatables and household necessaries, 
as corn, rice vegetables, sugarcane, Ghi and many kinds of 
» 
oilB from each of these articles, several vessels could 
have been loaded. Besides th6sct/)«W kihds of-eatton goods 
drugs,tobacco, opium and numerous other articles of various 
sorts JSMW»W«^«<§ ... • 
1. Finch, p. 69. Amedipore and Itimadpur are the same. 
2« Delact p. 35 See also T7ithington p. 167 
3. Salbancke, p. 83. 
4. ibid, iDo. 82 & 83. He mentions , •Netherbepi' but in 
fact tfo io ITandurbar. 
5. Manriqua, Vol. I I , p. 117. 
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Towns > like Multan, Lahore, and Thatta were 
preflominantly commercial centres and several industries 
flourished there. In Multan the textile goods of various 
types like * calicoes' painted cloths, 'chintzs' and 
carpets with ornamented designs were manufactured in large 
quantities. ; Jows and arrows were manufactured and 
Q 
supplied to the country. 
Lahore was a great industrial town, where numerous 
industries were flourishing, the most important being the 
textile industry; here all sorts of textile and painted cloths 
were manufactured . Manucci says, "A quantity of fine white 
cloth is made there; many pieces of silk of all colours, which 
are called elattchas (alachah).." . Woollen industry was 
also flourishing. 
Carpets of various types were manufactured, Abul 
Fa2: L, speaking in the context of woollen industry says, 
"In Lahore...there are more than a thousand workshops. A 
kind of shawl called Mayan, is chiefly woven there, it 
consists of silk and wool mixed...." Thevenot speaking 
1. Pelsaert, p. 31. See also iS.F.R. Vol. VI, p.136. 
Manucci, Vol. II, p. 426. See also Tavernier, Vol.1, 
pp. 90 &9ll. 
2. K»T. p. 73. 
3. Thevenot, p. 77. See also HanuccijrII, p.426. 
Pelsaert, p. 31^ DE Laet, p. 78. 
4. Thevenot, p. 85. See also Abetters from servants', 
Vol.VI, p.200 and Tavernier, Vol. II, p.5. 
5. Manucci, Vol. II, p. 424. 
6. (Letters from Servants' Vol. II, p.236. See also Pelsaert, 
p#31 and Manucci. II, p.424. See also Ain Vol. I, p.57£ 
and: ItacSso E.F.R. Vol. I, p. 167. 
7. Ain, Vol. I, p. 98. 
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According to Thevenot, "Indian merchants buy a great many 
curiosities made by the inhabitants who are wonderfully 
ingenious in all kinds of arts" • Pelsaert speaking about 
the different products and the handicrafts says, "Ornamental 
desks, draught boards, writing cases, and similar goods 
are manufactured locally in large quantities they are very 
prettily in laid nlth ivory end ebony, and used to be 
" 2 
exported in large quantities,, Different types of ornamented 
o 
8tuff8 out of leather xiere manufactured • Butter was 
4 5 T> 
exported , and oil from fish %as extracted . Dry fish were 
C 7 
collected and salt-petgf vras manufactured • 
Benares was a famous emporium for the products of 
Bengal • Finch too calls it to be a 'principall mart of 
Bengala goods' . It wa3 a great market of textile goods 
and from there the foreign merchants purchased large 
quantities of goods • ^anucci^^^^a' about the e 
of its goods to many parts of the world . 
1. Thevenot, pp. 74 & 75. 
2. Pelsaert, p. 32 
3. Henrique, Vol. II, p. 239. 
4. iJanucci, Vol. II, p. 427. 
5. 3C.T. p. 68. 
6. K.T. p. 68. 
7. E.F.R. Vol. V, p. 130. 
8. Dp- Laet, p. 65. 
9. Finch, p. 66. 
10. Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 118. 
11. Mamicci, Vol. II, p. 83. See also Manrique, Vol. II, 
p. 147. 
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Burhanpur too became a 'good mercatkle town' 
was 
Burhanpur basest/the chief market for totte--textile goods, 
weapons of war and such other commodities,, dj*qh&Viflftfiftft&r 
£§teJ^ yyy$g;Bjg Joseph Salbancke speaking about Burhanpur says, 
"Where Muskets, snaps lanses, pistols, oetronels. and swords 
are very saleable. Woollen cloth in this place will proove 
a great commodity, as also cloth of gold and silver, velvets, 
broad cloths and Bayes because there are so many Gallants." 
The markets were plentifully stored with all 
provisions collected from all parts of the country. It 
was also the chief market of agricultural and other commercial 
4 
commodities^ 
UBeing a flourishing centre of industries foreign 
factories were established there and a large number of 
foreign merchants visited it . 
Dacca, which was predominantly an industrial town, 
7 
was also, 'a place of considerable trade . The foreign 
merchants and factories of English and Dutch were established 
o 
and had extensive trade r ights . According to Khulasat-ut-
Twarikh, "The commodities and products of the seven climes 
are found here." 
1. Tavernier, Vol. II, p. 23. 
2. Salbancke, p, 83. See also Thevenot, p. 101, and 
Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 51. According to these authorities* 
Burhanpur was the market for textile goods. 
3. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p. 50. 
4. Pitch, p. 173. See also Tavernier, Vol. II, p.33, and 
Thevenot, p* 101. 
5. Lcttursfrom Servants, Vol.V, p.53. See also Vol.IV,p.294. 
6. wianucci, Vol.11, pp.429, and see also Vol.1, p.66. According 
to LIsnucci, Persian and Armenian merchants visited it. 
7. Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 125. 
8. Pelsaert, pp. 8 & 9. See also Thevenot, p.95 & Tavernier 
Vol.I,p.128. Manucci,Vol.II,p.86. See also Bowrey,p.l50. 
9. K.T. p. 40. 
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Baroda, too developed into a commercial centre. It 
was a 'town of great trade' . It was the chief market of 
textile goods . Here the foreign merchants and factories 
were established and made "^e^-arge investments and/F^rcK.^cd 
3 
textile goods. 
In addition to the above mentioned tome, other towns, 
A *^  f\ *7 
like ^ urshidebsd , Kasinbaaar * Somxgaon , Kausari , 
Nasarpur , Strong , and Saafea, flourished and were famous 
for their local industries. 
1. E.F.E. Vol. I , 138, 
2 . Tavemier, Vol. I , p . 138, & 71 . According t o Tavemier 
in Baroda there was a considerable trade in ca l i co . 
3 . Mandelslo, p#16. See also E.F.R, Vol. I , pp. 75 & 93. 
See also Vol. I I , pp. 20, 29, 93 & 167, and Vol. I l l , 
p . 273. 
4 . I£er she l l , p . 114. 
5. Bowrey, p.213. See also Court Minutes of E.I.C. (1668-70) 
p. 102. 
6. Fitch, p. 119. 
7. E.F.E. Vol. I, p.92. Seealso Vol.11, p,219. 
8. E.F.R. Vol. VI, p. 137. See also Vol. V, p.128 
9. Tavemier, Vol. I, p.56. According to him the tovm was 
inhabited by the merchants. 
10. E.F.R. Vol. Ill, p. 149. See also E.iJ'.K. Vol. I, p.168. 
and Vol. VI, p. 134. 
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3EC1X0£: ... ~ XI I PQj;ue XO^MS 
India Iic3 boon connect:- »itfc xo^ei^a citmadoj "oy 
many 
cca routes f rc j tlniac iL^c-ori; 1, :^c/po..'t tuuio o^o 
having, been 
coneoqu^tly vory old, snsl^csaoQ'centres OA GVOA'WQC trade 
end coatrac oT eocstcl -fc?ado£rom ancient times. 
wCLio or fcaa iuportait pox-t «o;.4rj or tlio country v.ero 
Curat, W~ib-_yf ^oroch, £^cca» Swully, Qo^u9 i»disl &mdu.»t 
Recsn ^imdy, /A_all, Eqrc£pib?t ^aLisaee, kujly». i*a4aicJnJ. 
end Clittt. ;5&£r> Sho crou'Jli euiu t'oolinj or tho port iovou, 
'.;ao influoxiscu by tho c^o j?&phiccl,cconoulc cad p o l i t i c ; ! 
fectore* -tlio prosperity of a port tov,n dspoauou on tt : j 
hintorloid, fac i l i ty of comauoicetiono v.ith the inter ior ^.m 
tho location of the harbour# Chen tho soa t;ao CIOLC to 
Cenbeyc i t vaa a very good port c.s voseolo reached tho tcvja 
an 
directly but xfaen tho 000 rocodod, i t roaultod ii/iumonso 
loas to tho port of Ccubcy » A convenient base for locoing 
cad unloading tho e°odo frcn tho ohips, ond oxeollcnt uGtoi* 
or roud coauunicr.tion for collecting end dispatching tho 
goods to diiituit pieces, further eddod to tho croi^th oi&uch 
$cvtBas<KSwiX7j!bis was especially the case with the port 
toimo* A ^pco^dinc to xryer, i ^ u r o *;.d acul^od nor U1u.Lt/0f 
port) by soa, end laid, tho scut of t raf f ics , would h:.ve 
nothing to hinder ha? f ^ a fcoins ths coaplctoot aiotrocc 
Surat t 
!• Shcvcnot, p . 18, GOO also I"vernier, ^cl* I , p«tfOf 
OiX. Ciiviji, y« 18, end '.ttaaik, Vol* I , p» 41S» 
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there oi in the whole world "• Surat had a good harbour and 
had also a convenient base for col lect ing goods for export 
as i t was isell connected by roads with the different regions
 # 
Goods produced in the empire of t'm Great Mu^hul ahu a por-
tion of those of the kingdom of Golconda and the kingdom of 
Bijapur reached Surat to be exported by sea to different 
3 places of £s ia ana j*,urOi>e . Dacca, CUB to i t s location on 
4 
the r i v e r , oaald be approached by ships ot $00 or bUU tons • 
The other port towns l ike Baroch-% Hu^li6 , Kgjmahal^ and 
Lahri-B-andar had many geographical and economic advantages, 
which enhanced the i r importance*> 
1. Fryer, Vol* I , 302 
a* jibF-B. Vol* I , p* 11* ii.nfelish P actors mention i t s bein^ 
connected with Buxhanpur and other south-eastern region* 
See also Thevenot, p* 77» According to him Surat was connec 
ted by load with fhat ta , from where also ^ooas were Draught 
to i t . 
3* Tavernier, Vol* I , p . 35. 
4* Bowray, p* 149* See a lso fDhevenot, p* 95* 
5* Dodsworth, p* 1Q>« according to i t shijfS 01 >JU tons 
could come up to the town* See also witnin^ton,, p» 1t>/* 
6* E*F*R* Vol* I , p* 214- See also Bowrey, pp* 167, 168 and 
169 and Earshall , p* 65* 
7* Manrique, vol* I I , pp* 134 and 135* Accordig to him the 
port oi fiacmahal had the capacity of berthing over two 
thousand ro.7inu vessles* 
8. Thevenot, p* 75* Accord&g to him i t has a bet ter harboux 
to r ships than any other place of the Indies* 
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. The port of Dacca Ssf: £ad a great rush of oversea 
trade and a large number of foreign ships visited it . surat poro, 
According to ilanucci, gldddSSmzste)' is the largest port in 
India...Thus it is resorted to by a great number of ships 
from different parts of Europe, Fersia, Arabia, Mec£a, 
Bassora, the coasts of Halabar and choromandal, ilasoulapct&Oe.. 
Bengal, Siam, Achean, Qulddah, the Maldives Malacca, Batavia, 
Manilla, China and many other parts of the uorld... * 
According to Careri, "Suratte is the prime mart of India all 
nations in the world trading thither.... . According to 
tlandelslo it v/as, "one of the most eminent cities for 
traffic ocf all the east • She Indian and foreign merchants 
assembled, and the foreign factories were established there. 
As Manucci says, "Surat tdiich v/as inhabited by rich traders, 
Uahomdedan, Hindu, English, Dutch, became still more 
populous, by the arrival of the French . 
1. Pelsaert, pp. 8 & 9. See also Uanucci, Vol. II, p. 430. 
2. Ilanucci, Vol. I, p. 61. See also Pelsaert, p. 40. Peyton, 
p. 396, Terry, p. 15, and Careri, p. 163. According to 
Careri no ships were sailing to Indian occean v/ith 
Commodities from Surat. 
3. Careri, p. 163. 
4. ilandelslo, p. 10. See also 'Letters from Servants', 
Vol. I, p. 238. It says..."through the whole Indies 
there cannot be any place more beneficial for our 
country than this being the only key to open all the 
rich and best trade of the Indies*" 
6. Thevenot, pp. 21 & 22. According to him Persians, 
Arabians, Turks, Franks, Armenians, Jews, Dutch and 
English and other Christians were present there. See 
also ^ andelslo, p. 10. 
6« Thevenot, p. 22, and Pelsaert, p. 41. 
7. Uanucci, Vol. I, p. 62. 
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to the sea convey all their wealth to Suratte, because of 
the good went they find for it there.... -3£ie garpets of giifc 
embroidered 2 a s a l s 0 3 
/with gold and silver were manufactured ,/ ~< a cotton yarns • 
Ship building was another industry in Surat, where were 
"built very fine lofty ships in a very short time, every-
thing necessary being found, principally excellent timber, 
for which reason these ships last much longer than those 
made in Europe" . Metal goods were manufactured and making 
of jewels and cutting of precious:stones was practiq^d. 
, gumlac was refined and \ ;Tari , the Indian drink was 
prepared. 
p 
Cambay was 'the mart of Guzurat* , the inhabitants 
of which "applied themselves to commerce and carried on 
an extensive business with Achin, Div, Goa, Mecca and Persia" 
9 
1* Careri, Vol. II, p. 164. See also Pelsaert, p. 41. 
According to him 'there v/as hardly any market in India 
for the foreign goods'. See also Bernier, p. 188 
AXE the v/ho speaking iaotiaeoiiontaetxof Shivaji's attack 
says, "Sevagi returned laden with gold and silver to the 
amount of several millions, with pearls silken stuffs, 
fine clothes and variety of othee costly merchandise. 
2. Tavernier, Vol. II, p. 3. See also E.F.R. Vol. I, p. 110. 
3. E.F.R. Vol. V, p. 130. 
4. Manucci, Vol. I, p. 62. 
5. Fryer, Vol.1, pp. 284 & 248. See also E.F.R. Vol. I, p.36 
and Pelsaert, p. 42. 
6. E.F.R. Vol. I, p. 51. 
7. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, pp. 32 & 33. 
8. Finch, p. 64. See also Mandelslo, p. 6. According to 
him Cambay was the chief city where the Portuguese had 
their principal trading. 
9. Mandclslo, p. 41. 
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Here the foreign Factors were established and goods from 
different countries . were collected. \ Taxjtile goods 
2 
were manufactured . Large number of ivory bracelets, 
3 
agate cups, chaplets and rings were manufactured • At 
Baroch, most flourishing industries were those of textiles , 
bleeching , shipbuilding and of mining . 
1. E.F.R. Vol. I, pp. 282 & 293. 
2. Ibid, Vol. I, pp. 93 & 293. 
3. Thevenot, p. 18. See also iflandelslo, p. 15. He mentions 
about the manufacture of cups, seals, handles for 
knifesand daggers and other raiities from agates. 
See also Delia Valle Vol. I, p. 61. 
4. Thevenot, p. 9. See also Dodsworth, p. 103. 
Pelsaert, p. 43. Finch, p. 15, and Careri, p. 164. 
See also Delia Valle, Vol. I, p. 60. 
5. E#F,R. Vol. I, 294 & 347. See also Dodsworth, p.102. 
6. E.F.R, Vol. II, p. 93. 
7. Finch, p. 64. According to him, near the town, the 
magnificfent gems called agates were found. 
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Dacca was famous for the manufacture of textiles 
especially muslin. According to Manucci, "It is in this vast 
region that they produce the prodigious quantity of fine white 
cloth and silken stuffs of which the nations of Europe and 
elsewhere transport annually several ship loads." Galleys 
2 3 
and boats were manufactured. Large quantity of ammunition 
v/as produced and English workmen were also employed alongst 
with Indians in its manufacture. Jute industry flourished 
4 
and fine jute mattresses were manufactured. 
Burhanpur was famous for JLts textile industries. 
Manucci speaking in this context says, "The town is much 
frequented by Persian and Armenian traders on account of many 
kinds of excellent cloth manufactured there,chiefly various 
sorts of women's head-dresses (touca) and cloth for veils 
(beatilha) scarlet and white of exceeding fineness* In 
1. Manucci, Vol. II, p. 430. See also Pelsaert, pp. 8 & 9. 
According to him muslin was manufactured and sent to 
foreign countries. See also Hamilton, 'Letters from 
Servants', Vol. II, p. 23. 
2. Thevenot, p. 95. See also Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 128,Who aee-
/npi ha i^ sihcQfrays*abaiyfe-^ Rac^ r, "a succession of houses.. .inhabited 
for the most part by the carpenters who build galleys 
and other vessels...". See also Manucci, Vol.II, p.87. 
3. Ibid, Vol. II, p. 87. 
4. K.T., p. 41. It says, "...Some mattresses are so finely 
woven that they look nicer than silk. They also make 
mattresses which are called altal-oati,". 
5. Manucci, Vol. I. p. Q3* See cloo E.F.R, Vol. I, p. 100 
and Tavernier, Vol. II, p. 5. According to him the 
'chiton' of bright colours \.ere made ct Burhanpur. Sea 
also K.T., p. 53. According to it, "The cloathes 
Sirisaf, £lifo, and 'bhiraun' ere viell v^ oven here." 
Seo also Salbancke, p. 83. 
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Burhanpur very fine muslin was manufactured and sent to 
1 2 
foreign countries. It was a mint town and it seeme that 
3 4 
a number of iron factories existed there. Baroda and 
Baroch too were great textile manufacturing centres* 
In addition to the major industrial towns, smaller 
towns produced industrial goods for local markets, while 
the othecs for a wider market, national or international. 
The manufactured goods were sent from here to different 
regions* or were purchased by the foreign merchants for 
their factories for export. A very large number of such 
towns with different sorts of flourishing industries, 
attached to them existed in different regions of the country 
during the 17th century. iSsmsibcfcSac/important industrial 
towns were Srinagar, Sialkot, Sirhind, Samanah Nasarpur, 
Sehwan, Pattan, Sironj, Wosari, Alwar, Bharatpur, Fatehpur-
Sikri, Biana, Jaunpur, Shahzadpur, Gaya, Sonargaon, 
Kasimbazar, Murshidabad, Malda and Angrezabad. 
In Srinagar a large number of industries and crafts 
were flourishing. The most notable were the textile industries 
7 Q 
which included the manufacture of cotton , and woollen cloth<# „ 
1. Tavernier, Vol. I, p. 51. See also fitch, p. 173. Manuci 
Vol. II, p.429, E.F.R. Voir I, p. 100 and ^ Letters from 
Servants, Jfol* I, p. 29. 
2. Kitch, p. 172* 
3. Manucci, Vol. I, p. 66. See also Salbancke, According to 
him in Burhanpur, "...Muskets snap-lanses, pistols, 
Petronels, and swords are very saleable." 
4. U.i'.H. Vol. II, p. 118. See also Vol. I, p. 338. 
Thevenot, p. 44, and Mandelslo, p. 44. 
5. Bella Velle, Vol. I, p. 60. 
6. K.T. p. 111. According to the author, Srinagar was 
inhabited by all classes of artisans, skilled mechanics 
and experts of every trade and profession. 
7. iJanucci, Vol. II, p. 428. According to him in the province 
of Kashmir wmh fine linen clothia were made. 
8. Ain, Vol. II, pp. 353 & 356. See also Finch, p. 69. 
Bernier, pp. 402 & 403 and K.T. p.111. 
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Rearing of s i lk \7orm1
 w a s Q i8 0 ^§ |$ i s ' t #ne r noteworthy 
2 
industries and crafts were the manufactures of ink , 
3 4 5 
leather , trood , mining and metallurgy . In addition to 
fi 7 8 
these, wood carving was also carried on^ Textile , iron 
9 T 
and paper industries rare flourishing in Sialkot. In 
10 ^e s /fcha Sirhind textile and leather industry and'manufacture of 
1. K.T. p. 120. 
2. Ibid, p, 112. 
3. Bernier, p. 419. According to him raw leather was 
available in the vicinity end possibly the leather 
industry existed there. 
4. Ain, Vol. II, p. 353. See also K.T. p. 112$ and 
Uanucci, Vol. II, p. 428. According to him ink bos, 
trays, boxes spoons etc. of uood were manufactured there. 
5. K.T. p. 119. According to it gold ras obtained by 
du&t cashing. 
6. Hanucci, Vol. II, p. 428. According to him carving WAS 
made on wood. 
7. K.T. p. 95. According to it, "Enbriodery uith silk and 
gold threads and many kinds of bafta, chira (scarf) 
fot&h (sheet) sozani. gdsakcu table cloth, tray covers 
and SESII tents with figures in gold thread are uell 
manufactured here.8 
8. K.T. pe 95. It mentions d&esftithe manufacture of 
iron ueapons. 
9. Ibid, p. 95. According to it, . jood paper, especially 
the liansinghi paper and silken paper of very good 
texture,was manufactured and exported in all directions. 
10. Monserraate, p. 102. According to him, shoes and 
sandals were manufactured and e'xported. See also 
Manrique, Vol. II, p. 182 and E.F.R. Vol. VI, p. 134. 
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1 3 
bows and quivers flourished. Somnp-^ and Nasarpur were 
famous for their textile industries. Salt-petce was also 
manufactured in Nasarpur. Sehwan too was a centre for the 
5 6 
manufacture of textile goods and opium" In Pattan iron 
and 7 
industries were flourishing/ 'Swords were manufactured * 
o 
fi&a£ag3S& Sironj was a great centre of textile industries. 
Textile goods and perfumed oil were manufactured in 
Nosari. In Alwar woollen carpets and glass articles were 
manufactured. Bharatpur had a flourishing textile industry 
I. Monserrate, p. 102. 
%2. E.F.R. Vol. I, p. 168. See also Vol. VI, p. 134. 
3. Ibid, Vol. V, p. 128. Here cotton cloth was manufactured 
in abundance. According to Factory Records, 3,000 
families of weavers lived there. See also E.F.R. Vol.VI, 
p. 137, and Manucci, Vol. II, p. 429. 
4. Ibid, Vol. V, p. 128. 
5. Ibid, Vol. V, p. 129. According to ihs ±t there were 
about 1,000 households of weavers,see also Vol. VI, p.136. 
6. Ibid, Vol. V, p. 129. 
7. Ain, Vol. II, p. 252, 
8. Ibid, Vol. II, p. 213. According to it white muslin 
was manufactured there* gee also Tavernier, Vol. I, p.56, 
and Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p. 56. According to him great 
quantities of excellent 'pintadoes' or 'chints' were 
manufactured there which were esteemed throughout India, 
see also Manucci, Vol. I, p. 68. 
9. Finch, p. 28. Seev also 1£ Laet, p. 17 and 'Letters 
from Servants', Vol. I, pp. 28 & 29. 
10. Ain, Vol. II, p. 262. 
II. Ibid, Vol. II, p. 192* 
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In IJurshidabad, $3xtile industries^including the manufacture 
of silken cloth,were flourishing * Ualda was also a centre 
? 3 
of textile industries. Angrezabad was a centre of textile 
and me talr industries. 
t 
These industrial towns grew due to t&@&@&£kS2Xiim tsuch 
as th3 
factors, 2&s/» availability of raw material, local B&j&g: skillc 
cheap labour and market facilities. A large number of textile 
manufacturing towns developed in the eastern region, due 
8 6 
to the fact that raw cotton and silk were available there. 
Srinagar became the centre of woollen and silken industry, 
because raw material and skilled v/orkmen for it were available 
there. Iron o was available in the neighbouring areas of 
7 8 
Pattan and Gwalior and these two towns became centres of 
iron industry. 
According to English Factors, in Hurshidabad innumerable 
9 
expert and cheap silk winders were available , which made it 
a silk manufacturing centre. 
1. E.F.B. Vol. I, pp. 194 & 229. 
2. Hedges, Vol. I, p. 69. 
3. Ibid, Vol. I, pp. 71 & 88. 
4. Ibid, Vol. I, p. 71. He maateBHisiyB minVin the town. 
5. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p. 134. 
6. Pelsaert, pp. 8 & 9. According to him Patna yielded 
1,000 to 2,000 maunds of silk* S6eX also Peter Mundy. 
Vol. II, pp\ 156. 
7. Ain, Vol. II, p. 252. 
8. K.T., po 24c See also Eanucci, Vol. I, p. 70. 
9. E.F.Rc Vol.;, pp. 1S4 & 229. 
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The woollen garments and goods of Srinagar were in 
great demand. Abul Faz«l mentions that the shawls of Kashmir 
were sent as valuable gifts to every clime. The manufactured 
goods of Pattan2, Sialkot,3 Sironj4, and Malda were in 
great demand and were sent to different places.• 
1. Aln, Vol. II, p. 353, and also Ain^,- p. 98. See also 
K.T. p. H I . It say8, "Woollen stuffs, especially 
shawls are well made and sent to the seven climes 
(of the world) by v/ay of present". 
2. Ain, Vol. II, p. 249. 
3. K.T., p# 95. 
4. Manucci, Vol* I, p. 68. See also Pitch, p. 173. 
5. E.F.R, Vol. I, p. 195. 
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was a uuslim religious centre, and it had the shrines of 
Saiyid Salar tlasu$ and Rajab Salar. 
• Very frequently those centres received endoments mti 
charitable grants from the government or religious-minded 
persons. Here institutions of a religious, educational end 
charitable character v/ere established,* such as Maths, 
Khanqehs, Sarghas, Medusas., Pathshalas and hospitals. 
Sialkot thus became the seat of LiOheLraadan learning. 
According to Sujan Rai Bhanaari, the author of Khulasat-ut-
Twarikh it ens, "...a seat of learning and the resort of 
learned nen, a nine of scholarship and the abo,i3 of scholars 
Scholars like l^ aulana Kaiaal, ^ aulvi Abdul Hakim and ilaulvi 
3 
Abdullah resided there • Sirhind had a a famous school of 
A 
medicines fron diich doctors :.ent to d i s tan t p a r t s " . 
Similarly Beneras and Tirhut becane sea ts of Hindu 
learning and cul ture . -
liost of such torcno rare centres of pilgrimage, and 
even though they may not have had a large permanent population 
T^r^s^r?TO pilgrimage or f a i r s , jpggtffifffr$^7rncreased end 
for a Y&ile during the period of pilgrimage the tovmn 
beccme centres of b r i sk t r ade . 
1. K Ain, Vol. I I , p . 182. See also K.T. p . 32. 
2 . K.T. pp. 96 & 97. 
3 . Ib id , pp. 96 & 97. 
4 . Monserrate, p . 101. 
5. Bornier, pp. 334 & 335« See also Tavernier, Vol. II, 
p. 182 and K.T. p. 28. 
6. Ain, Vol. II, p. 168. See also K.T,
 p, 37. 
C H A P T E R - I I I 
TOWN ADMINISTRATION Iff THE SBVEHT5EMTH CEKTURY 
In modern times, town administration is the 
responsibility of the district authorities, municipalities 
and corporations as the case may be, and the 
authoritiee?gr8^t8ld - - r-^j^ftSHHieo and civic 
amenities to the public. 
In medieval times the idea of a corporation or 
municipality was unknown, but the functions which these 
organisations perform in these days were performed by 
such persons or bodies as the circumstances a£$QJtkjr 
resources and the requirements of a town demanded. The 
medieval Indian towns made/$?B%ress in the direction of
 a 
clean and efficient administrationf5|^§^^ne:?Wltructure 
and effectiveness from town to town. The dignity and 
greatness of a city rested on justice, peace and plenty. 
'For justice assureth every man his own peace, causeth 
tillage, trade and arts to flourish.'1 The efficiency and 
-effectiveness of the administration depended primarily 
on the integrity of the public officers and their regard 
for the welfare of the people as well as the co-operation 
and good will of the public. 
1. Giovanni Botero, p. 280. 
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SECTIOII - I : JUDICIAL AFilHISTMTIOII. 
The Emperor as the 'shadow of God* and 'fountaiff^r 
Justice* v/as the highest judicial authority in the country. 
the 
The Hughul emperors considered ^ mparting of Justice as 
their foremost and sacred duty and took particular delight 
and interest in doing so • The king being the chief judge 
v/as the legislator and defender of the lai?s as uell as the 
dispenser of justice, and tried civilli and criminal cases in 
original and heard appeals made to him. All the kings from 
koen 
Akbar to Aurangzeb dispensed justice and took/personal 
4 
keen interest in the judicial administration* Nothing like 
modern legislation7?^ P^v^^^M+^-SH-^otv^nt^^j^^r 
save a fc.7 ordiances issued by different kings from time to 
time and later on amended by Aurangzeb in the light, of 
Islamic lav:. The observations made by Bernier regarding it 
are contradictory. At one place, he says, " no great 
lords, parliaments, or judges of local courts exist as in 
France to restrain the wickedness of those merciless 
1. Ain, Vol. II, p. 41. According to Abul Faz*l the king, 
either personally or through the officers appointed for 
this purpose,should impart justiceTto"7people. See also 
Peter Uundy, Vol. II, p. . ^ ^ &*!&**, p. 2oj5. 
2. Ain, Vol. II, p. 42. 
3. VJheeler, p. 8. In the context of justice of Mighul kings 
he says, "The Moghul Padishahs of Hindustan spent half 
their tine in public...They received petitions and 
administered justice in public...•"• 
4. Jahongir regarded ^he daily administration of justice 
in public as one of nis most sacred duties", Cambridge 
History of India, Vol. IV, p.182, and * justice uas the 
main stay of Shahjethan's gpvornmcnt (Ritqo fitqe mulk o mal 
munhasir bar fahem o insafyas»t) i«is. 370,I.0.L. and 
according to Aurangzeb the *gjj?den of administration was 
watered by the rain of justice*,(Gulistane Saltant ba 
Sahabe Adl) References taken from, Ahmad, Justice in 
Medieval India , p. 67. 
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Divvan, the Bal&hi, the Kotwal the Kazi and other officers 
sit together daily or four days in the week. Here all 
disputes are disposed off..." . 
The king on the recommendation of the chelf Qazi 
appointed competent judicial officers in various parts of 
the empire. These judicial officers were men of high 
scholarship and integirty. The Qazis were held in respect 
by the people and enjoyed considerable freedom of action. 
Hanucci. saysi "Never had it been heard of in Hindustan 
that anyone had ventured to put forth a hand upon the sacred 
person of a Qazi." Tjje Qazis of different tov/ns had 
original civil and ctiminal jurisdiction and also acted as 
courts of appeal according to their rank. 
From the Qazi of the tov/n appeals lay before the Qazi 
of the province or the Subedar and ultimately vith the king 
&f the aggrieved party so desired. "If any individual, 
dissatisfied irf.th the decision passed on his case appealed 
to the governor or disran or to the Qazi of the Suba, the 
matter m s reviewed and judgement awarded with great care 
and discrimination lest it should be mentioned in the 
presence of the king that justice had no* been done...."4 
The kings were accessible to all the people. 
1. Pelsaert, p. 57. 
2. ilanucci, Vol. II, p. 254. 
3. Rai Khars .-al, Elliot, Vol. VII, pp. 172 & 173. 
4. Re! Dhara -al, Elliot, ^ ol, VII, p. 172. 
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Complaints made against the highhandedness of government 
officers were attended to and punishment meted out in a 
fair and evenkanded manner. Instances are noflacking where 
the accused officer was sentenced to imprisonment or otherwise 
censured or punished. 
Akbar encouraged, "just complaints against the 
servants of the cro*oi by various proclamations". Jahangir 
says in hie: •W-"'0. 'T0
 x "After oy accession, the first order 
Jhat I gave rra3 for the fastening up of the chain of justice, 
so that if thoce engaged in the sdnini strati on of, justice 
should delay or practise hypocrisy in the matter of those 
seeking justice, the oppressed riight coxs to this chain and 
shake it so that its noise mirht attract attention." There 
arc innuolerablD e^-fe-refvc^  m-tta- Yetovcls ^jar^gn.-inif^lXM'h 
the use of the enain of justice to drair the attention of 
3 
the king to wrongs done or miscarriage of justice. 
ShahJEhgn fixod Wednesday for thj administration of 
justice, rod appointed confidential persons to ix invite 
4 
p l a i n t i f f s to h i s court . Hanrlque uho v i s i t ed the country 
in Shahjahan's time mentions the paying of compensation by a 
police off icer tO/^erson v/ho was \7r0ngJully ar res ted. 
Similar f a c i l i t i e s were available to c ommoiyife$Jt>&% Aurangzeb's 
court , who made the i r representat ion to hin vlthout f ea r . 
1. Ahmad, p. 89. ^ ^ 
2. Tuzuk, Vol, I, p.7. See/?inch, p. 74. Ilav&ins, p.43, 
and Jahangir end the Jesuits, p# 13• 
3. Ahmad, pp. 88 and 184. A women complained of$Kotwal, 
who v/as punished by Jahangir, In the case or «ioqar*ab 
Khan Jahangir :12c t# personal inquiry. 
4» Rai BhcrniDl. Klliot, Vol. VII, p. 172. 
5# Manrique, Vol. I, p. 424. 
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The author of &iirat-i-Alam speaking in tha context of 
Aurangzeb's attitude towards the dispensing of justice 
says, "He appears too or three times every day in his court 
of audience with a pleasing countenance and mild look 
to dispense justice to complainants who come in numbers 
without any hindrance, and as he listens to them with great 
attention, they make their representations without any 
fear or hesitation, and obtain redress from his impartiality." 
Edward Garlyon, who visited Agra at the close of Aurangzeb'o 
reign, says of the King's court as a place, "where all 
men, even the poorest may demand admittance, and seek 
redress at his hands"* The judicial department specially 
in the towns decided the cases speedily# 
VJhile in the provinces or distant places facilities 
may not have been available for appeals, in the more 
important towns and particularly the capital, fear of the 
king exercised a salutary effect on the high-handednes&6f 
government officials or men of status. "This sad abuse 
(injustice) of the royal authority may not be felt in the same 
degree near capital cities such as Dehly and Agra or in the 
vicinity of large towns and sea ports because in those 
places acts of gross injustice cannot easily be concealed 
1. Bakhtavar-Khan, Elliot, Vol. VII, p. 158. See ali;o 
Ahmad, p. 89. 
i) Aurangzeb transferred c faujdar on the complaint of 
a woman* 
ii) Similarly in contempt of court cases the maximum 
penality was allOUCu to bo given against govornmont 
official. (Ahmad, p.68). On|j Aurangzeb rGprincnled 
o subordinate Qazi and dismissed him from his 
office for showing partiality in one of his decisions. 
2. Edward Carlyon, p. 219. 
3. Bernier, p. 236. He thinks that the suits were 
'oppedily decided'. 
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from the court . /Wiqa'i «avis/in every feie torn, reported 
to the king all that transpired in the provinces. Shahjdhan 
"upheld the maxim of his father* that true justice must be 
enforced rewarding the meritorious and punishing the 
guilQy. He kept his eye on his offficials, punishing them 
rigorously when they fell short in their duty". 
1 • Bernier, p .J225. 
2. Thevenot* p. 26. 
0. Manucci, /Vol. I, p. 197. 
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SECTION - II i KOTWAL AND TH£ TOuiJ ADilCfllSTBATICU: 
The Kotwal was the chief officer responsible for torn 
administration. He was in fact the pivot around whom all 
the multifariousa activities of the town revolved. The 
contemporary sources both indigenous and foreign furnish 
ample information regarding the powers and functions of the 
Kotwal. 
The Kotwal was responsible for the maintenance of law 
and order for apprehending criminals and executing the 
decisions of the lower courts. Besides this he performed 
many of the functions which in modern times are performed 
by municipal officers. How important this office was, is 
evident from the qualifications prescribed in the Ain for 
the recepient of such an office. According to Abul Faz£l 
the, "appropriate person for this office should be vigorous, 
experienced, active, deliberate, patient, astute and 
humane". 
The Kotwals were directly appointed by the king or 
2 by some high official . He had a large staff of his own, 
consisting of a deputy , a number of horsemen, infantry and 
sentries, ^anucci says, "Under his (Kotwal) orders there 
is a considerable body of cavalry and a great number of foot 
soUders...." . The place inhere the office of the police 
1. Ain, Vol. II, p. 43. 
2. Hirat, p. 153. 
3. M.A., p.245. According to it, ^ uhaniEiad Amin was the 
deputy to Sarbarah Khan kotual of Dihli. 
4. uanucci, Vol. II, p. 421. See also uirat, p.153. It 
says Kotwal was entitled to hove 50 horsemen, besides 
utilising 100 men of tho governor of the province. 
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chief was located was calledthe *chabutra kotwali', besides 
there were other chowkis in the town • These 'chabutras' also 
p 
served the purpose of keeping in confinement the criminals 
who were brought in. 
The most important duty of the Kotwal was to prevent 
crimes, such as thefts and to recover stolen property. 
Manucci says, "He (Kotwal) has the duty of arresting thieves 
and criminals....if any one is robbed within the bounds of 
his jurisdiction ., he is forced to make good what has 
been taken." 
The kotwal was also responsible for maintaining 
peace and law and order, by arresting the disturbing elements* 
After the war of succession when Dara was paraded in the 
a n a
 these 
city ±JsBtt/disturbances occurred, /wh&alvwere immediately 
attended to by the kotwal who
 tafter investigations, arrested 
those responsible for the disturbances. In fact the kotwal 
was the link bet\7een the ruler and the ruled and carried 
out the various orders of the government which were issued 
istodoascKiije, rules and regulations about heirless property. 
1. E.F.R. Vol. I, p.198. It mentions jeteeia* the 'kotwals' 
*choutry' in the great Bazar of Patna. See also Thevenot, 
p.12. who speaks of the office of kotwal in 'Maidanshah* 
(Royal square) near the fort in Ahmadabad. 
2. M.A. pp. 53 & 58. 
3. Manucci, Vol. II, p.421. See also Thevenot, p.28. According 
to him kotwal had to answer for all the robberies 
committed in the town. See also Fryer, Vol.1, p.246. 
lyi was the responsibility of the kotwal to discover 
t&8 house breakers. See also Tuzuk, Vol.1, p.432. 
4. Sicfi'Khan, Elliot Vol.7, p.246. See also U.A. pp.94, 95. 
According to it &&1 mischief mongers were handed over 
to the Kotwal. 
5. Tuzuk, Vol. I, p. 8. 
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Each town was divided into several czsrds, which n were 
supervised by one of the subordinate officials. The record 
of the inhabitants was kept with the kotwal. "The kotual", 
says £bul Fazal. "should keep a register of houses and 
frequented roads He should form a quarter by the union 
of a certain number of habitations, and name one of his 
intelligent subordinates for its superintendence and receive 
a daily report under his seal of those v/ho enter or leave it 
and of whatever events therein occur" . *A record was kept 
of the strangers coming to the city* » Spies were employed 
to keep the kotwal informed of important incidents^\£ays 
xihe kotwal 
Abul Faz«tli Should appoint as a spy one among the obscure 
residents with whom the others should have no acquaintance 
and keeping their reports in writing employ a heedful 
3 says 
scrutiny," Abul Faaal further mmttCTig/ "He (Kotwal) was 
directed to establish a separate sarai and cause unknown 
arrivals to alight therein, and by the aid of divers detectives 
take account of them."- Abu} Faaal further says, "He 
should minutely observe the income and expenditure of the 
various classes of men and by a refined address, make his 
vigilance,reflect honour on his administration" . According 
to Manucci the kotwal engaged K sweepers , who served as 
spies. 
1. Ain, Vol. II, pp. 43 & 44. 
2. 'Letters from Servants', Vol. I, pp.277, 278 & 279. 
3* Ain, Vol. II, pp. 43 & 44. 
4. Ibid, II, p. 44o 
5. Ibid, II, p. 44 
6. uenucci, Vol. II, p. 42?.. 
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According to Abul Faz&L, 'ffhrough his (kotwclS) 
watchfulness and night patrolling the citizens should ersjoy 
the repose of security, and evil disposed lie in the slouch 
of non-existence" Every mohalla of the t own W&B patrolled 
by police-men, and a check was kept on $!©£§ coming in nn^ 
2 "i 
going out of the town a t n ight . Manucci says, '"*i *• In 
every ward there i s a horse-man and twenty to t h i r t y foot 
s o l d i e r s „ 3 _, .„ 
s ^ i g e j ^ v i i o i n a sor t of way go the rounds % Similarly 
Bernier says, "the cotoual ot grand provost, sends T e a l i ^ i 
in every direction, who especially pervade the bazars, 
4 5 
crying out and sounding a trumpet*" Sentries were 
(• 
appointed to guard their allotted areas day and night. 
Thevenot gives an interesting account of the measures taken 
for security at night, "The cotoual is obliged to go about 
the street in the night time, to prevent disorders, and 
set guards in several places. If he finds any ££${/ abroad 
in the streets, he commits him to prison...Two of the 
officers that wait onshim, about nine of the clock beat two 
little drums, whilst a third sounds two or three times a 
long copper-trumpet....Then the officers or sergents cry 
r- v 
as loud as they can, 'caberdar', that is to say,take heed; 
and they who are in the neighbouring streets, answer with 
1. Ain, Vol. II, p. 43. 
2. Ibid, p. 44. 
3. Manucci, Vol. II, p. 421, 
4. Bernier, p. 369. 
5. 'GjJSSSrtLanan' in the text (Supp.p. ^Q )• '^acebearers' 
in the translation is a misrendering. 
6* Mirat, p. 153. 
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another cry....This round is performed thrice a night, to 
wit, at nine of the clock, midnight, and three in the 
morning. 
The towns were always garrisoned by a considerable 
force for security purposes. According to John Fryer in 
Surat 1,500 infantry and 200 horses were stationed for 
security purposes. Handelslo speaking about Ahmadabad 
says, "A guard was kept in the city day and night and it 
had a considerable garrison." The governor and the kotwal 
were responsible for such securities. According to 
English Factors, the Governor, the Captain of the castle 
and kotwal of Surat were cashiered by Emperor Aurangzeb, 
after Shivaji's attack. 
Foreign travellers have mentioned in detail the 
preparations made by the authorities of the towns of 
Ahmadabad and Surat against the attack of Shivaji. The 
cooperation of the public was also sought, and money was 
realized from them. John Fryer says, "They are collecting 
an hundered thousand rupees till their wall be finished... 
besides £ur ope/gunners at every ga^e, which are six in 
1. Thevenot, p.27. See also Fryer, Vol. I, p.247, who 
says, "It is the catwals business with a guard of near 
two hund®«red men to scower the streets and brothels 
of idle companions; to take an account of all people 
late out, to discover fires and house breaking....all 
night long he is heard by his drums and trumpets shouting 
and hallowing of his crec in their perambuldion through 
all parts of the city; with lights and flambears...0. 
See also Mirat, p.8 and ^ lanrique, Vol.11, p. 188. 
2. Fryers, Void, p. 249. 
3. Uandelslo, p. 26» 
4. E.F.R. Vol. XI, pp. 310 & 311. 
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number, besides 36 bastions uith half a dozen great guns 
a piece; upon the top they have piled spiked timber to 
annoy the scalers. Every gate is barbed with iron opikes 
to break the rushing in cf the elephants; these also are 
1 
under a district command". Compensation was sometimes 
paid to those who suffered at the hands of robbers or 
2 
decoits. 
1. Fryer, Vol. I, p. 249. See also Abbe Carre, p.148 
and Finch, p.27. Similar titpEsss^sEEaagiassfliga^ oo 
made in the year 1609 in Surat against Bahadur. s«e 
D«- Leet, p.20 nho says about Ahmadabad, "The gates 
of this city are strictly guarded and no one can come 
in or go out without the governor's permission". 
See also Finch, p.63. All these precautions were 
taken against the attack of the neighbouring chiefs. 
2. Manucci, Vol. Ill, p.403. The s Surat merchants were 
given compensation in lieu of their plundered goods 
by the gjuroupean pirates. See also Manucci, Vol.1, 
p.204. According to him copensation was given to 
the EutGh, whose factories were robbed in Surat» 
See also E.F.E. Vol. XI, pp. 310 & 311. 
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SECTION - III : CONTROL OF MARKETS 
Control of market was an important part of town 
administration, as it vitally affected the interests of 
the public and the government. Various officers were 
appointed for the proper functioning, supervision and 
control of various markets. An Important measure to control 
the market was that all purchases and sales of commodities 
were to b e made in the markets within the town specified 
for the purpose. Nizamuddin speaking about Dihli says, 
"An extensive building was erected near the Badaungatej 
and was named the mansion of justice, and the Sultan ordered 
that all piece-goods brought from the different parts of 
the empire should be deposited in it and should be sold 
there" • This was a necessary precaution to prevent hoarding 
and regrating and elaborate regulations had been used in 
this xs^sk^fn^e^fme of . Alauddin Khalji. Abul Fa^el 
to be the duty of Kotwal not/lfiLow: 
q 
purchases to be made outside the city. Officers were 
1. M.A. pp. 52 & 101. It says that Ute Daroghas were 
appointed for the Jewellery market in Dihli. See 
also Mirat, p. 157. It mentions the appointments 
of the officers to the markets of jewels* ivory and 
wood work. Similarly officers were appointed for 
the 'Pan* market, who worked under the kotwal. 
2. T.A. Vol. I, p. 176. See also E.F.B.. Vol. II, p.183. 
According to it the merchants were forbidden to deliver 
goods at the residences but the factors were 
forced to purchase in the bazar. 
3. Ain, Vol. II, p. 44. 
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The government forbade by law the manufacture and 
sale of alcoholic drinks and other intoxicants for common 
consumption. The laws relating to the sale of intoxicants 
and of checking the social evils resulting from this came 
under the purview of the town officers. Akbar and 
Jahangir forbade the preparation and selling of wine, rice 
spirit or any kind of intoxicating drug, and the same 
policy was followed by Shahjahan and Aurangzeb. A few wine 
shops were licensed, and prices were fixed for the wine 
sold for medicinal purposes. Ain says, "His Majesty 
established a wine shop near the palace....The price of 
wine eras fixed by regulations, and any sick person couiLd 
obtain wine on sending his own name and the names of his 
A 
father and grandfather to the clerk of the shop..." 
The Kotwal and the Muhtasibs were responsible for 
maintaining and executing the state laws on Lintoxicats. 
The kotwal was required to, "restrain the people from the 
5 
making, the dispensing, the buying or selling of wine..." 
Manucci corroborates the account of Ain and says, "...No 
vendors v/ere to be found, for whenever the kotv/al suspected 
that spirits were made in any house he sent his soldiers 
1. Ain, Vol. II, p. 44. 
2. Tuzuk, Vol. I, pp.8,157. Jahangir says, "I gave an order 
that as bang and buza (rice spirit)...should not be sold 
in the bazars". 
3. Bernier, p. 252. According to him the wine even in Dihli 
v/as not open for sell. See also uanucci, Vol. II, 
pp. 5 & 6. 
4. Ain, Vol. I, p. 201. 
5. Ibid, Vol. S II, p.44. 
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to plunder everything in it." It was also the duty of 
the Muhtasib to check and control the use of intoxicant3• 
Custom levies and other local taxes from the various 
sections of the populace were realised by administration, 
such as the tolls from the markets, on the goods entering 
\i the city and irom public women. Amins, mushrifs, karora, 
tahvildaro, daroghas undm-utasaddis are mentioned as the 
officers responsible for the execution of regulations in 
this ,.eonrrej3««.otit may be pointed out that the number of 
officers differed from town to tovji according to the nature 
and importance of the town. That certain amount of illegal 
gratifications for the officers concerned was not uncommon 
is borne out by Mandelslo's remark that, "It was usual to 
»4 
pay the kotwal fifteen pence per waggon by way of a present. 
The custom posts called, 'Chowkis* were generally 
situated near the city gates for the convenience of realising 
the taxes. John Fryer referring to Surat says, "...at every 
gate stands 'choky* or watch to receive Toll for the 
emperor." There used to be a large number of the custom 
stations located within and outside the townt For assisting 
the custom officials in the 'Chowkis' peons were posted at 
1. Manucci, Vol. II, pp. 6 & 420, 
2. Ibid, Vol. II, p.7. See also Mirat, p. 149. According to 
it 'he executed the commandments and prohibitions of 
the law' • 
3. Mirat, pp. 154 to 157. 
4. Handelslo, p. 28* 
5. Fryer, Vol. I, p. 252. 
6. Mirat? p, 155.In the light <£ the records of Mirat in 
Ahmadabad, there were a large number of custom stations and 
few of Uhem were exclusively meant for realising 'dues 
from . the cloth markets. 
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various stations. The custom dues, were sometimes 
realised outside the town. In the case of Agra, 
according to Pelsaert, the duties were JS realised at its 
suburb Sikandra, before the goods entered the city and 
3 
were shipped across the river. 
The tlutasaddi could detain the goods in default 
of payment of taxes, in the warehouses built for this 
purpose, and his agents were appointed for issuing the 
clearance certificate, and preparing the papers for the 
4 
charges to be realised on various goods. It was also 
the duty cf this department to register the names of 
The merchants who went to foreign countries for bringing 
different commodities and also registering them for 
remitting a percentage of duties on imports* 
This department also controlled ferries. 
Towns like Allahabad, Benaras and other small towns 
His Hurshidabad, Rajmahal, Hugli, situated on the bonkS 
of rivery, had their regular offices and staff/to 
operate this department efficiently. Tavernier speaking 
about the arragemsnts on the Ganges river at Allahabad 
says, "On each side there is a Darogfia, who allows 
no one to pass without an order; and he takes note also 
of the kind of merchandise carried, each waggon being 
1. Hirst, p. 154. 
2o Ibid, p. 154. 
3. Pelsaert, p. 45. 
4c liirat, p0 155c 
5« Tavernier, Vol. I, p.259. 
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a.m 
far clearance. The office remained open from 10 to 
2 P.M. The Shahbandar was responsible for s realising 
the custom duties and for suppressing smuggling. He 
also deputed various guards, or sentries, to important 
points for keeping a strict watch over the port. The 
accounts of different foreign travellers who visited 
the ports, lead us to infer that this department was 
functioning efficiently. The first duty of the Captain 
of the newly arrived vessel was to report to the custom 
officials and get the vessel registered. In case the 
office was closed then they had to wait till the opening 
of the office next day, but in the meantime, the custom 
offfcials deputed guards and sentries to watch the 
movements of the passengers. On the opening of the 
office, goods and passengers were brought from the vessels 
in the boats and on the backsof the porters of the 
g 
custom department , to custom offices, where they were 
searched, thoroughly, while the guards were streng thened. 
The searches were made in the custom hall in the presence 
of the chief officer, and . the names of the passengers 
were registered with the clerk of the department. 
1. Thevenot, p. 2. Seeialso Finch, p. 28. 
2. Fryer, Vol. I, p, 247 and also see Thevenot, p.3. 
3. Thevenot, p. 2 
4. Ibid, p. 2, 
5. Ibid, p. 2. 
6. Ibid, p. 2 
7. Ibid, p. 3. 
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Thevenot gives a vivid account of how thoroughly the 
searches were made* He says, "The passengers enter into 
that place one after another, and but one at a time. 
Presently they write down in a register the name of him 
that enters, and then he is searched. He must take off 
his cap or turban, his girdle, shoes, stocking and all 
the rest of his cloathes, if the searchers think fit. 
They feel his body all over; and handle every the least 
inch of stuff about him with all exactness if thoy 
perceive anything hard...." After tho personal searches 
the baggage and other merchandise were detained and 
2 
deposited in the warehouse, on which custom duty was 
charged. After this the passengers were allowed to go 
out by the wicketgate opening on the street where too 
guards were posted who allaved passage only on the orders 
of the officers. To check and discourage smuggling all 
possible HE ans were adopted. Thevenot speaking about it 
says, "These pions of the custom-house have great panes 
in their hands to keep off the people with that those 
1. Thevenot, p. 3. See also i-Iandelslo, p. 2 and also 
Edward Carlyon of EUSwether, p. 38, who says, 
"Coming, then to the £ate of Surat we must needs 
pass through the custom house where the customers 
are so strict that they must perforce serach in all 
my pockets as well as my trunks and mails". See also 
Delia Valle, Vol. I, p. 24. 
2. Thevenot, p. 3. See also S.F.R, Vol. I, p. 169. 
3. Ibid, p. 3. 
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SECTIOH - V : CIVIC AUSiHTISS AI3D PUBLIC 
IKSTITUTIOiiS 
Amongst the amenities of town life which the state 
provided was the supply of water for the needs of the 
people of a toyjn. The medieval Indian towns were mostly 
1 2 
situated on the banks of a river or a lake which uere 
an important source of supply of water for the general 
use in the towns. . Channels,canals, and ditches uore 
dug for carrying the wa ,er from the river to the 
different parts of a city. There is ample evidence as to 
the state constructing the canals and supply water not 
only to rural area for agricultures! purposes but to meet 
the needs of the urban population. 
and 
Tanks/reservoirs v.ero constructed for the supply 
of water to the public, by constructing underground 
channels as in the case of Fatehpur Sikri . The tanks 
v/ere located in the important centres of the city like 
'tlaidan Shah' (Royal Squares) or such other important 
places. Thevenot gives an account of such arrangements 
in Burhanpur, and how the system was working there. 
Speaking in this context, he says, w...,They are supplied 
from a large square Bas on...the water where of comes from 
a distant spring, and before it fills that Bason, passes 
1. : Towns like Agra, Dihli, Lahore, Surat, AhmadabeLd, 
PateJ, Dacca, Allahabad £ Benaras t;ere all situated 
on the banks of the river. 
2. Ajcer had two lakes, Ansagar and Bisal lake which 
ouoplied the water to the toi?n« 
3. Kczzar Khcn, Elliot, Vol.VI, p.441. It mentions the 
construction of a canal for Dihli. 
4. Uonserrate, p. 31. 
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by the carvansara for strangers which it furnishes; it 
then runs under ground to the great Bason in the place 
which many times is emp y at night, because of the great 
quantity of water which they fetch thence all day long; 
but it fills again in the night timeJ and eo they seldom 
1 2 
have any want . The use of leaden pipes was not 
unknown* 
An other source of supplying water to a city was 
3 
by - ells, tanks and reservoirs of various types, 
situated inside and on the outskirts of the city. It 
was considered a pious act to build tanks, sink wells 
etc. for public use. Delia Valle, speaking about the 
arc 
construction of the tanks says, "They - . (tanks)Kmade 
in diverse places by princes, go\errors of countries, 
or other wealthy persons, for the publick benefit and 
as works of charity". In Surat the tank, which was built 
by 9opi merchant, supplied the city with water. Thevenot 
was deeply impressed by its construction; he remarks it 
1. Thevenot, p. 101. See also Nimar Dist Gazetteer, 
pp. 219 & 220. It says the reservoir was known 
as Jali KaranJ, from where water, 'was distributed 
to the town by earthen pipes surrounded with 
masonry*' • 
2. Marshall, p. 70. 
3. Thevenot, p. 34. About the reservoir jt Surat, 
he says, "The great Reservatory oi' water hath six 
angles; the side of every angle is an hundred paces 
long and the whole at least a musket shot in 
diameter....Adjoining to it, there was arrangement 
for taking water by the beasts*. See also Fryer, 
Vol. I, p. 261, who says that the tank of Surat 
is in the circumference of one mile and from all 
the sides, there were descending stone steps. 
4. Delia Valle, Vol. I, p. 32. 
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The sweepers used to clean the public roads but 
private arrangement were made by tenants, ' - each house 
paying them something monthly, according to its size'. 
The sweepers , called * Ealalkhors,' were occupied in 
removing the refuse from houses &moL aade use of asses 
2 
to carry the sweepings from the houses to the fields* 
For the general cleanliness of tho streets, lanes and 
market places the kotwal used to organise a team of 
sweepers who were deputed to different sectors of the 
town. Henrique was surprised to seerthe cleanliness of 
the streets and markets of Lahore • Drains were used 
for carrying away waste water from city. These were 
a 
connected with some adjoining river. In Agra/few- drains 
dating from the time of the iughuls are still traceable. 
In toms, there was no regular service for 
sprinkling water on the roads but there are references 
4 
to streets being watered , when the kin^ passed through 
one. Sleepers v;ere allotted i- separate quarters outside 
tiatrnofycmi 
the city, a practice of ancient India. Ain, referring to 
the Kotval's duties, says "He should allot separate 
quarters to butchers, hunters of animals, washers of the 
1. Tavernier, Vol. II, p. 186. 
2. Ibid, Vol. II, p. 186. 
3. Manrique, Vol. II, p. 188. 
4. Bernier, p. 280. 
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1 c dead and sweepers..." "The cemeteries were located outside 
p 
the city. Similary, the Hindus burnt their dead 
outside the city • The slaughter houses also were located 
4 
outside the city. 
Public lighting arrangements were inadequate. The 
palace gate, forts, castles and the gates of the noble's' 
residences and some of the government offices like bhc 
Kotwali Chabutra' and Chowki's were the only places which 
were lighted regularly. In addition to these, some of 
the important centres, i.e. the central place of the 
city like 'Chowks' Maidan or squares and market places 
were lighted. William Finch speaking about the Maidan 
in front of the castle of Surat says, "the Medon, which 
is a pleasant greene, in the middest, where of is a 
Maypole to hang a light on, and for other pastimes on 
great festivals" . Arrangements for the lighting and 
illumination of cities on important occasions,, like 
festivals were made. Ain says, "He (Kotwal) shall have 
lamps lit on the night of the Nauroz and on the night 
of the 19th of Farwardin".6 
Abul Faz-1 says of the public buildings built by 
Akbar in Agra, "Everywhere also sarais have been built, 
which are the comfort of travellers and the asylum of 
1. Ain, Vol. II, p. 45. 
2. Nie£--Ics Downton, p. 113. See also 
tan, Vol. II, p. 45. 
3. Fryer, Vol. I, p. 255. See also Thevenot, pp. 33 & 34. 
4. Ain Vol. II, p. 60. 
5. Finch, p. 27. 
6. Ain, Vol. II, p. 45. 
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poor strangers, uany tctf:s and uolls ere being dug for 
the benefit of men and the improvement of the soil, 
i 
schools and palaces of worship are being founded" . 
Similarly Nurjehan Begam built sarais, pleasure gardens, 
etc, Pelsaert rightly says, "She (Nurj^han) erects 
very expensive buildings in all directions sarais or 
halting places for travellers and merchants, and 
pleasure gardens and palaces such as no one has ever 
made before intending thereby to establish an enduring 
reputation ." 
Thevenot speaking about the public buildings in 
(Lahore ) 
Lahore,says, "It/is large, and hath been adorned as the 
others are iwith mosques, public baths, quorvensoraio, 
squares, tanqueis, palaces and gardens". 13hat has been 
said about Lahore regarding these public institutions, 
is also true of all the important tov/ns of the country 
like Multan, Dihli, Agra, Ahnsudabad, Baroch, Surat, 
Burhanpur, Ajmer, Agra, Allahabad, Benaras, Patna and 
so on. 
^he oetfaf^nsarai v/as the most notable public 
these 
i n s t i t u t i o n . A large number of/fcaravansarais were 
buildings 
commodious/ many storeyed with all sorts of provisions 
1. Ain, Vol. I, p. 232. 
2. Pelsaert, p. 50, 
3. 2hevenot, p° 85* 
4. Careri, p. 246. DQ Laet, p.81. See also Fryer, 
Vol. I, p.250, rho mentions the Caravansaraic of 
8urat. See also tlanriqua, Vol. II, p. 151. "ho on mention? 
90 Caravansarai in Agra. Ulcholas frovjnton, pp. 105 
and 137 for the Carvansorais of Ahmadabad and 
Baroda. 
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and looked quite mesnificfcent. "For thoee carvan-
seraues", says Edward Carlyon, "ere Ecny 'em of three 
storeys high, with fine sets of rooms for travellers, 
together with good vaults and cellars for their goods 
and suitable stabling for their beasts, and all the 
chmbers opening on into another with private doors 
and galleries for the conveniency of those that occupy 
'em. For the administration of the caravansarai and 
for safeguarding and providing comforts to the travellers, 
keepers were appointed* About the caravansarai of 
Agra, Edward Carlyon says, "Finding there to a 
Carvansarai) in such noble lodging as I had never 
imagined to myself....to each carvansaraues is there a 
keeper appointed, for the better safe-guarding of the 
goods there in and the comfort of the travellers, and 
he in return for the payment of a decent sum of money 
will provide for you both forage for your beasts and 
victuals and fireing for yourself and all this with 
2 
mighty care and respect". According to William Finch 
the rooms of the caravansarai at Lahore had locks and 
q 
keys for every room. 
1. Edward Carlyon, p. 217. He mentions 80 Caravansaraio 
in Agra. See xhevenot, p. 12» ^ko speaking about 
them in Ahmadabad says, *adorned with several lodges 
and Balcony's...two storpo high, and varnished over 
like a marble with chambers on all sides, where 
strangers may lodge..." See also Thevenot, p. 12 for 
the Caravanserais in £*rhanpur. 
2. Edward Carlyon, p.217. Seo also Terry, p.33 and 
Henrique, Vol* II, p.100 & 101, who also mentions that 
coto too uore provided in thorn. Peter Uundy Vol.11, 
pp. 120 & 121. 3e^ TISO Tamicci,7ol.I n.:8,69,IIC. 
3. *inch, p. 57. 
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Ho charges had to be paid for staying in a 
Caravansarai • If accommodation was not available in a 
sarai,people had to make their own arrangements by hiring 
tents . Vendors went about the serais selling their 
goods* 
Peter Hundy speaking about the cac* ^ansarai of Patna 
says, "It hath two fair courts each haveinge warehouses 
round about beneath and roomes with galleries to lodge 
in alofte" • Tavernier, speaking about the caravanaerais 
of Benaras says, "It has several Carvansarais and among 
others one very large and well built. In the middle of 
the court there are two galleries where they sell cottons, 
silken stuffs and other kinds of merchandise." It seem 
that in addition to such caravansarais, some were built . . 
and reserved for certain communities like the Christians , 
the Armenians and the Arabs • Some were exclusively 
reserved for the use of chiefs, nobles and foreign 
merchants. In Dihli, s#ch a Caravansarai was built 
by Jahanara Begum. It was spacious double-storied, 
building and had all sorts of amenities, and was generally 
used by travellers from Persia, Uzbekistan and other 
foreign countries , Manucci, speaking about it says, 
1. Terrv. o* 333ut see marshall Il7-8,who,however,also nno^ 
2 Ibid o 33. ""^ u"tt charges were nominal. 
3. Peter Ilundy, Vol.II,p.159.See also Thevenot,p.48. 
4. Tavernier, Tol.pl, p.ll8.See also pp. 109 & 110. 
5. Hanrique, vol. II, p0190withre#erence to Lahore. 
6. Ibid, Vol.II, p.l5G.;ithreference to Agra. 
7. H.II.G. p. 74ovithreference to Dihli. 
8. Boraicr, pp. 280 & 281. 
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to the town, Edward Carlyon . ;vs re"srv/the baths of 
Agra, "\.li8r«.you may be bathed and anointed in the 
1 greatest luxury imaginable for a trifling small sum . 
Some provision for public recreation was also made. 
Gardens with all sorts of amenities, situated at the 
outskirt of the city,were generally used by the public. 
In addition to these, the gardens which were attached 
to. tombs and temples were also used by the public-
The government used to spend huge amount of money on 
the maintenance of the gardens and their upkeep. 
Mosques, temples even churches were built by different 
communities and the king nobles and big merchants 
donated large sums of money for ouch buildings and their 
maintenance. 
Free medical aid was often available to the 
inhabitants of a town. Jahangir in one of his orders 
says, '»7ir>3'- shculd found hospitals in the great 
cities, and appoint physicians for the healing of the 
skick, whatever the expenditure might be should be given 
from the Khalsa establishment". Similarly Mirat-i-
Ahmadi mentions the appointing of physicians and surgeons 
for Hindus and Muslims separately. They were paid by 
1. Edward Carlyon, pp. 218 &219. 
2. Ibid, p. 42. He speaks about Surat. See also Thevenot, 
p. 18, who speaking about Cambay says, "The Outskirts 
of the town are beautified with a great many fair 
publick gardens." 
3. Mirat, p. 20. 
4. Tuzuk, Vol. I, p. 9. 
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the state. The chief Hakim appointed officers to look 
after the patients. The government allotted money for 
T 
medicines and food for the patients. 
In addition Hindus particularly maintained hospitals 
2 3 4 for animals, in Ahmadabad , Cambay and Surat • For 
the benefit of the porters v?ho carried --?• heavy loads, en 
their "backs small walls were built in the towns, as- that they could 
lean against - them. Jahangir says in this context, 
"The building of these walls pleased me greatly, and 
(such) 
I ordered that in all large towns they should make/walls... 
5 
at the imperial expenses". 
Free kitchens (langharkhana) for the use of the 
poor people were established in towns, and a Darogha or 
superintendent looked after them. Akbar opened three 
free kitchens in Agra which were situated outside the 
town. One was for Hindus called Dharampura, and another 
named Khairpura for Muslims and a third for the 'Jogis* 
named Jbgipura. Similarly Jahangir established free 
kitchens for the poor in large towns. He says in his 
Memoirs, "On the 1st Bahman corresponding with the 17th 
Zi-1-qadi, I ordered that in the large cities of my 
1. Mirat, p. 160. 
2. Thevenot, p. 16. See also Taveraier, Vol.1, p.77. 
3. Ibid, p. 18. See also Fitch, p. 14. 
4. Careri, p. 165. 
5. Tuzuk, Vol. I, p. 420. These walls were constructed 
from 2i to 3 yards in length on the side of the road 
for the rest of the collies on the way of their 
journey. 
6. Ain, Vol. I, p. 210. See also, Inayatu-lla, Elliot, 
Vol. VI, p. 111. 
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dominions, like Ahmadtbad, Allahabad, Lahore, Delhi, 
Agara otc. they should arrange bulqhur Khanos (places 
for the distribution of cooked food) for tho poorr 
During the time of emergency, like, scarcity and 
famine, in addition to the regular free kitchenc, neu 
kitchens were established and other relief measures wore 
2 
adopted to come with tho situation* In addition to 
regular Bulgharkhanas, money \.oo allotted for the relief 
of the poor and officers were appointed for its 
distribution* At tho time of festivals and on religions 
occasions large amounts were distributed amongst the 
poor.4 "In all the cities and towns*•••pensions, and 
allovjancos, and stipends have been fixed for scholars, 
according to their abilities and qualifications. This 
distribution of money was assigned to a separate depart-
ment. According to wirot, a part of tho duties of 
Sadr-Kacheri-i-Sadarat included the supervising and 
administering of this department. It consisted of 
"issuing cheques for tho stipends and daily allowances 
in the city and other towns; passing bills for payment 
to charitable endowments"• 
1. Khafi Khan, Elliot, Vol. VII, p. 263* fSee also «.A, 
p. 20. According to it 10 extra kitchens were cisned 
and *. orders were issued to nobles to practise 
charity on their own account. Similar errGngciLjnto were 
also made in Lahore. See M.A.j p# 105. 
2. Bakhtavar Xhan, Slliot, i'ol*VH,p*15o. In Shehjahan's 
rei^n 79 thousand rupees were distributed through tho 
Sad,uc-5udur amongst tha poor, sMle Aurangzob aado it 
1 Lakh end 49 thousand rupees. Sec also ^ irat, p.lol. 
According to it ~uran^ fesb sanctioned an annuel grant ox' 
Es*1,500 for clothing for the poor and need; end 
mointcd to look af tar them at Akiraclabact 
3.BAkhtour Khan, Elliot, Vol. VII, p. 159. 
4. Drkhtavar Khcn, Elliot, Vol*VII, p.l59.SGe aluo 
.lirct, p.160. 
5. ^rct, p. 142* 
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The department of public works looked after public 
buildings • Measures were also taken for protecting 
the tov.n against floods, Akbar in his 28th year of 
reign constructed a dsia to protect the citjt of Allahabad 
from the flood of the river Ganges during the rainy 
p 
season. Similarly in Lahore, to check the flow of Ravi 
a 'bund* ombankment was constructed by Aurangzeb, one end 
a half league in length • In addition to these, the 
4 
maintenance of the to-in, the 30sque3 , its walls and 
5
 t ^so gatec etc, • «.?ereA amongst the duties of this department. 
EBASUTiES A0AIF.ST AKTI-SQCIAL ELK^HT 
_ also 
In every town steps were,taken to enforce public 
morality. It was supposed to be the duty of town 
authorities to prevent social evils. Gambling was 
prohibited for which 'stringeiafc orders' were issuou by 
Jahangir. The authorities took measures to check the 
practice of Sati. AX^ o-maYY __ who wanted to burn herself 
with the dead body of her husband had to take the 
permission of the Governor, and generally the permission 
was not given, and in no case was any widow allowed to 
1. Kcmgar Khan, Elliot, Vol, VI, p. 441. 
2. AaH. Vol. Ill, p. 420. 
3. Manucci, Vol. II, p. 119. 
4. -irat, p. 10. 
5. -ianucci, Vol. II, p. 119. 
6. £uzuk, Vol. I, p. 157. 
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be burnt against her wishes • Rules for marriages, 
circumcision and sexual morality were framed and strictly 
2 
enforced and regulated in the interest of the society « 
The Muhtasib, along with his staff, kept a watch over 
drinking, prostitution and public morality. The local 
urban authorities, on festive and religious occasions 
provided facilities and amenities for their celebrations. 
1. Ain, Vol, II, p. 45. See also Bernier, p. .306, and 
Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p. 35, and Mandelslo, p. 42, 
2. Ain, Vol. I, pp. 216 & 217. 
C H A P T £ R - IV 
THE PATTERN OF URBAN SOCIETY 
The urban society of northern India in the 17th 
century was divided into different classes according to 
profession, birth or social and political distinctions. 
The &oyal courtiers consisting of Hindu Rajas, nobles, 
high mansabdars and high government officials,including 
the top ranking merchants of the country, formed the 
uppermost strata of society in medieval times. 
Bernier emphasises the comparative insignificance 
of the middle class in the 17th century and says, "There 
is no middle state...a man must either be of the highest 
rank or live miserably? But according to other contempo-
rary sources one finds that there was a strong and 
prosperous middle clas ;hich was steadily growing. It 
was mainly dominated by commercial classes, which occupied 
an important position in the eonomic life of the period 
and were very influential. Besides the merchants, there 
were bankers, bullion merchants, money-lenders, jewellers, 
all of 
brokers and shopkeepers, who in contributed to the 
economic life of the country. Then there were the members 
of the Mughul officials attached to different departments 
of government. Beside these,teachers, scholars, 
2 
astrologers, pirests , writers, copyists, calligraphists, 
1. Bernier, p . 352. 
2. Tovernier, Vol. I I , p . 182. See also Manucci, Vol .I l l , 
p . 68 and Pelsaert, p . 77. 
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1 2 
. translators, physicains , poets, 
3 
musicians, master craftsme I and artisans formed a 
more numerous group. 
The lower classes consisted of the working classes 
like weavers, artisans, and craftsman such as blacksmiths, 
carpenters, cobblers, masons, stone cutters and oranmental 
4 5 
sculptors , domestic servants, slaves and soldiers • 
Besides ' , there were the still humbler working class 
people such as washermen, dyers, barbers and tailors, 
camp attendants, hawkers anu pedlars v;ho constituted 
the lorest rung of the social ladder. 
The aristocracy, the big merchants and the more 
well-to-do members of the professional classes, all lived 
in great comfort and luxury. Generally the nobles, 
according to the saying, n^en follow the creed of their 
rulers", adopted the pattern set by the king. They 
lived luxuriously and loved pomp and show. 
The middle class was well to do and a section 
which may be categorised as the upper middle class dici 
not differ very much from other distinguished nobles in 
their standard of living. This class was temperamentally 
very orthodox and conservative and more frugal and 
1. Terry, p. 31• See also M.A. p. 58 and Ain, Vol.1, 
pp. 106, 10? & 110. 
2. Mirat, p. 160, See also Ifenucci, Vol. Ill, p. 227 and 
also Thevenot, p. 81. 
3. Ainf Vol. I, pp. 113 & 114. Abul Pazal mentions the 
ornamental artists, gilders, line drawers and 
pagers etc. 
4. relsaert,pp.60 & 77.See also Inayatkhan,Elliot, 
Vol.VII, p. 86. 
6. Pelsaert, p. 61. 
6. Ibid, p. 63. 
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sober-minded, living in ease, but without ostentation 
or display. Not merely this, they adopted the means by 
which they might appear indigent. The lower classes 
were generally poor, living on their meagre income from 
day to day. According to Delia Vclle, "....for a simple 
servant, who is not an officer, commonly in the best 
houses, between wages, vituals and clothing, stands not 
in more than three Eupia a moneth..." Their standard 
of living was low, and they had no civic consciousness. 
The upper classes lived mostly in the capital or 
other important provincial towns like Agra, Dihli, Lahore, 
Multan end Ahmadabad. Their residences v/ere generally 
situated on the banks of a river, or outside the city 
4 
or in a less congested area , sshere they also built the 
residences for their attendants and jimaed that locality 
after their own names. "Cobles used to select plots 
for their palEces, and the houses of their attendants 
cere built by the side of them. The whole block was 
called a 'pure', auch as Akbarpura, Kaliipura, Tajpur, 
Jamalpur, etc.... • 
Y 
1. Beraier, p. 225. See also Pelsaert, p. 63. 
2. Delia Valle, Vol. I, p. 42. 
3. Pelsaert, p. 1. He gives a list of 27 nobles* 
residences with different mansabs, both Hindus, and 
Muslims* on the banks of Jamuna, adjoining the fort 
in Agra. See also A.N. Vol.11, p.187, and Bernier 
p.284 and Thevenot, p.47. See also Tuzuk, Vol.1, 
p.249. Jahangir mentions the residences of Itimad-ud-
daulah and Itiqad Khan on the bank of Jamuna in Agra. 
4. Bernier, p.247. See also Tavemier, Vol.1, p.97, who 
speaking with reference to Dihli's residences sa^s, 
wThe greater part Of the nobles uo not live in the 
town, but have their houses outside, so as to be 
near the water." 
5. i^irat, Pi-.IO & ll.See also Meinrique Vol.II,p.220. The 
residence of Asaf Khan was situated outside the city 
in Lahore. 
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The houses of the upper classes were spacious and 
airy, and were pleasant and comfortable , according to 
the social or political status of a person or his 
2 
financial means. Houses were generally enclosed by a 
wall , and the main residence was built on a high 
ground with flat open spaces on the top, where they used 
4 
to sit in the summer to enjoy fresh air in the evening. 
Edward Terry speaking of Ahmadabad residences says, 
"Many of their houses are built high and flat on the 
toppe, from whence in the cool seasons of the day they 
take in fresh ayre." There was a portal at the entrance, 
where visitors were received , The residences were very 
commodious and consisted of large halls and rooms for 
7 
different purposes, and had several courts inside them. 
"The residences", says Pelsaert, "are noble and pleasant 
with many apartments..." Generally the houses were one 
stoijyedj though several s toreyed houses were not uncommon. 
Edward Terry says, "In their upper roomes they have many 
Q 
lights and doores to let in ayre.... . Similarly Manucci, 
1. A.N., Vol. II, p. 187. See also Tavemier, Vol. I, 
p. 105. He says, "The houses of the nobles are 
beautiful and well built." 
2. Mandelslo, p.26. See also alonserrate, p. 97. 
"the 
3. Tavemier, Vol.1, pp.96 & 128. He mentions^ wail enclos-
ing the residents of the nobles. 
4. Pelsaert, p. 66. See also Be Laet, p. 91. 
5* Terry, p.21. See also Careri, p.247 and Thevenot,p.22. 
6. Fryer, Vol.1, p.235j who speaks vnt"K reference to Surat. 
7* De Laet, p. 91. See axso Careri, p. 247, who says, 
M4ie great men have noble structures with several 
courts..0. 
,8» Pelsaert, p. 66. 
9. Terry, p. 21. 
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Brick and lime are very dear also, and one cannot build 
an ordinary house at less charge than five or six hundred 
livers for brick, and twice as much for lime. The 
houses ere covered with tiles made half round...Canes 
which they call Bambous serve for lathes to fasten the 
tiles, and the carpenters work which supports all this 
e 1 
is only made of pipes of round timber..•"' o Some of the 
houses uere made of mud bricks, had canes and thatched 
roofs. These housesjwith whitewashing etc., uere turned 
into very lovely living residences. The residences of 
Agra, DihM end Lahore uere of stone , brick and lime, 
SiNcehete these materials uero procurable in abundance. 
Terry specking of Ahmadabad - says, MTh& 
materials of their best buildings are brick or stone 
well squared and composed..." . The stones rare carved 
wMch made the residences look magnific ent. The roofs 
4 
uere of tiles as rell as of thatch, but even they uere 
uell decorated and commodious . The ceilings of their 
houses uere adorned uith carvings and paintings. The 
floors and the walls of the houses uere plastered. The 
plaster was prepared by mixing lime uith milk, gum and 
sugar. "When the walls have been plastered with lime" 
9 
1. Thevenot, p. 22. 
2. ISanucci, Vol.IIJ, p.41.He mentions the use of hr'^h. and 
mortar in their residences.See also D'e Laet,p£&&p tho 
says, "the more important edfices arc built o Drick 
or hero stone."And also BeN«Vol0II,p.597, and K.Q.'.po2^ e 
3* Terry, p. 21. 
4. K.T* pp* 35 & 61. 
6c Hanucci,Vol.I, p.l84«According to him the residences 
of upper class in Dihli were 'highly decorated and 
commodious'. 
6. iionserrate,p.219o See also Bernier, p.247, who says, 
"The ceiling is gilt end painted." 
7o Pelsaert, p. 66. See also uonserrate, p. 95. 
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says Pelsaert, "they apply the paste rubbing it with well 
designed towels until it is smooth, then they polish it 
steadily with agates, perhaps for a whole day, until it 
is dry end hard, end shines like alabaster or can even 
be used as a looking glass. " 
Glazed frames and bamboo curtains were used for 
windows and doors. Coloured glass was rarely used as it 
had to Ibe imported. Kanrique who visited the residence 
of Asaf Khan in Lahore says with reference to his 
residence, "Well lighted end extremely attractive, as it 
was lighted all round by a series of casements fitted 
2 
with windows of different colours... £ Similarly John 
Fryer, mentions the use of painted glass in Surat, as 
"they had usually folding doors, skreened with checks 
or latises, carved in wood, or Ising-glass, or more 
4 
commonly oister-shells". 
The houses were well furnished both for comfort 
and display, and they reveal their high standard of living 
and theitr love of display. TKe. f yujr ir\.tW
 w<v> sv<.tte.<£ -fr> 
the climate anoVthe customs of the country, and the inner 
the 
apartments were well furnished in^true oriental style. 
The floors of the rooms and halls were covered with carpets. 
The richness of quality and variety of the carpets depended 
1. Pelsaert, p. 66• 
2. Manrique, Vol. II, p. 208. 
3. Fryer, Vol. I, p. 231. 
4. Ibid, p. 231. 
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u^on the status and the taste of the individual nobles. 
Besides these, there were cushions in the room where they 
relaxed. The different travellers, who visited the 
residences of the upper class, in the different towns of 
the country corroborate this. Edward Terry mentions the 
floor of the houses beins covered with excellent carpets, 
and couches for relaxflW'. Similarly Peter Hundy says, 
"The roomos in generall covered with dearpetts with 
as 
great round, high cushions to leane on Ithis^well in 
publique as in private)" • The carpets and cushions, 
were decorated with gold and silver embroidery, and had 
different designs of brocade. Bernier too_, gives a gra-
phic picture of the inner apartments of the nobles thus. 
"The interior of a good house**, says Bernier "has the 
i7hole floor covered with a cotton mattress 4 inches 
thick over which a fine white cloth is spread during the 
summer and a silk carpet in the winter. At the most 
u. h. 
conopicAous side of the chamber are one or two mattresses 
with fine coverings quilted in the form of flowers and 
ornamented with delicate silS, embroidery inter apersed 
with gold end silver (for the master of the house or man 
of quality). Each mattress has a large cushion of brocade 
to lean upon and there are other cushions placed round 
the room, covered with brocade velvet or flowered satin." 
C 1. Terry, j>p. 30. 34, 35. See also DE Laet pp. 81 & 91. 
( 2. Peter ^ undy, 7o1# n > ?e 2i 8. See also Careri, pp.247 
£ 248. See also Hanrique, Vol. II,|Jriio says about 
the residence of Aoaf Khan in Lahore, "The floor... 
i7as entirely covered with rich and gaily coloured 
carpets." 
3. Bernier, p. 247. 
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the scorching heat of the country. This system of laying 
gardens v;os started even in the times of Akbar. "Tho 
nobles erected pleasant homes and made charming gardens", 
2 
sayS)Abul Faz L 
Father Llonserrate speaking abou*; the residences of 
the rich says, "(They) plant ornamental gardens in their 
a. 
courtyards; make tpks end fishponds, which are lined tilth 
tiles ofvariouo colours; construct artificial springs and 
fountains, rhich fling shoners of trater far into the air; 
a 3 
and lay dom promendes paved tdth brick u>rk or marble". 
"A good house", says Bernier, "has its courtyards^garcons, 
trees, basins of uater^GEall jets d'ean in the hall or 
at the entrance". In their residences the running 
cater cas a most attractive feature, rhich made the 
residences cool and pheasant. Difforent sorts of fountains 
and baths cere constructed, as early as the time of Bcbur 
in Agra, In his Memoirs Babur says, that he "....laid 
out regular end orderly gardens ritSi tanks, made running 
caters also by setting up cheeks... . 
Jj0 Bernier, p. 285, cho says in the context of the 
residences in Agra of the upper classes^ uho 'alcays 
made it a point *o plsnt trees!) in their goiaens and 
courts for the s jke of shade the mansions of omrchsooo" 
See also Terry p* 21, who gives a similar account of 
Ahmadabad.Jejiangir too mentions the house of Itioid-
ud-d&ah Ss ^ highly decorated bowers'. Tuzuk, Vol.II, 
p.188. See also Manucci, Vol. I, p. 70, uho mentions 
of the cypress and other? lovely trees planted in the 
gardens of their houses. Also see Tavernier, Vol. I, 
p. 393 vho mentions 2 or 3 large courts and one or 
tuo gardens in then. See also Pelsaert, p. 66 and 
Terry, p© 34. 
2. AoH. Vol© II, p. 118. 
3. Uonaorrete, p. 219. 
4. Bernier, p. 247. . . , J9ni 
5. B.U9 Vol. II, p. 532. See alsoWaKiQL-l-]^^ Elliot, Vol. 
VI, p. 320, chere Jahangir mentions a reserve.• in 
the house cf Hakim Ali in Lehore. 
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Similarly Pelsaert says, "There are usually gardens and 
tanks inside the house, and in the hot weather the tnks 
are filled daily with fresh water....it flows through a 
leaden pipe and rises like a fountain..." Manrioue, 
speaking V of Asaf JQian's garden attached 
to his house in Lahore, says, "The most lovely park was 
watered by sweet clear water brought by numerous open 
channels, communicating with various reservoirs and 
fountains of these, some made attractive bathing places 
houses?z 
being enclosed in,gilded and painted Their houses 
contained all the amenities which were available in the 
country; To escape from the heat of the country they 
had cool rooms, covered with khas curtains and fans were 
fitted, pulled by the servants. Examine the remark of 
Peter Mundy in this connection, who says, "Men of 
qualitie in tyme of heat, have little roomes accomodated 
after that manner called Ckusse Connaes (Khas-Khana) 
there they sitt coole, having also a great artificiall 
fanne of linnen, which hangs downe from aloft and by 
pulling from without side, it swings forward and backward 
cawse-ing a great deale of ayre within side." 
1. Pelsaert, p.66. See also Marshall, p. 70, who rePe>\3lio 
the supply of water through the leaden pipes in 
the halls , *>eter Mundy, Vol.II,p.31. 
2. Lianrique, Vol. II, p. 208. 
3. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p.191. Seerlso Bernler, p.247 
who too gives a similar account; "handsome 
subterraneous apprtments which jre furnished with large 
fans." The Khaskhanas were made of straw or odoriferous 
roots, placed near the reservoir of water, a^d v/eve. 
watered by the servants. 
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The contemporary travellers and chronicler s have 
given elaborate accounts of well laid out gardens in 
different towns. In Lahore the gardens of iiahdi Kasim Khcn" 
and Asaf Khan are worth mentioningo Asaf Khan's garden 
being "small, neat with walkers (planted with cypresse-
trees) divers tankes and Joun ters." K 8 Laet mentions 
the garden of Abdur Rahim Khankhana at Burhanpur and says, 
"Two le^cae (league) from the city lies the park (Lai Bagh) 
of the great noble Chan Channae (Khan-i-Khan-an ) the road 
thither is shaded by trees on either sides, in the pari: 
are most beautiful promenades and a square tank surrounded 
by a wall and shaded by trees." Pelsaert speaking of the 
gardens of Agra says, "Here the great lords n far surpass 
gardens serve for their 
ours in magnific.-ence, ffir their/enjoyment, while they 
4 
are alive." Some officers resided at Dihli in great 
enclosures, in which they had their tents pitched. 
The houses of the middle classes were far inferior 
to those of the nobles in size as well as furniture and 
interior decoration* Ilerchants* residences in the large 
1. Wizamu-d-Din Ahmad, Elliot, Vol, V, p. 313. 
2. Finch, p. 56. See also K.T* p. 85 for other gardens 
of upper classes in Lahore. 
3. DJs Laet, p. 30. See also p. 22, where he mentions 
about hie garden at Sarkhej too© See also Peter 
tfundy. Vol. II* pp. 214 &215. See also Ain. Vol.11, 
p. 286. Abul Fazal mentions the garden of Hafiz 
Kankhnah, 'the delightful of all beholders* in 
Sarhind. 
4<, Pelsaert, p. 5. See also Harshall, p.77o Hedges 
Vol. I, p. 42 and Bernier, p. 283. fie mentions, the kings 
country house called Chah-limar at a distance of 2 or 
3 league from Dihli. 
5. Tavemier, Vol. I, p. 96. 
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Bernier says, "••..many -have a tolerable appearance 
very few are built entirely of brick or stone, and 
several are made only of clay and straw yet they are airy 
and pleasant... The tatched roof is supported by a layer 
of long handsome and strong canes, and the clay walls 
are covered with fine \?hitelime» Their residences were 
generally enclosed by a high wall to give privacy, and 
security* 
The English factors, hired a fairly commodious and 
comfortable house in Patna city on Rs.6/12, which shows 
that rents could not . to have been high. Such 
residences were however fev/ as most of the middle class 
residences were small and congested and occupied by larje 
families and their ch!Yfctl§.4 The residences of the 
merchants had courts and gardens and were quite commodious 
and rell furnished. 
fhe dwellings of the lower classes were humbler 
and made of very poor material with very little accomoda-
tion. Generally their dwellings were built with earth, 
straw, canes and were covered with palm leaves, thatch, 
reeds and such other material. Theyenot says that the 
houses of the, "Commoner sort of people are but straw, 
containing but f eiv people a piece.. In Dacca'houses 
1. Bernier, pp. 246 & 285, 
2. Xxiitssa Finch, p. 52. See also DE Laet, p.51. 
3. E.F.R. Vol. I, p. 198. 
4. Fryer, Vol. I, p.231. 
5* Bernier, pp. 246 & 285. 
6. Thevenot, pp. 49. See also Finch, p.75 and Pelsaert, 
pp. 6.0 & 61. 
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JS were scanty and moan. The accommodation uas so 
)d that in summer the masses had to sleep in the 
its »ao observed by Bernier, in Agra . tthile speaking 
tho miserable condition of the labourers* Peloaert 
;ly observes: "Poverty (is) so groat and miserable 
the life of the people can be depicted or accurately 
ibed only as the home of stark want and the dwelling 
of bitter woe...Furniture there is littOe or none 
t some earthware pots to hold v/ater and for cooking, 
r,t> beds..." 
To cult India*s climate dresses were made of 
stuffs. The dresses of the nobles were made of 
stuff and were of bright colours. Though the variety 
ichnessof the cloxthes differe* . from man to man 
ally they used the most costly dresses. The 
2hga* worn by the upper classes were of striped silk 
4 liferent colours, which reached up to their ankles. 
5 6 
Dhe shirts and the arcaluck and tpbaa were used in 
sr, as the upper garments and were made of rich stuff 
embroidered with gold and silver lace. Thevenot 
qaha or 
sing about the/caba* says, "the rich have very costly 
> They are of cloath of gold, or other rich stuff, and 
Lined with sables which cost very dear." Mandelslo 
Jeraier, p. 240. 
'elsaert , pp. 60 & 61. See also Manucci, Vol . I l l , p .41. 
)ella Valle, Vol. I , p . 44. 
terry, P« 30e See also Thevenot, ppl 50 & 51 and Delia 
telle, Vol. I , p . 43. D9 Laet, p.80 and also Careri 
)pe247 & 248. These t ravel lers used the rord breeches 
;o mean churidar paiama. 
hirkish Arqaliq means a coat with sleeves, Q>ee lavernier, 
rol. I, po 132. 
i sort of long coat or gown. See Thevenot, p» 52. 
hevenot, p. 52. See also Bella Valle, Vol. I, p. 43. 
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found Azam Khan, the governor of Surat, "clad in a white 
vestnsnt over vMch there was another longer robe of 
brocade, the ground of it carnation, lined with whito 
satin...." . 
In uinter, the shawls^ too were used and were 
drap-ed around the shoulders. The shawls were pretty 
costly, and were obtained: from Kashmir, costing 
each, o 
sometimes as much as hundx-ed and fifty rupees* Over the 
-the -* * 
upper garments men ofupp^r class, ^fastened over their 
waist the lovely girdles of Persia, which were made of 
3 
costly silken cloth. The nobles usually carried costly 
4 daggers tucked in their girdles. The use of headdress 
, was very popular. The turban was the head waar and the 
Muslims especially attached importance to the headdress. 
Turbans were made of silk stuff called 'ahahh'. with gold 
and silver lace. It was of very delicate and fine fabric.5 
"The- rich have them of so fine',' says Thevenot, Ma cloath, 
that five and twenty or thirty &2Xa of it, which are put 
into a turban, will not r^eigh four ounces..They are dear 
and one single turban will cost five and twenty crowns. 
They,who effect a richer attire . have them mixed with 
1
 " •"""" -•••••""'• Hat 
1. Mandelslo, p. 34. See also Fitch, p. 110, vjho says in 
winter: "the men wear quilted gowns of cotton likeAto 
our mattresses...". 
2. Bernier, p. 403. Sec caso Thevenot, p. 52, who estimateo 
the cost of the shawl as 25, 30 to „ to 50 cronnse 
3. Thevenot, p. 52. See also Fryer, Vol. I, p. 235 und 
L'duccij volo III, po 38o Sec also Delia Vail J, 
Vole I, p* 43* 
4o Thevenot, p. 61. See also Fryer, Vol„I, p.2J5« 
5. Bernier, p.240, who says it was 'of the finest and 
most delicate materiala^ See aLso uanucci, VoleIII,p«.38, 
accordinc to whom they uere 'of very fine gold stuffs1; 
Carcri, pp» 247 & 248. 
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gold; but a turban of that stuff costs several Toman... 
a Toman is worth about forty five French livers." In 
2 m, 
winter the quilted caps were used. The upper classes had 
a large stock of clothes and their wardrobes vrere well 
filled.3 
The wives and daughters of the nobles used the 
dresses made of costly stuffs. They changed their dress 
frequently. Manucci gives a clear picture of their aristo-
cratic dresses thus. "They (ladies of the upper classes) 
are also obliged thereby to put on such exceedingly thin 
raiment that their skin shows through. They call these 
clothes siricas (sari) and others malmal (muslin). 
Ordinarily they wear two or even three garments each 
OTr\e 
weighing not more than ounce, ond worth from forty to fifty 
rupees each. This is without s counting the gold lace 
that they are in the habit of adding. They sleep in these 
clothes, and r*new them every twenty four hours, and never 
put them on again, but give them away to their servants." 
The upper classladies also wore costly shawls during the 
winter round their head and shoulders. 
The use of foot wear was common. The stockings or 
socks were not used,shoes; being worn on naked feet. 
1. Thevenot, p. 52. Seealso D.e Laet, p. 80. and 
Terry, p. 30, "The men's h.ads are covered witn a long 
thinne wealth of cloth, white or coloured which goes 
many times about them, they call it a shahs." 
2. Fitch, p. 110. 
3. ^enucci, Vol. Ill, p« 417. 
4. Delia Valle, Vol. I, p. 44. According to him these 
dresses, had the work of gold flowers. 
5. Manucci, Vol. II, p. 341. 
6. Bernier, P»dY1403, nho mentions the valve of shawls 
as hundpped fifty rupees. 
7. Delia Valle^ Vol. I, p.43. 
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"No one, not even the king, wears stockings, the only 
cover for the feet babounches or slipper. The shoes 
were made of leather and the upper part was sons times 
2 3 
covered with velvet , and leather * The upper class 
adorned their costly slippers with gold work. Thevenot 
says, "The stuff they are made of is 'Maroquin* or 
Turkey leather and they are much of the same shape as the 
paoouches of the Turks, but the persons of quality have 
them bordered with gold..." • Manucci estimated the cost 
of one slipper of the wife of Jafar Khan at fifty 
5 
thousand rupees. 
The use of ornaments was very common both with men 
and women of the upper class. They adorned themselves 
with precious gems and ornaments. In fact, the value and 
richness of the ornaments depended upon their rank and 
wealth. Almost ever^ part of the body,- ears, nose, 
wrists, ankles, arms - was adorned with them. The 
arms were adorned with caskanets, and bracelets of gold, 
silver, ivory and set with precious stones. Flat rings 
of gold and silver were used as ear rings. According to 
Terry, ladies pof qualitie are bedecked with many jewels, 
about their necks and wrists round about their eares are 
1. Bernier, p. 240. See also Terry, p. 30 and Careri pp.247 
& 248. Seeclso De Laet, p. 280. 
2. Thevenot,^p. 52. 
3. Manucci, vol•III, p.38, who mentions shoes of 
velvet or of red leather. 
4. Thevenot, p.52. 
5. Manucci, Vol* III, p. 418. 
6. Delia Valle, Vol. I, p. 45. 
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"As a rule they have three or four wives, the daughters 
of worthy men.. • each wife has separate apartments for 
herself and slaves, of whoa these may be 10 or 20 or 100 
according to her fortune. Bach has a regular monthly 
allowance for her qastos (expenditure) jewels, and 
clothes are provided by the husband according to the 
extent of his affeetion." Similarly Careri portrays 
the luxury of the haremsarai and says, "They spend all 
they have in luxury, keeping a vast number of servants, but 
above all of concubines, These being many every one of 
them strives to be beloved above the rest, using all 
manners of allurements,prefumes and sweet oyntments". 
The upper classes engaged private officials to l&ok 
after the different departments of their households such 
as treasurer , chamberlains etc. * They also maintained 
a large retinue of servants and dependents which consisted 
of servants, slaves, horses, camels and elephants etc*, 
according t o their means and status to show their 
authority and dignity, and this naturally entailed 
huge expenditure. Azam Khan's retinue consisted of "500 
persons of whom 400 were his slaves, who were maintained in 
his house and transacted his affairs" besides 500 horses 
and 50 elephants. Mandelslo estimates the expenditure of 
I—* Ill - — — — — —
 r - - . . T i n I.. 1 IL..TII N I IV IIIII.IIIIIWI TTIII-I.I.I „_L |_1. 
1. Pelsaert, p. 64..See also Bernier, p. 213. 
2. Careri, p. 247. 
3. Ilanucci, Vol. Ill, p. 416. 
6o Ibid, Vol. II, p. 417. 
5« Bernier, po 2S3. See also Careri, p. 243. 
6. Mandelslo, p0 32. 
7* Ibid, po 32c 
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the Governor Azam Khan, at about 5,000 crowns or 10,000 
i 
rupees a month, excluding the amount spent on the stables. 
Jafar Khan*s bills for the herbs and vegetables only 
2 
exceeded eighty thousand rupees a year. 
Amongst the main items of expenditure may be 
mentioned the celebrations of marriages, annual festivals, 
social gatherings including feasts and parties organised by 
the upper classes, which were almost a matter of daily 
routine. Besides these the presents made to the king 
and royal family, constituted a heavy drain on the 
resources of the nobles. "They (the mobdes )tt says, 
Bernier, "are expected to cake a handsome present to the 
king more or lass valuable according to the saount eff 
their pey. Some of then indeed take that opportunity of 
presenting gifts of extraordinary mag nificance....some 
presents fine pearls, diamonds, emeraiid 3 or rubies; 
other offer vessels of gold coins, jeach worth about a 
"4 
pistole and a half. Edward Terry referring to the 
feast of Hturouz says, "'There all his nobles assemble 
in their greatest pompe, presenting him with gifts, 
he«repaying them again with princely rewards sat which 
time being in his presence, behold most immense and 
incredible riches to my amazement in gold, pearls, precious 
1. Sandelslo, p . 32. 
. Bric&xxpxxS&ic His stable consisted of 500 horse and 
50 elephants. 
2. Menucci, Vol. I l l , p . 416 
3 . Bernier, p . Z13. 
4. Bernier, pp. 271* where he consider ^ giving of 
presents to the king as the cause oi' the 4 ruin. 
ft\oBes) 
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and plain velvet' on the Dath . - for his reception, riiich 
v/as about half a Kos. Its value was estimated at 10,000 
rupees . Besides it, the banquet-hall ueo f urniehed ivith 
costly tapestry and carpets ,\vorked with silken end golden 
embroideries, and cushioned v/ith luxurious stuff* It 
was the national custom to eat on the floor, so they rare 
decorated richly. Besides the usual furnishings of the 
hall, some extra arrangements were made in the banquet 
hell. On particular occasions the rich carpets of silk 
and silver and golden embriodery were spread to cover 
the floor. In addition to these furnishings, the seat 
of the chief guest was node luxurious with large 
beautiful cushions of golden cloth and upon them other 
smaller cushions oi&ilver cloth uere placed, riiile the 
* dining floor' or the 'Saatarkhan' v/as made of the 
2 
finest and whitest muslin. 
In these social gatherings incense uas burnt, v/hich 
uas'composed of various confections of amber-gris* laga 
Q 
rood end livet mingled with other odoriferous substances 
There uaslevish display of uealth on all festive occasions 
end the visit of the king \?as an occasion for special 
display. On the occasion for of the dinner given to 
Shahjahan by Azam Khan the courtyard v/as occupied by 
variooa men-at-arms. "* Similarly iiandelslo says that v;hen 
1. Tuzuk, Vol. I, pp. 319 & 320. 
2. Hanrique, Vol. II, pp. 213, 214 £ 215. 
3. Hanrioue, Vol. II, pp. 214 & 215. 
4. Ibid, Vol. II, p. 207. 
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he was entertained by Asea Khan the Governor of 
Ahmadabad, "The room in which the refreshment was given 
was full of military officers some of whom stood on 
gnard with half pikes in their hands, while others oat 
o 1 
about a tank or reservior which was in the room
 e 
2 
A large number of servants attended such functions 
and lent colour and dignity to their mastero. Uatrons, 
maid-servants, bearers andenueftSL dressed in rich 
costumes wore employed for serving the gueots. According 
to i^ anrique venerable matrons removed the flies, end 
other girls brought utensils for washing the hands of 
the guests invited to the party given to the emperor 
Shahjahan in Lahore by Asaf Khan. The servants wero, 
"richly attired in Industane style...with trousers of 
different coloured silks and white coats cS the finest 
transparent muslin. These coats served to cover thoir 
dark brov:n skins, which disseminated the precious sweet 
smelling unguents, with which on this festive occasion, 
they were anointed". tlanrique was, .astonished and 
surprised to see some much polite usage and good order 
in practice' Magnificent and costly vessels, golaen 
1. Handelslo, p. 38. See also Nicholas Downton, pe153. 
2. Hoe, pp« 346 £ 347o !Jhen Thomas Hoe was invitee! by 
Jencluc'cin Huoscdn et Ajaer, he noticed that a company 
end one hundred servants were engaged by the noble. 
3. Zq^riouo, Vol oil, ppe 216 to 219. Other female 
attendants dressed in rich and ceremonial drosses 
carried the vessels, towels, serving the diahos end 
presents to the king. 
4. Henrique, Vol«II, pp.2S7 £J 218.See also D^ Laet ppe91 
& 92, who mentions cup-bearers of Zattersuq served 
the die.ho8« 
5. Henrique, VoleIIf p.218. See also Roe, p.349 who speako 
of Uie servants co 8 delightful and roaDect^ul' 
while the service and order too *:ere excell-nc 
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dishesi end utcnsilc were used on such occasions* "To 
bear theso (rich vecsels) there were in the four corners 
off the room as many otonds; each of five tiers.•••all 
handsome and covered with Persian millaues of gold and 
silvere Those thus acting as side-boards or buffots, 
were covered uith numerous vessels of gold..•• in laid vdth 
precious stones the others in piece of this had the 
finest end most brilliant enamel work, which while it 
varied as to material harmonised in colour" • Then 
'there ware divers,large perfume holders and braziers 
of silver of wonderful workmanship ranged all round the 
h a l l . The rece:-ption halls were tastefully decorated. 
At the entrance of the hall of Asaf Khan in Lahore 'stood 
attydra* with seven spouts. It was made of silver end 
was of exquisite workmanship and was ornamented. 
Heat and rice were widely used and various sorts of 
4 breed varying with the occasion at the time of meals. 
Fruits fresh and dried, pickles, and condiments were 
the usual accompaniment of every nsal. Bernier mentions 
that Danishnand Khan spent 20 cro\:nsa on fruits for hie 
breakfast. Different kinds of dishes were prepared 
from fruits. "Dishes of divers sorts, raisons, almonds, 
1. Henrique, Vol.11, pp. 213 & 214 
2. Ibid, Vol. II, p. 214, 
3. Ibid, Vol. II, p. 215. 
4. Ibid, Vol. II, pp. 186-187. 
5. /JLn, Vol. I, p. 61. 
6. Fryer, Vol. I, p. 234. See also Roc, p. 348. 
7. Bamier, p. 249. 
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pistachees and fruits , were served in the party given 
to Roe by Jamaluddin at Ajmer. Manrique was astonished 
'at the abundance and diversity of the dishes and 
eatables among which, some were in European style especially 
certain pastries, cakes, and other sweet confections made 
by some slaves who had been with the Portuguese...so 
admirably anti delicately made that the Emperor (Shahjahan) 
was surprised at such novelties." 
Tea and coffee
 f tced drinks4, betels5 and intoxicaW 
were in common use. Perfumes of all kinds of 
flowers distilled essences rose water, and scented oils, 
7 
were in great demand • Ladies were f bnd of dyiing 
their hands and feet with henna . At most of the festive 
parties dancing and singing by professionals was* a 
9 
common feature. 
1. Roe, p. 348. See also Ain, Vol. I, p.61 and Fryer, 
Vol. I, p. 234. 
2. Manrique, Vol. II, pp. 218 & 219. 
3. Thevenot, Pt. H I , Chap. XLVII, p.81. According to 
him coffee and tea was used by Muslims. See also 
Delia Valle, p. 365 and Hamilton, I, (Net ed.)p.H9. 
4 . A.H. Vol. I , p . 421. 
5* '"vncaulo, p . 46. See £.lso .anucci, Vol , I I , p . 338. 
6o Pets Kundy, Vol!1 pp. 217 & 218, who has mentioned 
the use of Bhang. 
7. Slanucci, Vol. I I , p . 338. 
8. Ibid, Vol. II, p. 34. He refers to Mehndi; 
9. Peter Mundy, Vol.11, p. 216. See also Mancijlslo, 
pp. 38 & 39, and Manrique, Vol.11, pp. 216 & 219. 
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Hunting v;as a popular pastime, the common animals 
that uere Jamted being elephants, lions, buffaloes, 
deer and leopards . Hunting of lions, tigers, wild 
boares, greyoxen was pursued with zest and enjoyment, 
as also elephant catching. Separate establishments 
were maintained for this purpose. Chaugan called polo xis.3 
2 
also an interesting recreation. It was played during 
3 4 
the day as well as at. night . Horse racing and dog 
racing v/ere also popular. 
Animal fights were very much in vogue. Goats, rams, 
cocks, quails, stags and antelopes were kept in largo 
6 7 8 
numbers for this purpose. Wrestling , boxing , 
Archery and fencing were common sports. Falconery KSS 
(Kamarbarbasta) was common and various birds, of prey 
1. Finch, p. 37. See also Peter Mundy, Vol. II,p.127. 
2. J M.T. Vol. II, p. 69. See also A.N. Vol.Ill, p.242, 
end Ain? Vol. II, p.180. 
3. Ain, Vftl. I, pp. 308 & 310. See also Monserrate, p.30. 
4. M.T. Vol. II, p. 69. See also Nicholas Downton, p.225. 
5. M.T. Vol. II, p. 69 and 84. 
6. Thevenot, p. 53. See also Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p.126. 
7. Fryer, Vol.1, p.278. See also A.N. Vol. I, pp.456 
£ 487 and Vol. Ill, p. 482 and also Manucci, Vol.1, 
p.191. 
8. D© Laet, p. 28. See also Monserrate, p.198 & 
Manucci, Vol. 1 •&. 191. 
9. Terry, p.34. See also Fryer, Vol. I, p.278 and 
Careri, p.246. 
10. nonaerrate, p, 30. 
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1 2 hai7ks like ohahin Falcon, Jurras and faanhan etc* uore 
3 4 
trained for the purpose• Pigeon flying or iaho-bnzi 
uas very common and beautiful pigeons uere imported from 
Iran and Turan , 
Indoor genes were vory popular with the upper classes 
and they especially took keen interest in them. Amongst 
the the 
the indoor gemes/foost popular uere/shooting of darts, 
7 8 9 10 
chess , chAWP/fl? , ahandjal end jngnd/il and cards. Theoo 
games uere often played for stakes • During •Diwali', 
the dice uas ployed and money uas lost and won. Theatrical 
12 
and pupet shou3, physical feats by men and animals
 p and 
also 
JQgglers' shors uere/very popular. 
Various types of uheelcd conveyances i-;ere used 
besides those in vjhich male carrier and runners carried 
13 
their masters or clients. Horses, elephants, pLlcnquins , 
do2As, chariots, coaches of European style, carts 
1. Male falcons. 
2. A kind of hawk. 
3. Thevenot, p.62. See also M.A. p.22. Though it refers to 
the royal recreations, but it was wobabiy" true els a of 
upper classes. 
4. Fryer, Vol.1, p.278. 
5. Ain, Vol. I, p. 310. See also A.N. Vol. I, p.589. 
6. Fryer, Vol. I, p. 278. 
7. Terry p. 34. See also Manucci, Vol. I, p. 460. Ain 
Vol. I, p. 318 and also Roe, p. 348. 
8. Ain Vol. I, p. 315. 
9. Ibid, Vol. I, p.p. 316 to 318. 
10. Terry, p. 34. See also De Laet, p. 82 and also Ain, 
Vol. I, p. 318. Abul Fazsl mentions that these were 
different games in the cards.. 
11. Ain Vol, I, p*316. 
12. Terry, p.34. See also Da Laet, p.82. 
13. Torry, p. 33. See also Oareri pi 246. Bernier, p.14, 
Trvernvt.-r, Vol. I, p. 45. K Laet, p.82 
14. iitch, p.103, who says, °They have many fine carts and 
many of them carved and gilded uith...tivo uheelso.othey 
are covered with silk or very fine^cloth, and be uoed 
here as our coaches be in Englande" (o 
22.5 
cad boato woro uood fcr GO4=3 f^ca oao plaeo t o cnct£ar c 
E&rsoo9 raaloss bul locks p olophcato r c r o need for r£££i23o 
The palanquins of d i f feront typos» car r ied on tho ofcoulSoro 
of 6 or 8 persons* furaioho& lusnr iouoly with q u i l t c ccC 
carpoto and adornod with t apes t r i e s» wore in COOECB uec-o 
John Fryer speaking in t h io context says* »• . .„ In thoii* 
palankeens* coaches* or swinging cotto^ which thoy affect 
for oaso aro l a i d huge b o l s t e r s of s t a t e , and q u i l t s of 
cotton t o l i e a t length;, tkolr ce i l ings and posts cro 
hung wi th i:och3lapatan0 pintados c cn3 atbrncd wi th ottos5 
gallentry*5,, Boraicr mentions tho uso of capacious 
l i t t e r s » suspended botweon two powerful camels, or 
botwocn too email olophants * Ladioo mood tho dol i os? 
Chaadoulos which wore b u i l t magnificently, painted and 
cushioned ins ido»* g i l t and painted and covered xfith 
rr^gnif icewfc eilfe ne ts of cany colc^rc end cnriclicG u i t h 
cobroidoryt, f igures and beaut i fu l t so so l s ' o 
According t o Bomior tho nobloo0 °nainta in tho 
splendour cf tho ccurtp cn£ arc never nccn out c£ Gooro 
but in tho moot ouporb apporol« aoustod soaatisoo on en 
alophant* sometimes on horso back and not unfroquently in 
palclryo cttcaCcfi b7 cany cf t h e i r cavalry? vn$ by o S.CTSO 
body of servants oa footP who took t h o i r s t a t i o n in f^ont 
1* Prycr e Yolo I p . 235, Seo alco Bcraior5 p c 370 az& 
potor L;undy0 Vol*. I I 9 p* 189 and ThQvonotp p« 46* See c lcc 
Ainj> Vol* l i e p« 134* Abui Fozl Qoctioao t h a t i s Bos3c'i 
tho lusislouD pclanquina collod *iS~lto2£n* r o r o u c 0 ^ ^ C P 
lend tir .vulo trhich woro vary ccaforfcoblco 
2o BomiQi?p po37!o Soo. Soo cloo Ainp Vol* lo p° £33° 
So Bcraicr 0 ^o S7le Soo alco p e t e r IluadyP Vol» li'o p0<LGC0 
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and at either side, of their lord, not only to clear the 
way *E but to flap the flies and brush off the dust with 
tails of peacocksJ to carry the picquedent or spitoom, x 
water to ally the Ommrahs thirst, and sometimes account 
books, and other papers . Similarly Thomas Roe says, 
"The great men ride inttrains, some two hund:
 t some 
five hundred footmen following them, and four or five fc 
banners carried before them, and & hundred or two hund 
horses after them". 
While the upper and middle classes were well off; 
and food and clothing along with other amenities of life 
were easily available to them, there was a sharp difference 
between their standard of living and that of the masses. 
Different sections of the society celebrated family 
the 
functions, like/birth of a child, and festivals on a 
grand scale in which feasts and exchange of presents 
was a very common feature. On these occasions money was 
3 
spent according to their means and status* 
The wages were low and most of the labourers had 
to be contented with anything short of starvation. Some 
of them were so poorly fed as to make a traveller 
particularly notice thei&ean stomaches* . Country made 
1. Bernier, pp.213. See also p. 282 & 371. 
2. Roe, p.440. See also Peter Mundy, Vol.11, p.199 and 
also Manrique, Vol.11, p.186, whcwit'nessedthis sort 
of scene in Lahore, when the nobles went to attend 
tha court of the kin^ dssoJjitfin such pomp that many 
had a following ofover five hundrea mounted men, 
irrespective of led horses, elephants and carts . 
See also Fryer, Vol. I, pp.235 & 242, Mandelslo, p.55, 
Careri, p. 243. 
3. Manucci, Vol.Ill, p.150. 
4. Pelsaert, p.61. 
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usually consumed "by them 
liquor was / » Pilgrimages and religious festivals were 
the only diversion as affording a respite from a strenuous 
and precarious existence. Mosques, temples, shrines and 
khangas were used for religious devotions and as educational 
centres. The main means of conveyance available to the 
2 
lower classes were bullockdrawn carts or ponies and in 
some parts of the country camel carts were available* 
Edward Terry speaking in this context says, "The inferior 
sort of people ride on oexen, horses, mules, camels or 
Dromedariesf the women like the men, or else in slight 
coaches with two wheels.w 
While the reckless expenditure on personal enjoyment 
and vain display of wealth was patent yet the upper 
classes were not lacking in generosity and contributed 
to charitable and religious endowments, patronised learning 
and arts and crafts and built public works of great 
utility. Edward Terry says, "For their marks of charite 
many rich men build sarraas, or make wells, where 
passengers may drinke, or else allow pensions unto 
poormen that they may sit by the high way sides and offer 
xvater into those that passe". Peter Mundy speaks of the 
carvansarai, mosque and gardensbuilt in Patna by the 
governor Saif Khan. Similarly the public works of 
1. Mirat, p*26. See also H#T. Vol. Ill, p.174. 
2« Peter ^ undy, Vol. II, 189. See also Careri p. 24b' and 
Thevenot, p. 75» He also mentions *f the chariot. See 
also Mandelslo, p.3. 
3. Terry, p.33. See also Ee Laet, p.82 and Thevenot, p.73. 
4. Terry, p.46. 
5. Peter laundy, Vol. II, p.159. See also Mandelslo,p.42, 
?;ho mentions large number of gardens in Cambay with 
the monuments of the founder and o-oen to ' by tiie Put)-^c* 
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Shaista Khan hare been mentioned in Maair-i-Alaragiri, 
which sayst "the fame of his liberality and chsirty 
enveloped sky. His memorials are the many carvansarais 
and bridges which he built at the cost of lakhs all over 
I 
Hindustan" Alone in Aheraadabad there were aa many as 
2 
about 500 mosques which were named after the builders • 
Beside these, they also built monostries in memory of saints,3 
and other monuments and mausoleums* Thevenot says, in this 
context,"several great men having had the ambition to build 
their (seputohres) in their own life time, or to erect 
monuments to the memory of their forefathers8 • In Lahore 
Wazir Khan, Sujan Singh and Abdul Hai, built charming 
5 
resthouses, shops, bazars and caravansarais. 
1. M.A. p. 223* See also Manrique, Vol* II, p. 140. 
2. Mirat, p. 10. 
3. Tuzuk, Vol. II, p.224. Jahangir mentions of Honestary 
at Ahmadabad see also pp. 428 and 429. 
4. Thevenot, p. 48. 
5. K. T. p. 85. 
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*2hay Qiao helped adueation by granting stipends to 
the teachers* food and clothing to the pnpils and 
building m££tabs# nadrasoo and patshalas. Tim upper 
clasoosf rick norchants and other ^ 8ll-to*do persons too 
4 
«er© liberal ^ ith their charities and Building or 
endowing verse of public utility or religious and educational 
institutions • Beside tafias mosques, sara's, gardens* 
wells» ts&las # oto*t hospitals «er© built fcr sniraila* 
fh© igh standard of living and lavish expenditure by 
ths upper classes* as a matter of fact, directly or 
X* Tuzuk* Vol. II, p.224, Jahangir mentions of Eonestary 
at A&aadabad* See aloo, pp. 42S & 429* 
2. Thovanot* p» 48* 
$* Slavaroior* Vol« II» p*234» According t . him iteja J a i 
Singh founded a college for educating the youth of 
tjoad £U a l l i e s in Benaras. 
4# HSBUCCi, ?ol» I» p# 2I?# 
5* Bernier , p . 336* Ha speaks about Benaras as 'Athens of 
India* which was maintained by the r i c h merchants* 
6* Thevenott p . 13 , & Ilandelslo, p . 23* 
7» Shevenot* p . 16, See a l so Care r i , p* 165. 
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indirectly contributed to the growth of commerce, arts 
end clefts. It gave en iLipetur to industries 
and encouraged, foreign trade, end also provided work 
end eL5>loyiL.3nt to o lu?0c section of the people. 
Llucieians, astrologers
 t * physicians, scholars along 
1.1 th the destitute ana the indigent, the sick and the 
incapacitated had at lsact OOLIC section of the populace 
to ifallE back upon for support ait maintenance. Some 
nobles invested money in banking Mir Jumla 
and his son were actively engaged in commerce and financed 
others to carry on business on their behalf. Tavornier 
says, "For it is the principal trade of the nobles of 
India to place their aonjy in vessels in speculations 
for Hormuz, Bassora, and Mocha and even for Bantam, 
2 Achin and the Philippines". It seems that this practice 
was more popular in the costal tovjns and with the 
officers of the customs, isho first ccame in touch with the 
traders of foreign companies. 2he upper classes lived 
in increased comfort and assuming an air of independence 
as well in great superfluity and absolute power, and 
the splendour of their living did not lack in any way
 0f 
raising their standard of living and to display their 
1. Bernier, pp.16 & 17. He xyac says that the wealth of 
Mir Jumla was earhSdy means of his extensive commerce 
sith various parts of the '.*orldM... See also Bernier, 
p.195. Mir Jumla's son ".^ aiiiat-iSmir-Khan, although 
nothing more than one of Aurangzeb's omrahs is so mcuh 
respected in Golkonda, <jld chi-fly in Maslipatam, 
that the taptapa, his agent or broker virtually acts 
as master of the port. Eo buys and sells, admits and 
clears out cargoes, free of ?ny impo^* end without 
any persons intervention." See also &•?•&•7ol*XI9p*£L« 
2. Tavernier, Vol. I, pp. 37 & 38. 
3. Abbe Carre, Vol. I, p.140. 
4. Pelsaert, p. 60. 
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wealth and power. As Manucci speaking in this context 
says, they "live with such ostentation that the most 
sumptous of a European courts cannot compare in richness 
and magnificence with the lustre beheld in Indian court. 
Inspite of their immsnse sources of income and ostentatious 
display of wealth the nobles were always in. "embarrassed 
circumstances and deeply in debt" and few of them had 
either the incentive or the inclination to save and 
2 
hoard up for their successors. 
During this periodfv±th the groirth of commerce and 
industry the merchants, especially, of the coastal tovms 
were becoming prosperous by making large profits, virji^ 
y ora c Surat merchant was known as the 'richest man in 
the world* end his estate was estimated at 80 lakhs of 
rupees • A Parsi merchant in Surat too \;as wealthy ana 
acted as the commercial agent of the kin^ of Bantam 
at Surat • Shanti Das, a merchant of Ahmadabad, was 
one of wealthiest nseii of Gujrat. Stoetiraes the money 
was rained from these merchants for aquipping an army. 
1. Ilanacci, Vol* II
 t p.330. It-' . applir s to both the king 
and nobles. 2. Bernier* p. 2 ^ T 
3. B.P.H. Vol. XI, pp.303, 308 & 30$. The factors 
mentions the lossof Surat merchants incurred 
by Sfciv2ji*o attack. , ttihe loss sustained by 
Virgi Vora was estimated ut six tons of gold and 
that two other Hindu merchants suffered to the extent 
of thirty tons." !The name of Haji Zaidi Beg too is 
xrorth mentioning. See also Thevenot, p.22 & 290, 
Pelsaert, p.42-i-
4. Fryer, Vol. Vol. I, p. 231. 
5. Mondelslo, p. 23, who says he was , . one of the 
^cJ-thiest men of Gujrat in hi3 day and high in favour 
both with Sahjehan and after him ndth Aurangzeb." 
6. Bernier, p.27. See also Manucci, Vol.I,p.248. He too 
mentions that Hurad Bakhsh realised money from the 
merchants. 
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The merchant class, was generally dominated by 
Hindus, ttThey (Baniyas) are all merchants and brokers, 
and so expert in business that hardly any body can be 
without themoo.. The richest merchants of the Indies are 
of them and such I have met in all places, where I have 
been in that country."1 Some influential merchants main-
tained their agents in different commercial towns* 
Virji Vora was the English Company's largest creditor 
in Surat and employed agents or vakils in Agra, Burhanpur, 
Ahemdabad etc. The shroffs acted as the bankers and the 
bills wore accepted by them. At Baroch English Factors 
too
 A.. 4,000 Uahmudis from Rup^i 5ur^i and he was given 
a bill for Surat payable to Kuvarji. Hari Das. Bills 
of exchange could be secured at Ahmadabad by the merchants 
and "Baniya shroff having their correspondents in all 
parts of Asia, as also at Constantinople in Europel' «5 
Unskilled labourers and snail artisans and 
craftsmen were controlled by the middle classes who 
generally acted as middlemen for the procurement of goods 
and labour for Indian and foreign merchants. For 
1. Thevenot, pp.77, & 78 and also Bernier, p.226; see 
also Peter tlundy, Vol.^  II, p. 140 and Hanriqus, Vol.11, 
p. 223 and Hanucci, Vol. I, p. 156. 
2« E.F.R. Vols, VIII, pp.275 & 276, VII, p.5, V, pp024, 
82 £ 97p and X, pp.16, 17, 72 & 215. 
a. 2bid, Vol. H , p.110. It says, "The bills from Surat 
for 10,000 Mahmudis ware received and duly accepted 
by the Shroffes on whom they drawn0. 
4. JB.Fofio Vol* II,ppoll6, 163 & 329. In Cambay Jai Ram 
Sah furnished the goods worth Rs.21,649 to the English 
merchants and the other merchants, Deo Vishna Das" 
furnished the factors with money on credit to be paid 
in none othertowns. 
5. tiandololo, p.27. 
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protection and unhindered pursuit of commsrce the 
patronage and protection ofsome high official was generally 
sought. According to John Fryer, "for a Banyan or 
Richbroker to grow wealthy, without protection of some 
great person" , was an offence though, "merchants who 
derive their income from king or from the omrahs, or who 
are protected by a powerful patron, are at no pains to 
counterfeit poverty, but partake of the comforts and 
luxuries of life." Pelsaert remarks that the merchants 
were, "subject to a rule that if the kings, nobles, or 
governors, should require any of their goods, they must 
sell for very little lessthan half price; for to begin 
with, they must give great weight for small coins, the 
differences being 20%,ttan 8% is deducted for dasturi, 
the clerks, overseers, cashiers, and others all know very 
3. This a statement 
well how to get their share*Vis too sweeping/and should 
be accepted with caution. - Bribery and corruption 
or highhandedness of officials were generally complained of but 
the conditions were not worse than prevailing elsewhere 
and the government did give redress when complaints 
were made. 
According t o age old customs some trades and pro-
fessions were confined to particular families or classes. 
Bernier says, "The embroiderer brings up his son as an 
embrioiderer, the son of a goldsmith becomes a goldsmith"4 
1. Fryer, Vol. I, p. 245. See also Bernier, p. 225. 
2. Bernier, p. 225. 
3. Pelsaert, p. 63. 
4. Bernior, n. 259. See also Pelsaert, p.60. Thevenot,p.89. 
He notes the antiquity of the various 
professions amongst the lower classes. 
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It is however doubtful whether a guild system vaa >?as 
i 
prevailing in Europe »was in e xistenee. 
The condition of lower classes was very deplorable 
and though they were nominally free they had to work 
hard'subsisting generally on starvation wages. We can 
accept the account of Bernier with some caution who 
speaking in this context,says, "All those handy craftsmen 
come in the morning tifc those kar-kanays, and work there 
all day long and at night return to their several homes, 
every one passing his life quietly without aspiring 
p 
above his condition"• This class was generally exploited 
in numerous ways by the upper classes and Government 
officials like the Kotwal etc. Domestic servants could 
be hired for mere food and cloths . Child labour too was 
very common which was available on nominal charges. 
However, the labourers,artisans, skilled craftsmen and 
servants,who were engaged by the state or some powerful 
noble »were better off. 
During this period exploi#tion o f t h e l™** class 
especially the weavers by the middle class (merchants) 
was also apparent. Bernier speaking in this context 
1. Ain, Vol. II, p. 44. 
2. Bernier, p. 259. See also pp.224 & 228. 
3. Pelsaert, pp.60 & 262. See also Bernier, p.225 and also 
E.F.R. Vol. V, p.290. 
,4. Pelsaert, p. 60. See also Fryer, Vol.1, pp.242 & 243, 
See also E.F.R, Vol, II, pp.93, 118 & 169. 
5. Thevenot, p. 60. 
6. Thevenot, p . 55. See also Bernier, pp. 402 & 403. 
7. Bernier, p . 255. See also Ji.F.R. Vol. I , p . 160. 
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says, *If money be gained it does not in any measure 
|jo into his pocket (artisans) but only serves to increase 
the wealth of the merchants. 
A large number of religious men, devotees saints, 
mendicants, and fakirs lived in every city on the charity 
of the people viiich was reaflily forthcoming. People 
enjoyed religious freedom and ©ere allowed to (celebrate 
their festivals and perform religious rites and customs 
according to their tradition:. -I c "Hindus rero free 
to celebrate their festivals , a-i\d , functions at 
their own accord not only this much but the dead bodies 
too were allowed to pass from the city ±n music and 
« 2 procession"• 
Hindu and Muslim ladies alike observed parda, 
but the Hindus were not so strict as the Muslims. They 
lived in the inner apartments and the houses were built in 
such a way as to-give complete privacy to the womenfolS , 
1. Bernier, p. 229. 
2. Peter Mundy, Vol. II, p. 220, and also Bernier, p.303. 
3. Manucci, Vol. II, pp. 72 & 73. See also Terry, p.30. 
C H A P T E B - V 
SUMMARY AHD CONCLUSIOH 
The towns of medieval India owed their origin 
generally to military, commercial and administrative 
causes , but a very large number of them developed as 
industries expanded or urban-population grew. The 
geographical situation and the topography of the region 
determined the choice of the original sites and the 
later growth of these cities* 
During this period a largo group of cities grew 
in importance due to the fact that they were favourably 
located being situated on the bank of a navigable river 
or near a good harbouri or in the centre of a productive 
area, or at a site which provided suitable defence. The 
trade routes and facilities of means of communication 
too greatly influenced the growth of the towns. Most of 
the towns in the 17th century were situated on the 
junction of trade routes or near w major trade routes 
or were connected with each other by important routes. 
Thus a net of cross-country roads passed through the 
existing in 
important tovms. The security / the tovaa, proper 
t ion 
administra/ and /&*&£ties available on the trade routes 
further contributed to the grouth of the towns. Indian 
their 
and foreign merchants plied . / trade between them. 
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process of 
The/urbanisation was mainly due to industrial and 
commercial causes and the establishment of a strong central 
government. As specialised trade developed with other 
regions, these cities grew in size and --* importance. 
Expansion of cultivation, increase and surplus of agricul-
tural produce and raw-material, shift of rural population 
to urban centres and finally the growing commerce and 
expanding trade and industries were the important factors 
which promoted the growth of medieval Indian townso Cith 
the concentration of power and wealth at the capitals 
and other places the population^grew rapidly and the 
administrative towns became centres of commercial and 
economic activity. 
In India, the 17th century was an era of 
stabilization and as the result of external stimulus, 
there ras an expansion in foreign trade. Foreign E^rchenSs 
flocked to India and foreign factories were established 
in different towns and by virtue of these commercial 
activity increased immensely. Trade by sea as well as 
by land increased in volume. The part-towns and tho 
maritime regions flourished. 3he advantageous position 
in respect of foreign trade led to a considerable 
expansion of totsns. 
The toais of northea India,particularly, during this 
period were large and prosperous and expaided tremendously 
in size, extent, population and inkomaerce, trade and 
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industries XSX.^HJUIXJLXJIO^L'OC^ throughout tho 
17th century. Some of them compared f avourabl j in size 
and population uith European towns like London and Paris. 
I/^iors 
Agra/end Ahnadabad were among the biggest tools of tho 
world. A feu towns declined due to natural calamitieso 
One oees a vigorous urbanisation which reached ito 
climax in the 17th centuryo A large nuni>er of newtorao 
uere springing up all over northern India. She pace of 
urbanisation was much more rapid during the 17th century 
than in the 16th. During the reign of Akbar, according 
to Nizamuddin there were about 3,200 towns out of which 
120, were large cities , while in the 17th century the 
number of cities was much greater. 
The pressure of urban needs, and the opportunities 
of an open market for labour and goods, the dynamic agento 
of capiteliom, viz., <.-aj prosperous middleclass, the 
banks, and the increasing capital put in circulation the 
the the 
expanding trade and production were/chief causes of/raoid 
Of 
urbanisation and growth^/ Indian torasn of this period* 
.an 
Most of the towns had/exclusively commercial character. 
A majority of the towns of northern India whether big 
or small, pa r t i cu l a r ly of Gtajrat, Bengal, Sindh, Punjab 
and Dihli were commercial and manufacuring centres. A 
statisiccl survey of cities at the present day proveo 
lc KizcQuddin: Elliot, Vol. V, pp. 186 & 187e 
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that these cities long retained their commercial character 
and that these cities were all along centres St economic 
activity. The commercial and manufacturing centres 
extended their influence over the neighbouring regions. 
The cities became active centres of trade. The trade 
was rapidly spreading from one toum to the other and the 
neighbouring regions were linked by > commercial and 
industrial relations, and also had commercial contacts -with 
the outer world. 
^ Towns, which at one time were primarily of 
administrative importance subsequently became important 
centres of commerce end industry Ho town retained 
purely one character. The capital towns did not depend 
entirely upon the court and the presence of the royal 
camp, but commerce and industry dominated them. Towns of 
military and strategic importance also became administra-
tive centres. Such toisns might not have had much commerce 
or industry, but because of large population they also ± 
developed minor industries and played an important role 
in the economic life of the country. The port towns too 
remained as commercial and industrial centres. 
• The layout, planning and general appearance of the 
towns depended on their location. The tovms were strongly 
fortified. Toms of this period were quite large and 
had spacious buildings. The general appearance of the 
tovms shows that they were well planned and had a 
magnifies en t appearance. XjocoaocK^ DaCTScxxxxKxxxsxxxxxxxDcx 
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The cities were divided Uo, ii* different quarters for 
different purposes, and had numerous roads* The 
ggvernment offices, markets and shops were located at the 
most suitable and convenient places. In port towns, the 
chief offices were situated near the custom house. A city 
in general had broad and spacious streets, and trees 
were generally planted on both sides. Large and well 
laid out gardens were a common feature of these towns. 
Iiispite of the tremendous growth of the towns 
proper administration was maintained. For ensuring all 
round security of the towns military and police arrangements 
were made. The p@lice was organised more or less on the 
same lines as exist in modern times.For town administra-
tion and for maintaining law and order in the cities 
different officers were appointed. The Kotwal was the 
most important officer, who was responsible for town 
administration. Proper security measures against attacks 
from outside and thefts were taken. Guards, sentries, 
police and garrisons were maintained in the cities. 
Thefts and robberies were sternly put down. Security of 
life and property was ensured and public enjoyed the repose 
of security under the local administration. 
* In a city, all sorts of civic amentities were 
available. For water supply various means existed and the 
modern methods like passing the water through underground 
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channels were also practiced. Proper hygiene and sanitary 
arrangements were available. The roads and streets were 
cleaned and drains were constructed. Light arrangements 
were also available. 
Public institutions like sarais, baths, schools 
mosques, wells and gardens were constructed for the 
benefit of the public and were properly administered. 
The policy of the state was benevolent in character. 
The administration of the town was carried with a view 
to the interest and welfare of the public. Various 
officers of justice were stationed in towns to safeguard 
the interests of the public. '•— Officers of high 
integrity, scholarship and ability were appointed. 
the 
In view of/public interest prohibition was enforced, 
immoral traffic was discouraged and measures frere taken 
to prevent epidemics, floods, famines, and diseases. 
Free medical aid was given to the needy. Hospitals for men 
and animals were established. For feeding the poor 
people there used to b e free kitchens. Alms were liberally 
given irrespective of caste and creed. The state tried 
its best to suppress social evils and raise the moral 
standards ofthe people. 
Due to the economic pressure on the towns and the 
existence of octroi and custom houses, mints, the indi =r<?nous 
banking system and a flourishing middle class, a new pattern 
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of townsadministration was emerging. To realise the state 
dues, and for carrying on commercial transactions smoothly 
in the city proper administrative machinery was established. 
Various officers were appointed to control and administer 
the markets properly in the interest of both the public 
and the government. Frauds were discouraged in every 
possible way. Standard weights, coins and measures were 
used in business, transactions. Master craftsman were 
controlled. The octroi, and custom stations and ferries 
were properly controlled. A team of officers was engaged 
and strict rules and regulations were enforced. Licences 
were issued to foreign merchants. The coming and going 
of the foreign merchants to foreign countries was recorded. 
The port towns were separately administered and smuggling 
was sternly suppressed. 
For the internal as well as external trade a large 
number of Indian merchants who exclusively directed their 
attention to ' : mere' antile enterpriaeflourished. The 
desire for gain and profit was strong enough in this class 
to counterbalance the hardships, risks and dangers of 
carrying their goods from one place to the other. with 
the growth of the middle class, capital come into 
circulation aid was invested. Credit and banking system 
became popular in the country as well in foreign countries.. 
All these factors immensely helped in the growth of trade. 
The brokers helped the foreign and Indian merchants and other 
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manufacturers of the towns*, The middle class grew 
stronger, and controlled the lower class, especially the 
artisans and weaverse This class had a great influence 
on the upper class too* The cities became the strong 
holds of trading classes, and this change in towns 
considerably modified the character of the towns themselves* 
There was a constant overflow of the proletariat EX 
class into towns which was absorbed thereto. To the 
cities came expert artisans and master xxxxxxx craftsmen. 
The most important fact in the whole urban transition was 
the displacement of population that took place all over 
the region. Feople engaged in* various profession and. 
a variety of occupations moved from rural to urban areas. 
The urban society of northern India in the 17th 
century was based on a hierarchy of social classes 
particularly in respect of birth and profession. There 
was a wide gap in the standard of living amongst the 
various classes of society. The upper classes lived 
luxuriously and spent money lavishly in displaying their 
wealth. Til© middle elcos ixs coll-to-do and did not spend 
money in outward show,, but made investments in business 
for profit. However quite a large number of merchants 
their establishments 
wore maintaining a high stan£crd end/could be compared 
those of the 
with/upper classes. The lover class mostly consisted of the 
working classes, diose standard of living was comparatively 
very lo::<> However in soce pieces tho condition of the 3 
lower class was deplorable end the evils of capitalism had 
beccne apparent in the 17th century. 
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In the domain of art, literature, music, painting 
and other cultural activities progress was made rapidly. 
large 
A/variety of pastimes, games and 3ports were rorulir 
Touns rcere cultural centres. Scholars and persons ink 
interested in religion, education, and cultural pursuits 
flocked to the urban centres from distant parts of the 
^nerr.lly the 
empire. Communal harmony tras/preserved in/urban centres. 
RELATION BETWEEN RURAL AMD URBAN AREAS? 
In the 17th centuiy, there was a close inter-
dependence between the zxnral and urban areas xxxxxxxxxx 
'•sboadsglfeaas^ £11 cities 
were ^ dependent for the supply of r aw-material and food-
stuff on e xternal resources. Export of the manufactured 
products compensated for such import. Thus these 
relations rested upon a f ree economy marked by mutual 
interchange of services between the city and the 
rural areas. The villages wereSfc dependent upon the 
tov/ns for disposing off their surplus produce, while each 
city was the maiket for the surrounding country. 
Generally there was always found in the town a weekly or 
h 
biweekly market, whiter the rural population brought 
their produce and agoods for sale and took away from 
there the cares required by them. Various professionals, 
like the soldiers, servants, artisans and skilled craftsin 
were all recruited from the villages. The rural populati 
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was attracted to the city for recreational purposes, and 
attended especially those functions whete they could 
combines* pleasure with profit. In addition to these, 
the 
the state celebrations, presence of/king on public-
occasions, important religious ceremonies and religious 
festivals, were some of the Important occas;-ions when the 
rural population was attracted to the cities. 
THE IHELUEHCE 0? ROYALTY ON THE CITY? 
the 
In/aedieval age royalty greatly influenced the city, 
its buildings, the life of the people, the moral tone 
of society fashion, arts etc. in various spheres. 
The luxurious life of the kings, their lavish 
tastes and habits and varied interests in different fields 
greatly contributed to the growth of fisdoodckxxscg: new 
institutions, and in setting up ^ a new pattern of life. 
The pattern was copied in every possible way by the uppoer 
classes, which too had far-reaching effects on the life 
of the city. A n this greatly influenced the growth of 
urban life and commercial and industrial activi tiejs The "ourt 
35-jQcxx attracted a lcrge number of Indian and foreign 
merchants from far and distant regions, and the ring's 
patronage of men of letters of arts and crafts and all 
those who ministered to their pleasures or pastimes 
determined the cultural level and trends of the time. 
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A large number of royal karkhanas were maintained, 
where skilled craftsmen in various trades were employed 
and thus it provided a great scope for employing various 
types of professionals. In addition to it a large 
nunflDer of skilled craftsmen were also engaged by the 
upper classes for the production of x3oc3ocxxxxs3c commodities 
for personal use as well as for giving presents to the 
king on different occasions. 
It was partly » d u e *° the influence of royalty, 
that cities became the centres of art and culture, The 
kings were usually lavish in giving alms and charity, 
especially on their birthdays, weighing celebrations 
and during special festivals* On such occasions, the 
granting of robes, giving expensive gifts like horses, 
elephants and jewels was the usual feature. This policy 
of the kings benefitted the upper class as well as the 
masses. The charitable institutions, like madrasas, 
khanqahs, and hospitals were founded and proper aid 
given to run them efficiently. 
The towns, also became centnes of religious
 ari$ 
cultural activities and the kings patronised the Srahmins, 
Pandits, IDJOB , Muslim saints and religious heads. 
The personal interest of the kings in visiting the tomb 
and mausoleums, and the respect shown to religious men 
and scholars helped to foster a religious outlook 
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amongst the masses. Beautiful gardens were laid out and 
mausoleums and other public buildings were constructed in 
the city end outside by kings and noblemen. 
The kingsa and nobles . participated in public 
festivals* organised by both Hindus and Muslims. The 
royal games like elephant fighting etc., which were 
organioeo in the city further gave an opportunity to the 
masses for recreation tlienselves. The Court greatly 
influenced the social life of the upperclasses. *he 
modes of recreation and devices for pleasure seeking, 
drinking parties and such other diversions had a great 
effect on the life of the nobility and then on . urban 
life as a whole. 
o O o — 
A: Contemporary Persian Sources: 
Niamatulla Makhzan-i-Afghani or Tarikh-i-
Kfaan-Jahan Lodi. Extracts 
translated, Elliot and Dowson, 
Vol. V. 
Ahmadyadgar 
Babur 
Tarikh-i-Salatin-i-Afaghana* 
Extracts translated, Elliot and 
Dowson, Vol. V* 
Baburnama or Tuzuk-i-Baburi., 
by Babur, Translated from original 
Turki into English in two 
volumes by A.S. Beveridge, Luzac 
and Co., London, 1921* 
Mirza Haider 
Doghlat. 
Gulbadan Begam 
Tarikh-i-Rashidi by Mirza 
Muhaimoad Haider Doghlat, translated 
into English by N. Elias and 
E. Denison Boss, London, 1895* 
Extracte, translated, Elliot and 
Dowson, Vol. V. 
Humaytffinan^  or The History of 
Humayun by Gulbadan Begam, trans-
lated into English by A.S. 
Beveridge, London, 1902. 
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Khv/andamir Qanun-i-Humavuni by Khwandamir, 
translated into English by Baini 
Prasad, 1940, Extracts translated, 
Elliot and Bowson, Vol. V. 
Jauhar Tazkirat-ul-Waavat by Jauhar. 
translated into English by 
Charles Stewart, London, 1832. 
Extracts translated, Elliot and 
Dowson, Vol, V. 
Abul Fazl Akbarnama by Abul ^ "azl-i-
Allami. Translated into English 
by H. Beveridge in three volumes. 
Calcutta, 1903 - 1910. 
Abul Fazl Ain-i-Akbarif translated into 
English, Vol. I, by H.Biochmann 
(1873) Revised by D. C. Phillott 
(1927); Vol. II, by H.S. aTarrett 
(1891), Revised by Sir Jadunath 
Sarkar (1949); Vol.Ill, by 
H.S. Jarrett, (1894), Revised by 
Sir Jadunath Sarkar (1948), 
Calcutta. 
Inayatullah T^lm^-i-Akbarnama. Extracts 
translated,HK Elliot & Dowson, 
Vol. VI. 
Nizam-ud-Din 
Ahmad 
Tabaqat-i-Akb»ri by Khwajah 
Kizamuddin Ahmad, Translated into 
English in three Volumes by 
Brajendra Nath De. Vol.Ill, 
Revised, edited and completed by 
Baini Prashad, Calcutta, 1939. 
Extracts translated, Elliot end 
Dowcon, Vol. V. 
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12. Abdul Qadir 
Badaoni 
Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh by Mulla 
Abdul v*adir Badaoni, Translated 
into English, Vol, I, G.S. 
Ranking (1898)} Vol. II, U.H.Lowe 
(1884); Vol.III, T.S'. Haig(l925) 
Calcutta. Extracts, translated 
Elliot end Doraon, Vol. V. 
13. fferishta Tarikh-l"Feri shta or Gulshan-i-
Ibrahimi, by iauhommed Qasim 
Hindu Beg Ferishta. translated 
into English by <J. Briggs under that 
the title of "History of the 
Rise of the Mohomedan Power in 
India till the year 1612H. Four 
Volumes, London, 1829. 
14i Jahangir Tuzuk-i-Jahanglri. Translated 
into English in two Volumes by 
A. Rogers and H. Beveridge, 
London, 1909 and 1914. 
15. Jahangir Watt * at-WshangjrS,,, extracts 
translated into English by Elliot 
and Bowson, Vol. VI. 
16. Kaagar Khan Xiaasir-i-Jahangiri. Extracts 
translated Elliot and Dow^on, 
Vol. VI. 
17. Bakhtavar Khan airat-i-Alam. Extracts 
translated, Elliot End Dow-on, 
Vol. VII. 
18. Rai Bhara Mai Lubbu-T-Tawarikh-i-Hindi:. 
Extracts translated, Elliot and 
Dowson, Vol. VII. 
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19. Abdul Hamid 
Lahori P^ahajmaaa by Abdul Hamid 
Lahori. Extracts t rans la ted 
by E l l i o t ao* ^°«3 0 n» ^ o l » VII I , 
20. Muhammad Sal ih Amal-i-Sallh. Extracts t rans la ted 
Elliot and S 2>owson, Vol. VII. 
21 . Ruqa'at-i-Alamgiri Translated into English by 
J.H. Bi l l imor ia , Luzac, London, 
1908. 
22. Hamid-ud-Din Khan 
23. Saq* Musta'ldd 
Khan 
Ahkaro-i-Alflm^iri. Translated 
i n to English by S i r Jadunath 
Sarkar under t i t l e of 'Anecdotes 
of Aurangzeb.' 
Maasir-»l»A^fiagiri. h i s tory 
of the emperor Aurangzeb 
Alamgir!s re ign , 1658-1707 A.D. 
Translated and annotated by 
S i r Jadunath Sarkar. (Bibliotheca 
Indica) Calcutta, 1947. 
Extracts "translated E l l i o t 
and Dowson, Vol. VII. 
24. Khafi Khan Muntakhabu-1-Lubab. Extracts 
translated, Elliot and Dowson, 
Vol. VII. 
25. Sujan Hai KhuAflfipt-tt-t-Tawor^ t^. 
Translation of the topographical 
introduction by Sir Jadunath 
Sarkar, included in his 'India 
of Aurangzeb'. 
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16, Chaturman Kayasth Chahar Gulshan. Translated 
and annotated by Sir Jadunath 
Sarkar in his book *India of 
Aurangzeb*. 
57, Ali Muhammad Khan Mirat~i-Ahmadi (Supplement) by 
Ali Muhammad Khan, translated 
by Syed Hawab Ali and Charles.N. 
Seddon. Oriental Institute, 
Baroda, 1928. 
28. Elliot & Dowson The History of India as told by 
its ow. Historians. Edited by 
H.I. Blliot and John Dowson in 
eight Volumes, London, 1867. 
B European Travellers; 
1. Monserrate. S.J. 
K ^ (1580-82) 
The commentary of Father 
Monserrate, S.J. Translated 
from Latin by J.S. Hoyland, a-nd, 
annotated by S.N. Bangrji, 
Oxford, 1922. 
2. Akbar and the 
Jesuits 
An account of the Jesuit missions 
to the court of Akbar by Father 
Pierre Du Jarric. Translated 
by C.H. Paynein 'Akbar and the 
Jesuits'. London^ 1936. 
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3. Rudolf Acquaviva 'The first Christian mission 
to the great Lfogul', or The 
story of Blessed %dolf 
Acquaviva, and of his four 
companions in Martyrdom of the 
society of Jesus. By Francis 
Goldie. Dublin, 1897. 
Also, in 'Acquaviva and the 
Great Mogul' by J, Stephen 
Harayan, Patna. 
4. John Hughenfcran 'The voyages of John H.V. 
Linschoten (1583-88) Linschoten to the East Indies*. 
The old English translation at 
1598, edited by A.C. Burnell -
UolI)"PA.Tieie(Vol. 31) Hakluyt Society, 
Vols. 70-71. London, 1885. 
The first Englishman in India 
by 3.C. Locke, London. Also 
in Early Travels in India 
(1583-1619) edited by Foster, 
Oxford 1921. Also in Purchas 
Vol. X, pp. 165-205. 
'The travels of John uildenhall, 
into Indies and in the countries 
of Persia and of the Greet 
Mogor or Mogull". Purchas, 
Vole II, pp.229-304. 
Also in Early Travels in India 
(1583-1619) Edited by Foster 
Oxford, 1921. 
5. /Balph Fit 
^ (1583-91) 
th ch 
6. John Uildenhall 
(1603 - 1605) 
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7# Feraao Guerreiro *Jahangir and the Jesuits* with an 
account of the travels of Bondict 
Goes, from the relations of father 
Fernao Guerreiro* S.F,Translated by 
C, H.Payne* The Broadway travellers, 
London,193G* 
8# William likings 
^ (1607-1613) 
'Captain ¥illiam Ifcwkins*, his 
relation of the ocourants which 
happened in the time of his 
residence in India., in the countrie 
of the Great Kogoll* and of the 
departure from thenoe written 
to the Companie*» Purchas, Vol.Ill 
pp» 1-51* Also in Barly Travels in 
India, Foster* Oxford, 1921, Also 
included in 'Hawkins* voyages, ed* 
by Sir R. J.Harkham, Haklayt Society, 
1877. 
9# Alescander Sharoey 
(1608) 
•A brief narration of the foueth 
voyage to the Sast indies* etc. 
purchas, Vol. Ill, pp.6i-72. 
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12. William Piaoh 
(1608-11) 
13* Pyrard Do. 
%mm\ (1S0S-9) 
14, John Jourdain* 
(1608-17) 
1 5 . Joseph SaZ'acntgza 
(1609-10) 
•Ofcsonrations or wxillaa Finch* 
©©Fchaat* taken out of Ms lai&© 
$©na?n&ll* in purehas* Vol*IV« 
pp. l-77# AIs# in l a r l y Travals 
in Indie* Foster* Ossford* 1921* 
*^hs voyssg© of Jtencoie pyrnTd* 
of lews! to the Sset Indies* ths 
Hcluoccs andBrss i l* . Trcizslsted 
end E» O.Bell under t i t l e , »!Fh& 
Voyage of Jfcancis pyrcrd of 
X&TOI* ? 2 -relumes* Jfe&tayt 
Sooioty l e t ser ies 76* 77* 80. 
London (1687-89) Aboroviotod 
translat ion in pureh&s. Vol . IS , 
pp. 503-70* 
' J r i r c r i ' t deccriMng Mo 
ocsperiasacs in Arcl*ic#. Indie end 
the Malay A^chipelc'iO•, Edited "by 
t f i l l isn Foster. Eskiayt Society-
Sad Series*« 16* 1SC5. 
* T I » vc73gs cf Hostsr Joseph 
SQlhan&e through India, Persia , 
part of ta&is* ths Persian Gulf 
and Arabia, •written into Sir fhotaas 
Smith* * in purchas* Vol. I l l * 
pp. 82-89. 
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16. James Lancaster 
(1610-11) 
*Voyages to the East Indies' 
(Journals of the 4th and 6th 
teoyage concern India). In 
Purchas, Vol. IV, pp.214-15. 
17. 
18. 
Henry Middleton 
(1610-U) 
Walter Peyton 
(1612-14) 
"Account of the*sixth voyage set 
forth by the East India Company 
in three ships'* in Purchas 
Vol. Ill, pp.116-94. 
'Captain Salter Peyton*, 'Second 
Voyage* in Purchas Vol.IV, 
pp.289-309. 
19< Thonas Best 
(1612-14) 
Master Thomas Best. 'Journal of 
the tenth voyage' in Purchas 
Vol. IV, pp.119-147, also 'Tho 
Voyage of Thomas Best* edited by 
HT W. Foster. Hakluyt Society, 
1934. 
200 The following travellers of minor importance are 
also included in Purchas. 
1. William Nicols, 1610, Vol.Ill, pp.72-73. 
2. Thomas Love (1610-11) 'Included in voyages of 
Sir Jcaes Lancaster*. 
3. Robert Bonner (1611-14) Vol. IV, pp.154-62. 
4. Master Compland (1611-14) Vol. IV, pp.147-164. 
5. Hathaniel Hartens (1611-12) Vol. Ill, pp.304-19. 
6. Peter Floris (1611-15) Vol. ill, pp.319-342. 
8. Captain Saris (1611-13) Vol. Ill, pp.357-519. 
8. Roger Haues (1615) Vol. IV, pp.496-500. 
9. Balph Cross (1615) Vol. IV, p. 265. 
10. Alezender Childe (1616) Vol. IV, pp.502-7. 
11. fiichard Swan (1602) Vol. IV, pp.241-55. 
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21. Thomas Coryat 
(1612-1617) 
Coryat's Letters from India 
in Foster's *Early Travels in 
Infiia'. Oxford, 1921. Also 
in Purchas, Vol. IV, pp.469-87. 
22. Nicholas Withington fisxxa* Extracts of a tractate 
(1612-16*8) 
written by Nicholas Withington* 
Purchas, Vol. IV, pp.162-74. 
Also in Early Travels in India 
Foster, 1921. 
23. Master Dodsworth Relations of Master Dodsworth 
and Master Elington
 a n d M a g t e r E l i n g t o n. Purchas 
1 6 1 4 #
 Vol. IV. pp. 251-263. 
24. 
25. 
Nicholas Dounton 
(1614-15) 
fiichard Steel 
and Joh Crowther 
(1615-16) 
•Nicholas Dounton, Captain of 
the Pepper Corne ... set forth 
by the said companie his journall 
or certain extracts thereof." 
Purchas Vol. Ill, pp. 194-304. 
'A Journal of the Journey of 
fiichard Steel and John Crowther 
from Azmer in India to Sphan in 
Persia*. Purchas, Vol. IV, 
pp. 266-79, 
26. 
27. 
Sir Thomas Roe 
(1615-19) 
Edward Terry 
(1616-19) 
Sir Thomas Boe's Journall in 
Purchas Vol. IV, pp.310-468 and 
Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe to the 
Great Moghul'. edited by William 
Foster, London, 1926. 
The Rev. Edward Terry's voyage 
to East Indies. Purchas Vol. IX 
1 - 54. Also in Foster 's Early 
Travels. 1921. 
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28. Francisco Pelsaert 
(1620-27) 
'The Remonstrantie of Francisco 
Pelsaert'. Translated under 
the title 'Jahangir's India' 
by W.H. Moreland and P. Geyl. 
Cambridge, 1925. 
29. John De Laet2 'The empire of the Great Mogol". 
Translated into English by J.S. 
Hoyland and annotated by S.N, 
Banerji. Bombay, 1928. 
30. Pietro Delia Valle 
(1623-24) 
The 'Travels' of Pietro Delia 
Valle. Translated by Edv/ard 
Grey in Two Volumes. Hakluyt 
Society. London, 1892. 
31. Wellebrand Geleynssen 'Verclaringe ende Betfrnding... * 
de Jongh (1623-29)
 E x t r a c t s t r a n s l a t e d Moreland, 
J.I.H. IV (1925-6) pp.69-83. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
Peter Mundy 
(1628-34) 
Fray Sebastfeen 
Manrique (1628-43) 
John van Twist 
(c.1638) 
The 'Travels' of Peter Mundy 
in Europe and Asia, edited by 
Richard Temple, Vol. II, entitled 
•Travels in Asia*. (1628-34) 
Hakluyt Society Second Series 
No.XXXV, London, 1914. 
Travels of Fray Sebastien 
Manrique. Translated by Eckford 
Luard, assisted by Hosten in two 
volumes. Hakluyt Society, 1927. 
*A General Description of India' 
Extracts translated, Moreland, 
J.I.H, XVI (1937) pp.63-77. 
35. £phn Albert de 
Mondelslo 
(1638-39) 
•ifetndelslo's Travels i n western 
India*. By i , S , Commissariat, 
London, 1931. 
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36. Jean Baptiste 
Tavernier 
(1641, 1645, 1651, 
1657 and 1664) 
•The 'Travels in India' by 
Jean Baptiste Tavernier, Baron 
of Aubonne*. Translated and 
edited by V. Ball in two 
volumes, London, 1889. 
37. M. Francois Bernier 
(1656-1658) 
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Irving's BrockSs version and 
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Sir Richard Carnac Temple. 
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John Marshall in India.- notes 
and observations in Bengal 
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42. Abbe Carre 
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The Travels of Abbe Carre in 
India and the near East. (lo72-74) 
Translated from the manuscript 
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Persian Literature, A biblio-
graphical survey. A * 
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ITOTB OH MAP3> 
MAP HO. J . 
The map of northern India* shows the main towns 
and trade routes of the I7th Century, on the hasis of the 
comtemporary recorde. The towns have been classified into four 
categories, A, B, C & D, according to their size and administra-
-tive and/or Commercial importance. The classification though 
arMtrary, is nevertheless indication of their relative importance. 
Though the list of towns marked is by no means exhaustive, and 
many towns have almost certainly been left out, an attempt has 
been made not to miss any town about which some description is 
available in contemporary records* It is quite possible that 
some of the places mentioned need not be regarded as towns but 
merely as large villages while some of the smaller towns have 
been left out. 
In marking the trade routes, an attempt is made 
to show the more important routes about which definite evidence 
is available. It is obvious that most of the towns in any 
region must have been connected by roads, and must have therefore 
served as minor trade routes. But for want of definite evidence 
these have been left out. 
£59 
MAP SO. 3 
The map showing the layout of Agra city in the 
I7th century has been prepared in accordance with the methodology 
given below*-
I* First of all those land marks and monuments were 
plotted, which were definitely known to exist in the I7th 
century* These Include, such of the monuments which are 
now in ruins but whose date of construction is definitely 
known from inscriptional or other literary evidence* Such 
places have been indicated in white* 
2* Hext in yellow colour has been indicated the 
approximate location of buildings or places mentioned in 
contemporary sources but whose exact position is not known. 
3. Finally in red colour have been indicatedt-
(a) Historical monuments and early sites still 
existing, whose date of construction is not known, 
but which appear to have been in existence in the 
I7th century| and 
(b) Approximate location of buildings or other places 
for which evidence is furnished by secondary 
sources or which are based on hypotheses inferred* 
The crossed marked line in tostofcindicates, the 
approximate bound&ry of the town, at- the begining of t!u- T7th 
century. It has bean drawn by 4cir.ing the various existing gates 
which, according to the contemporary sources, formed the boundary 
of the oity at the begining of the I7th century, and by including 
in it land marks which were definitely in side the city at that 
time, and by excluding such early land marks as were generally 
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outside the city e.g. cemetries* gardens etov 
The wary line in W#&indicates the approximate 
boundary of the town as it had grown by the middle of the I7th 
century. It has been drawn on the some principles as the earlier 
boundary* with the following specificationsj-
(a) The gates of a later period have been taken as land 
marks* 
(b) Well known sites* which definitely existed in the 
middle of the I7th century, have been included. 
(c) Cemetries* gardens etc of a later period have been 
excluded. 
(d) The general descriptions of the eise and boundaries 
of the town given by writers in the middle of the I7th 
century or later have been taken into account. 
The suburbs of the city are indicated by a white dash 
marked line* which has been based on the locations of important 
highways or public buildings of the city. The inhabited areas* 
during the respective period are marked by slanting lines in red. 
